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Case: CV-2009-0002212-0C Current Judge: Stephen S Dunn
Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, eta!.

Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User

6/8/2009

NCOC

SHAREE

Clerk's

David C Nye

COMP

SHAREE

Complaint Filed by Blake S Atkin, Attorney for
Plaintiff

David C Nye

SHAREE

Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than $1,000.00 David C Nye
Paid by: Atkin Law Office PC Receipt number:
0021684 Dated: 6/8/2009 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For:

ATTR

SHAREE

Plaintiff: Clayson, Gaylen Attorney Retained Blake David C Nye
S Atkin

SMIS

SHAREE

Summons Issued - Don Zebe, 465 Berrett Ave,
Pocatello, ID 83201

David C Nye

SMIS

SHAREE

Summons Issued - Rick Lawson, 431
Chesapeake Ave, Pocatello, ID 83202

David C Nye

SMIS

SHAREE

Summons Issued - LAZE LLC % Rick Lawson,
431 Chesapeake Ave, Chubbuck, ID 83202

David C Nye

7/24/2009

MARLEA

David C Nye
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: bowers
law firm Receipt number: 0028119 Dated:
7/27/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Lawson,
Rick (defendant), LAZE, LLC (defendant) and
Zebe, Donald I (defendant)

7/27/2009

CAMILLE

Answer, counterclaim and Demand for Jury;
John Bowers for def

ATTR

CAMILLE

Defendant: Zebe, Donald I Attorney Retained
John D. Bowers

ATTR

CAMILLE

Defendant: Lawson, Rick Attorney Retained John David C Nye
D. Bowers

ATTR

CAMILLE

Defendant: LAZE, LLC Attorney Retained John D. David C Nye
Bowers

CAMILLE

Answer to Counterclaim;
plntf/counterclaim def

AMYW

Returns of Service of Summons and Complaint to David C Nye
Don Zebe, Rick Lawson, and Laze, LLC; lsi Blake
Atkin, atty for plantiff/counterclaim def

8/12/2009

Judge

aty Blake Atkin for

aty David C Nye
David C Nye

David C Nye

8/25/2009

ORDR

AMYW

Order of Disqualification and Reference; lsi J Nye David C Nye

9/912009

ORDR

AMYW

Administrative Order of Reference; matter
reassigned to Judge Dunn; lsi J Nye

David C Nye

9/18/2009

ORDR

KARLA

Order for Submission of Information for
Scheduling Order; Is J Dunn 09/18/09

Stephen S Dunn

10/2/2009

KARLA

Stipulated Statement (Atkin forPlaintiff)

Stephen S Dunn

10/13/2009

CAMILLE

Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint;
Blake Atkin for plntf/counterclaim Def.

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of Motin for Leave to
Amend Complaint; aty Blake Atkin for plntf

CAMILLE

Certificate of service of Plntfs First set of Interrog Stephen S Dunn
to Defs; aty Blake Atkin for defs

aty

Stephen S Dunn
Stephen S Dunn
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Case: CV-2009-0002212-0C Current Judge: Stephen S Dunn
Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, eta!.

Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User
CAMILLE

Certificate of service of Plaintiffs first set of
Document requests to Defendants: aty Blake
Atkin for plntf/counterclaim def.

Stephen S Dunn

NOTC

KARLA

Notice of Hearing; Motion for Leave to Amend;
(Atkin for Def)

Stephen S Dunn

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/23/200902:00
PM)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defendants Motion to Continue Hearing on
Motion to Amend; aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defendants Response to Plntfs Motion to Amend Stephen S Dunn
Complaint; aty JohnBowers for def

CAMILLE

Certificate of service on Discovery Responses;
aty JohnBowers for def

12/112009

DCANO

First Amended Complaint; Blake S. Atkin,
Stephen S Dunn
Attorney for Plntf. Adding Don Zebe, Rick Lawson
and Laze, LLC as Counterclaim Plaintiffs, and
Gaylen Clayson as Counterclaim Defendant.

12/14/2009

CAMILLE

Answer to First Amended Complaint; aty John
Bowers for Defs/counterclaim plntfs

Stephen S Dunn

KARLA

Hearing result for Motion held on 11/23/2009
02:00 PM: Hearing Held

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Order; Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint is Stephen S Dunn
Granted; J Dunn 12-14-09

12/18/2009

CAMILLE

Stipulated Statement; atyBlake Atkin for
plntf/counterclaim def

12/21/2009

CAMILLE

Notice of Depo of Bill Hudson;
@9am:

ORDR

KARLA

Order Setting Jury Trial; Is J Dunn 12/23/09

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/23/201009:00 Stephen S Dunn
AM)

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/02/201009:00 Stephen S Dunn
AM)

12/24/2009

CAMILLE

Certificate of service - aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

12/28/2009

CAMILLE

Amended notice of Depo of Bill Hudson on
1-12-2010: aty Blake Atkin

Stephen S Dunn

12/31/2009

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Depo of Bill Hudson on
1-12-2010 @ 9am: aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

111112010

CAMILLE

Subpoena Duces Tecum; aty Blake Atkin

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Notice of service of Subpoena Duces Tecum;
aty Blake Atkin for plntlconterclaim def

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Return of service - srvd on (copy of Subpoena to
Becky Holzemer 12-29-09)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service - aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

10/13/2009

10/23/2009

11/16/2009

12/17/2009

12/23/2009

11312010

HRHD

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

set for 1-8-2010 Stephen S Dunn
Stephen S Dunn
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Case: CV-2009-0002212-0C Current Judge: Stephen S Dunn
Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, etal.

Gaylen Clayson
Date

VS.

Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC

Code

User

Judge

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Depo of Gaylen clayson and
Subpoena;
aty John Bowers for Def and
Counterclaim plntfs

Stephen S Dunn

MOTN

KARLA

Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice (Bowers for
Def)

Stephen S Dunn

MOTN

KARLA

Defendant's Motion to Modify Scheduling Order
(Bowers for Def)

Stephen S Dunn

1/20/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Jeff Randall; on
1-26-2010 @ 9am:
aty John Bowers for def

Stephen S Dunn

1/21/2010

CAMILLE

Order modifying deadlines in order setting Jury
Trial;
J Dunn 1-20-2010

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Order of Admission Pro Hac Vice;
1-20-2010

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Second Amended Notice of Depo of Gaylen
Clayson on 2-2-2010 @ gam: aty John Bowers
for def and counterclaim plntf

CAMILLE

Stephen S Dunn
Amended Notice Depo of Jeff Randall on
2-3-2010 @ gam: aty John Bowers for defs and
counterclaim plntf

2/112010

CAMILLE

Motion and Memorandum to Hold Citizen
Community Bank in contempt for nonobedience
of subpoena; aty Blake Atkin for
plntflcounterclaim def

2/3/2010

CAMILLE

Defs Motin to Dismiss and or Motion for summary Stephen S Dunn
Judgment; aty John Bowers

CAMILLE

Defs Memorandum in support of motion to
dismiss and or motion for sumary Judgment;
John Bowers for defs

1/14/2010

1/19/2010

1/25/2010

J Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn
aty

CAMILLE

Certificate of service of plntfs Response to Defs
First request for Production of Documents; aty
Blake Atkin for plntf

CAMILLE

Stephen S Dunn
Third Amended Notice of Depo of T Gaylen
Clayson on 2-17-2010 @ 9am: aty John Bowers
for defs

CAMILLE

Amended Notice Depo of Jeff Randall on
2-15-2010 @ 10am: aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

2/8/2010

CAMILLE

Subpoena Duces Tecum; (Glanbia Foods)

Stephen S Dunn

2/10/2010

CAMILLE

Third Amended Notice of Depo of Jeff Randall;
set for 2-15-2010: aty John Bowers for def

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Stephen S Dunn
Fourth Amended Notice of Depo of Gaylen
Clayson on 2-17-2010 @ gam: aty John Bowers
for defs

2/12/2010

CAMILLE

Subpoena Returned;

2/18/2010

CAMILLE

Fifth Amended Notice of Deposition of Gaylen
Stephen S Dunn
Clayson on 2-25-2010 @ 9am: aty John Bowers
for def and counterclaim plntf

left wi Jerry Femnger

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn
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Case: CV-2009-0002212-0C Current Judge: Stephen S Dunn
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Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, eta!.
Gaylen Clayson VS. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User

Judge

CAMILLE

Defendants Designation of Fact Witnesses; aty Stephen S Dunn
John Bowers for the Def and Counterclaim Plntfs

CAMILLE

Certificate of service of plntfs response to
Defendants Second request for production of
documents; aty Blaker Atkin for
plntf/counterclaim def

Stephen S Dunn

NOTC

KARLA

Notice of Deposition of Rick Lawson (Atkin for
Plaintiff)

Stephen S Dunn

NOTC

KARLA

Notice of Deposition of Don Zebe (Atkin for
Plaintiff)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Plaintiffs Designation of Fact Witnesses: aty
Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Motion and Memorandum to be allowed to file late Stephen S Dunn
dSignation of Fact Witnesses: aty Blake Atkin for
plntf

CAMILLE

Defendants Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Witness
List;;
aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

3/1/2010

CAMILLE

Defendants Motion to Compel Discovery;
John Bowers for def

Stephen S Dunn

3/2/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Hearing; set for Defs Motoin to
Dismiss/or Motion for Summary Judgment;
John Bowers for Def

2/22/2010

2/24/2010

2/26/2010

HRSC
3/4/2010

aty

Stephen S Dunn
aty

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/15/201002:00
PM)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Rick Lawson
3-4-2010 @ 9am: aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Don Zebe on
3-3-2010 @ gam: aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

3/11/2010

MOTN

KARLA

Motion to Continue Hearing Date from March 15, Stephen S Dunn
2010 to March 23,2010 (Bowers for Def)

3/12/2010

ORDR

KARLA

Order Vacating Hearing on March 15,2010 and
rescheduling for March 23, 2010 /s J Dunn
03/12/10

Stephen S Dunn

CO NT

KARLA

Continued (Motion 03/23/2010 10:00 AM)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Stipulation and understanding of parties
concerning Trial date Rescheduling; s/ Don
Zebe and Rick Lawson

Stephen S Dunn

KARLA

Stipulation and Understanding of Parties
Concerning Trial Date Rescheduling (Don Zebe;
Rick Lawson)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Certificate of service of Plaintiffs Third set of
Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendants: aty Blake Atkin for pint

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service of Plaintiffs Second set of
Interrog. to Defendants: aty Blake Atkin for
plntflcounterclaim Def.

Stephen S Dunn

3/18/2010

3/19/2010

3/22/2010

STIP
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Case: CV-2009-0002212-0C Current Judge: Stephen S Dunn
Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, etal.

Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Code

Date

User

3/22/2010

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service of Plaintiffs First set of
Requests for Admissions to Defendants:
aty
Blake Atkin for plntf/counterclaim def.

3/23/2010

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Opposition to Defs Motion to
Stephen S Dunn
Dismiss and or Motin for Summary Judgment;
Memorandum in support of Motion to Amend
Plntfs First Amended Complaint to Assert a Claim
for PUnitive Damages; and Motion to countinue
pursuant to IR
CP S6f:
aty Blake Atkin for p Intf/counterclaim
defendant

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Blake S Atkin in Support of Plaintiffs
Rule S6f Motion; aty Blake Atkin for plntf
counterclaim def

Stephen S Dunn

HRHD

KARLA

Hearing result for Motion held on 03/23/2010
10:00 AM: Hearing Held

Stephen S Dunn

MEOR

KARLA

Minute Entry and Order-hrg hid 03/23/10 on
Stephen S Dunn
Motion to dismiss; Court DENY Motion to
Dismiss; Plaintiff Rule S6f GRANTED; Def Motion
to Compel taken under advisement; set hrg for
Def Motion for Summ Judgment;

CAMILLE

Certificate of service of Plaintiff Supplemental
Stephen S Dunn
Response to Defs First Request for Production of
documents; aty Blake Atkin for
plntflcounterclaim def

3/29/2010

Stephen S Dunn

3/31/2010

HRVC

KARLA

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/23/2010
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated

4/1/2010

DEOP

KARLA

Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion to Stephen S Dunn
Compel Discovery; DENIED except as to Bank of
Star Valley records; Plaintiff ordered to produce
Bank of Star Valley records within 14 days of this
order; No costs or fees awarded to either party; /s
J Dunn 04/01/10

412/2010

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 07/07/201002:00 PM)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Notice of DepOSition of Don Zebe on 4-29-2010
@ 9am: atyBlake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Rick Lawson on
4-30-2010 @ 9am: aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service of Defs Replies to Plaintiffs
First set of Req for Admissions to Defendants;
aty John Bowers for def/counterciaimants

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Motion for Protective ORder concerning
Deposition Scheduled for 4-29-2010 and April
30,2010:
aty John Bowers for defs and
counterclaim plntfs

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defendants Response to Plaintfs Motion to
Extend Deadline to produce Bank of Star Valley
Records;
aty John Bowers for defs

Stephen S Dunn

4/1912010

~/22/201

0

Stephen S Dunn
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Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User

Judge

4/22/2010

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Rod Jensen;
defs

4/23/2010

CAMILLE

Defendants Motion for Contempt; aty John
Bowerss for Def. and counterclaim Plntfs

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Affidavit of John Bowers; aty John Bowers for
defs and counterclaim plntfs

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defendants Response to Plaintiffs Motion to
Extend Deadline to Produce Bank of Star Valley
Records; aty John Bowers for Defs.
counterclaim plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Rod Jensen;
aty John Bowers for
def and counterclaim pltfs

Stephen S Dunn

5/10/2010

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service - Counterclaim Plntfs served Stephen S Dunn
upon the plntf, their Responses to Plntfs Interrog
and req for production: aty John Bowers for
Defs and Counterclaim plntfs

5/17/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Association of counsel; aty Gary
Cooper for def

KARLA

Memorandum Decision and Order re; Various
Stephen S Dunn
Motions; Motion for Protective Order and Motion
for Extension of Time to Produce are moot; Court
DENIES Motion for Contempt; Is J Dunn 05/19/10

CAMILLE

Motion to continue Trial;
Def.

CAMILLE

Notice of Hearing; on motion to continue set for
6-21-2010 @2pm: aty Gary Cooper for def

Stephen S Dunn

6/17/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Gaylen Clayson and
Subpoena;
aty Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

6/18/2010

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Gaylen Clayson Stephen S Dunn
and Subpoena; aty Gary Cooper for Def

6/21/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Cancellation of the Depo of Don Zebe
and Rick Lawson;
aty Blake Atkin for
plntf/counterclaim def

Stephen S Dunn

6/25/2010

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Heaering; set for Defs
Motion for Summary Judgment on 8-9-2010 @
2pm: aty Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

4/26/2010

5/20/2010

DEOP

6/7/2010

aty John Bowers for

aty Gary Cooper for

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

6/29/2010

HRSC

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 08/09/201002:00 PM)

6/30/2010

MEOR

KARLA

Minute Entry and Order; hrg 06/21/10; Def Motion Stephen S Dunn
to Continue Trial; Court retained trial date; set
backup date; reset Motion for Summary
Judgment; /s J Dunn 06/24/10

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/11/2011 09:00 Stephen S Dunn
AM)

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Response to Plntfs Second set Stephen S Dunn
of requests for Admissions to Def: aty Gary
Cooper

7/13/2010

Date: 4/1/2011
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Date

Code

User

7/15/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Service - Discovery to Plaintiff and this
Notice: aty Gary Cooper for Defs

7/16/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Response to Plntfs Thrid set of Stephen S Dunn
Document requests to defendants: aty Gary
Cooper for def

7/26/2010

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Gary Cooper;

CAMILLE

Defendants Lawson and Zebe Reply
Memorandum in support of Motion ot
DismisslMotion for Summary Judgment: aty
Gary Cooper for Det.

Stephen S Dunn

8/6/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Mediation; sl Judge Brown 8-3-2010

Stephen S Dunn

8/9/2010

CAMILLE

Stephen S Dunn
Affidavit of Blake S Atkin in Opposition to Defs
Motin to Dismiss or for summary Judgment; aty
Blake Atkin for plntf

KARLA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Stephen S Dunn
held on 08/09/2010 02:00 PM: Motion Held

8/18/2010

CAMILLE

Certificate of Service of Plntfs Response to Defs
Discovery to plntf: aty Blake Atkin for plntf

9/15/2010

CAMILLE

Memorandum Decision and Orderon Defendants Stephen S Dunn
Motion for Summary Judgment; (Court GRANTS
Defs Summary Judgment) Defs Motion for
Summary Judgment is DENIED; Plntfs Motion to
Amend Plntf First Amended Complaint to Assert a
Claim of Punitive Damages is DENIED) sl Judge
Dunn 9-14-2010

9/21/2010

CAMILLE

Second Amended Notice of Deposition of Gaylen Stephen S Dunn
Clayson and Subpoena; set for 9-30-2010: aty
Gary Cooper

10/1/2010

CAMILLE

Defendants Expert and Fact witness Disclosure;
aty Gary Cooper

10/4/2010

CAMILLE

Motion to reconsider damage aspects of decision Stephen S Dunn
dated september 15,2010: aty Blake Atkin for
plntf

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Support of Defense Motion in
Limine;
aty Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Second Affidavit of Gary Cooper; aty Gary
Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defs Supplemental Expert and Fact Witness
Disclosure; aty Gary Cooper for def

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Defense Motion in Limine; aty Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/25/201001 :30
PM)

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Motion to Dismiss Counterclaim;
Cooper for def.

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; set for Motion to Dismiss on
10-25-2010 @ 1:30 pm;

HELD

HRSC
10/7/2010

aty Gary Cooper

aty Gary

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn
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Date

Code

User

10/8/2010

NOTC

DCANO

Notice of Deposition of Jeff Randall to Preserve
Trial Testimony; Gary L. Cooper, Atty for Dfdts.

Stephen S Dunn

10/11/2010

MOTN

KARLA

Motion and Memorandum for Protective Order
Re; Deposition of Jeff Randall to Preserve Trial
Testimoney (Atkins for Plaintiff)

Stephen S Dunn

NOELIA

Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Stephen S Dunn
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by:
Atkin Law Office Receipt number: 0035333
Dated: 10/12/2010 Amount: $4.50 (Check)

CAMILLE

Joint Pre Trial Stipulation; aty Blake Atkin for
plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; set for 10-25-2010 @ 1:30
pm:
aty Blake Atkin for def

Stephen S Dunn

MOTN

KARLA

Motion to Reconsider damage aspects of decision Stephen S Dunn
dated September 15, 2010 (Atkin for Plaintiff)

10/15/2010

RESP

KARLA

Defs Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Stephen S Dunn
Order

10/18/2010

MEMO

KARLA

Memorandum In Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion
for Reconsideration Re Damage Aspects of
Decision Dated September 15, 2010 (Cooper for
Defs)

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; set for Motion on 10-25-2010 Stephen S Dunn
@ 1:30pm: aty Gary Cooper

CAMILLE

Motion Eliminating Jury;

CAMILLE

Defendants Supplemental Expert and Fact
Witness Disclosure;
aty Gary Cooper for Def.

Stephen S Dunn

KARLA

Return of Service; subpoena of Jeff Randall

Stephen S Dunn

10/12/2010

10/19/2010

10/21/2010

aty Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

10105/10

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Opposition to Defense Motion in Stephen S Dunn
Limine; aty Blake Atkin for plntflcounterclaim
def

DCHH

KARLA

Hearing result for Motion held on 10/25/2010
01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheila Fish
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less 100

ORDR

KARLA

Order; Counterclaim Dismissed; jury demand
Stephen S Dunn
dismissed; Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider
denied; Def Motion in Limine deferred until trial; Is
J Dunn 10/28/10

CO NT

KARLA

Continued (Jury Trial 11/04/201009:30 AM)

Stephen S Dunn

11/112010

CAMILLE

Trial Brief;
aty Blake Atkin for
plntf/counterclaim;

Stephen S Dunn

11/3/2010

CAMILLE

DeSignation of Testimony from the Deposition of
Morris A Farinella; on 9-30-2010: aty Gary
Cooper for Def.

Stephen S Dunn

10/29/2010

Stephen S Dunn
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Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User

11/8/2010

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference
11/08/201012:00 PM)

HRSC

KARLA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11 Ii 0/201 0 01 :30 Stephen S Dunn
PM)

HRVC

KARLA

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/11/2011
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated

Stephen S Dunn

DCHH

KARLA

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 11/04/2010
09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheila Fish
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: more than 500

Stephen S Dunn

HRHD

KARLA

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 11/10/2010
01 :30 PM: Hearing Held

Stephen S Dunn

HRHD

KARLA

Hearing result for Status Conference held on
11/08/2010 12:00 PM: Hearing Held

Stephen S Dunn

MEOR

KARLA

Minute Entry and Order; Court Trial held; Parties
to submit findings of facts and conclusions by
11/24/10; matter will be taken under advisement
and written decsion to be issued; Is J Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

11/16/2010

Judge
Stephen S Dunn

11/16/10
11/22/2010

KARLA

Plaintiffs Designation of Portions of the
Stephen S Dunn
Deposition of Morris Ferinella (Atkin for Plaintiffs)

11/24/2010

CAMILLE

DefenseObjection to plntfs designation of
Stephen S Dunn
Deposition excerpts from the Deposition of Morris
Farinella: aty Gary Cooper

CAMILLE

Defense Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions Stephen S Dunn
of Law and Argument; aty Gary Cooper

KARLA

Plaintiffs Post Trial Brief (Atkin for Plaintiff)

Stephen S Dunn

11/29/2010

KARLA

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (Atkin
for Plaintiff)(

Stephen S Dunn

12/6/2010

CAMILLE

Memorandum Decision, findings of Fact and
Conclusions of law; court finds in favor of Plntf
and awards damages totaling $97,310.94: sl
Judge Dunn 12-6-2010

Stephen S Dunn

JDMT

CAMILLE

Judgment; ag Don Zebe Rick Lawson and Laze, Stephen S Dunn
LLC in the total amount of $97,310.94; sl Judge
Dunn 12-6-2010

CSTS

CAMILLE

Case Status Changed: Closed

Stephen S Dunn

MEMO

KARLA

Defense Memorandum on Damage Claim
(Cooper for Defs)

Stephen S Dunn

MEMO

KARLA

Palintiffs Trial Memorandum Regarding the
Stephen S Dunn
Admissibility of Evidence that Defendants
Assumed or Ratified Clayson's Entire Bill to Dairy
Systems Company (Atkin for Palintiff)

MEMO

KARLA

Reply Memorandum in support of Motion to
Reconsider Damage As[ects of Decision Dated
September 15, 2010 (Atkin for Plaintiff)

11/26/2010

12/7/2010

12/8/2010

BRFS

Stephen S Dunn
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Gaylen Clayson vs. Donald I Zebe, Rick Lawson, LAZE, LLC
Date

Code

User

Judge

CAMILLE

Memorandum of costs and Attorney Fees;
Gary Cooper for def

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Gary Cooper in support of
Memorandum of costs and attorney fees; aty
Gary Cooper for def

CAMILLE

Affidavit of John 0 Bowers for Attorney Fees and Stephen S Dunn
costs; aty John Bowers for defs

12/27/2010

CAMILLE

Memorandum of costs including attorney fees;
aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

12/28/2010

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of defs objection to
costs and attorney fees claimed by plntfs: aty
Gary Cooper

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Objection to Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Stephen S Dunn
Attorney fees: aty Gary Cooper for def

12/29/2010

CAMILLE

Objection to Defendants Memorandum of Costs
including attorney fees; aty Blake Atkin

Stephen S Dunn

114/2011

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Blake Atkin in support of
Memorandum of costs including attorney fees;
aty Blake Atkin for plntf

Stephen S Dunn

CAMILLE

Memorandum Decision on motion for attorney
fees and costs;
(Based on the foregoing, the
court denies both motions for attorney fees and
costs: the judgment will not be amended: sl
Judge Dunn 1-4-2011

Stephen S Dunn

NOELIA

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Stephen S Dunn
Supreme Court Paid by: Gary L. Cooper
Receipt number: 0001682 Dated: 1/14/2011
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Clayson, Gaylen
(plaintiff)

APSC

DCANO

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Stephen S Dunn

NOTC

DCANO

NOTICE OF APPEAL; Gary L. Cooper, Atty for
Dfdts.

Stephen S Dunn

MISC

DCANO

Paid $101.00 check # 25113 for Filing Fee and
Stephen S Dunn
Supreme court Fee. Paid $100.00 check # 25114
for deposit of Clerk's Record.

1/21/2011

MISC

DCANO

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; Signed
and Mailed to Counsel and SC on 1-21-11.

1/28/2011

MISC

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal
Stephen S Dunn
received in SC on 1-24-11. Docket Number
38471-2011. Clerk's Record and Reporter's
Transcript due in SC by 5-5-11. (3-31-11 5 weeks
prior to Counsel. The following transcript shall be
lodged: Court Trial 11-4-10, 11-5-10 and
11-10-10.

MISC

DCANO

CORRECTED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
APPEAL. Signed and Mailed to SC and Counsel
on 2-4-11.

12/20/2010

1/14/2011

aty Stephen S Dunn
Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn

Stephen S Dunn
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Date

Code

User

2/8/2011

MISC

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Corrected
Certificated received in SC on 2-7-11. All parties
are to review title and if any corrections please
contact the Dist. Clerk. If not the title on the
certificate must appear on all documents filed in
SC.

Stephen S Dunn

3/30/2011

MISC

DCANO

NOTICE OF LODGING FOR TRANSCRIPTS:
Sheila Fish on 3-30-11.

Stephen S Dunn

MISC

DCANO

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS RECEIVED IN
Stephen S Dunn
COURT RECORDS FROM SHEILA FISH ON
3-30-11 for the following: Court Trial held 11-4-10,
11-5-10, and 11-10-10.

MISC

DCANO

CLERK'S RECORD received in Court Records on Stephen S Dunn
4-1-11.

4/1/2011

Judge

Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903)
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P .C.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
BANNOCK COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
COMPLAINT

Plaintiff,

ev . .Z{)tI'1-~22'2"06

Case No:
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,

Judge:

IJB~

(JURY DEMAND)
Defendants.

The Plaintiff, Gaylen Clayson complains of the Defendants Don Zebe, Rick
Lawson and Laze. LLC as follows:
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

t.

Plaintiff is an Idaho resident living in Firth, Idaho.

2.

Defendants are all Idaho citizens. Don Zebe resides in Pocatello, Idaho,

Rick Lawson resides in Chubbuck, Idaho, and Laze, LLC is an Idaho LLC.

1

BACKGROUND FACTS

3.

This dispute arises out of the ownership and operation of the Star Valley

Cheese Plant located in Thayne, Wyoming ("The Plant").
4.

In 2008 The Plant was owned by Morris Farranella who was the debtor in

possession of The Plant that was subject to a Chapter 11 bankruptcy at the time.
S.

The Plant had not operated for several years, but there was an operating

restaurant located on the premises.
6.

Plaintiff entered into an agreement with Mr. Farranella to lease The Plant

with an understanding that Plaintiff would purchase The Plant out of the bankruptcy and
pay certain moneys to Mr. Farranella for his interest. It was agreed that Plaintiff would
take over operations of The Plant and the restaurant operated at The Plant and make
preparations for reopening The Plant.
7.

To that end Plaintiff expended substantial money. Plaintiff spent in excess

of $150,000 for renovations at The Plant and incurred additional debt in preparation for
the reopening of The Plant. For instance, Plaintiff spent over $15,000 painting The Plant,
did substantial tile work at The Plant and hired Dairy Systems Corporation to refurbish
the works at The Plant at a cost of approximately $280,000. Fifty Thousand dollars of
that amount was paid by the Plaintiff.
8.

Plaintiff also spent countless hours in working and supervising the work in

preparation for the reopening of The Plant.
9.

Plaintiff's interest in reopening The Plant was twofold. First, of course,

Plaintiff was interested in the economic opportunity The Plant offered, but, as important,

2

2

Plaintiff has substantial dairy interests and saW the reopening of The Plant as an
opportunity to insure a ready market for his milk at top market prices.
10.

Plaintiff proceeded with his arrangement with Mr. Farranella by making

an offer to purchase The Plant out of Bankruptcy at a purchase price of $800,000. That
offer was accepted by the Bankruptcy Court.
11.

Defendants Zebe and Lawson approached Plaintiff and offered to help

finance the acquisition and reopening of The Plant by becoming partners in the venture.
Plaintiff agreed.
12.

Defendants offered to buyout Plaintiffs partnership interest for

reimbursement of his out of pocket expenses, assumption of the debt he incurred in
refurbishing The Plant, including the debt to Dairy Systems Corporation and payment of
$500,000 in cash.

As part of this agreement, Defendants also agreed to take all of

Plaintiffs milk supply at class 3 prices, FOB the dairy.
13.

Because Plaintiffs real interests lie in the dairy industry, Plaintiff agreed

to this buyout arrangement.

Pursuant to the agreement, Plaintiff transferred to

Defendants his interest in the contract with the Bankruptcy Court and facilitated the
purchase of Morris Faranella's interest by the Defendants.
14.

Defendants have failed and refused to reimburse Plaintiff's out of pocket

expenses, have failed and refused to assume the debt to Dairy Systems Corporation, and
have been unable to take Plaintiffs production of milk as promised.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
15.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 through

14 of this complaint.

3
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16.

Defendants entered into a contract with the Plaintiff to purchase his

partnership interest for payment of $500,000 in cash, reimbursement of Plaintiffs out of
pocket expenses, assumption of Plaintiff's debt incurred for work done refurbishing The
Plant, including the debt to Dairy Systems Corporation, and agreement to take all of
Plaintiffs production of milk at Class 3 milk prices, FOB the dairy.
17.

Defendants have failed and refused to pay Plaintiff the $500,000 or

reimburse his out of pocket expenses. Defendants have also refused to assume the debt to
Dairy Systems Corporation and have been unable to take Plaintiffs milk production.
18.

With regard to the milk production, Plaintiff has been forced to enter into

milk contracts with another buyer at a substantial loss of income on the sale of his milk
production.
19.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's breaches of contract as

outlined above, Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial, but which
is not less than $1,880,000.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

20.

Plaintiff incorporates and real leges paragraphs 1 through 19 above.

21.

By assigning to Defendants his interest in the contract with the

Bankruptcy Court and facilitating the exercise by Defendants of his option to purchase
The Plant from Morris Farranella, Plaintiff conferred a benefit on Defendants.
22.

Defendants were aware of the benefit being conferred upon them by

Plaintiff and took advantage of and profited by that benefit.

4
4

23.

The circumstances are such that it would be unjust for Defendants to keep

the benefits conferred on them by Plaintiff without compensating Plaintiff for the fair
market value of the benefits conferred upon them.
24.

The value of the benefit conferred upon Defendants is no less than $5.5

million based upon the appraisals that Defendants have used to raise capital from banks.
25.

Defendants expended only $2.3 million in order to secure the $5.5 million

in benefits conferred upon them by Plaintiff.
26.

If the contract alleged in Plaintiff s first cause of action is for any reason

deemed unenforceable, then Plaintiff is entitled to recover from Defendants the sum of
$3.2 million under established doctrines of quasi contract and/or unjust enrichment.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, Plaintiff prays for relief against Defendants and each of them jointly
and severally as follows:
1.

On his first cause of action, damages in an amount of not less than $1.88
million.

2. On his second cause of action, damages in an amount of not less than $5.5
million.
3. For Costs of Court and reasonable attorney fees.
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate.

5

5

DATED this 5th day of June, 2009.

ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.c.

Blake S. Atkin
Attorney for the Plaintiff

Plaintiffs Address:
710 E. 600 N.
Firth, Idaho 83236
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John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Attorney for the Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

Civil No. CV-200g-02212-0C

)

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)

ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM
AND DEMAND FOR JURY

)
)

Defendants.

Judge: Nye

COME NOW the above-captioned Defendants, Laze, LLC, Don Zebe and Rick
Lawson, by and through their attorney, John D. Bowers of Bowers Law Firm, P.C.,
hereby answer as follows:
ANSWER
1.

Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation

contained in paragraph 1 and therefore deny same.
2.

Defendants admit that they are Idaho residents, however Laze, LLC is

registered both in Idaho and Wyoming.
3. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation
contained in paragraph 3 and therefore deny same.
4. Admit.
5. Admit.
6. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation
contained in paragraph 6 and therefore deny same.
7. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation
contained in paragraph 7 and therefore deny same.
8. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation
contained in paragraph 8 and therefore deny same.
9. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegation
Page J of j
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contained in paragraph 9 and therefore deny same.
10.

Defendants admit that the Plaintiff and Jeff Randall made an offer to

purchase the plant for $800,000, which offer was accepted. The Defendants deny the
remaining allegations of paragraph 10.
11.

Denied.

12.

Denied.

13. Denied.
14. Denied.
15. Defendants restate and incorporate paragraphs 1-14 of this Answer as if set

forth fully herein.
16. Denied.
17. Defendants admit that they have refused to pay $500,000 to Plaintiff or

reimburse his expenses, but deny that they have any such obligation. The Defendants
admit that there is a dispute regarding the alleged debt to Dairy Systems Corporation
which is currently being litigated and admit that they have not taken the Plaintiffs milk
production. However, Defendants deny that they have any obligation to assume debt or
take milk.
18. Defendants are without sufficient information to admit or deny the
allegation contained in paragraph 18 and therefore deny same.
19.
20.

Denied.
Defendants restate and incorporate paragraphs 1-19 of this Answer as if set

forth fully herein.
21.

Denied.

22.

Denied.

23. Denied.
24. Denied.
25. Denied.
26. Denied.
27. Defendants deny any allegations set forth in the Plaintiffs Complaint which

are not specifically admitted, including the prayer for relief.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

28. The Complaint fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted.
29. Plaintiffs claims are barred by its failure to mitigate its damages, if any.
30. Counterclaimant's claims are barred by its prior material breach of its
obligations under the agreements between the parties, if any.
31. Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrines of waiver, laches, estoppel and
unclean hands.

32. Plaintiffs claims are barred by the statute of frauds.
33. Defendants reserve the right to amend, supplement or withdraw any of their
Page 2 of 5
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affirmative defenses.

COUNTERCLAIM
COME NOW the above captioned Defendants by and through their attorney,
John D. Bowers of Bowers Law Firm, PC hereby file this Counterclaim against the
above-captioned Plaintiff, Gaylen Clayson, by stating and alleging as follows:
1. JURISDICTION
1.

The Plaintiff is an Idaho resident.

2.

The Defendants are Idaho residents.
II. RELEVANT FACTS

3. Defendant Laze, LLC is a registered in both Idaho and Wyoming and is the
owner of cheese manufacturing plant and restaurant in Thayne, Wyoming.
4. Rick Lawson and Don Zebe are the members of Laze, LLC.
5. Upon information and belief, in or about August 2008, Gaylen Clayson was
granted authority by the previous owner of the cheese plant and restaurant to run
the restaurant, provide workers' compensation insurance to the restaurant
employees and take care of the cleanliness of the plant.6. Upon information and belief, Gaylen Clayson assumed responsibilities relating
to the cheese plant that were outside of the scope of authorization by the owner of the
plant. Such responsibilities were assumed without the authorization of the owner.
7. Laze, LLC purchased the cheese plant in February of 2009.
8. Upon taking possession of the plant in February 2009, Laze, LLC discovered
that there were significant amounts of personal property which had been removed from
the plant and restaurant without the authorization of any owner of the plant. Such
property included an ice cream machine and a whey dryer.
9. Laze, LLC was also contacted by numerous contractors who demanded
payment for services allegedly rendered to the plant and! or restaurant which had beed.
authorized by Gaylen Clayson, but which had not been authorized by any owner of the
plant or Laze, LLC, Rick Lawson or Don Zebe.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
CONVERSION
10.

The Defendants restate and incorporate paragraphs 1 through 9 of this

Counterclaim as if they had been set forth fully in this paragraph.
11.

Gaylen Clayson wrongfully asserted dominion over the personal property of

the Defendants, including but not limited to pumps, an ice cream machine and a whey
dryer.
12.

Demand has been made that Gaylen Clayson return the property which was

removed by him from the plant and! or restaurant.
14. Gaylen Clayson has refused to return the property removed by him from the
plant and! or restaurant.
Page 3 of S
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15. As a result of the conversion by Gaylen Clayson, the Defendants have been
damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACfION
REPLEVIN
16. The Defendants restate and incorporate paragraphs 1 through 15 of this
Counterclaim as if they had been set forth fully in this paragraph.
17. Gaylen Clayson has wrongfully seized or detained certain personal property to

which the Defendants have a right to immediate possession. Such property includes but
is not limited to an ice cream machine, pumps and a whey dryer.
18. Demand has been made that Gaylen Clayson return the property that has
been wrongfully detained or seized by him, and he has refused to return possession to
the Defendants.
19. As a result of the wrongful seizure or detention of the property, the

Defendants have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACfION
MISREPRESENTATION
20. The Defendants restate and incorporate paragraphs 1 through 19 of this

Counterclaim as if they had been set forth fully in this paragraph.
21.

The Plaintiff represented to the Defendants that all bills had been paid when

the contract to purchase the real property was assigned to the Defendants.
22. The Plaintiff had knowledge or should have had knowledge that the many

bills had not been paid at that time, including but not limited to various bills from
contractors, payroll taxes and amounts due to workers compensation.
22.

The Plaintiff misrepresented to the Defendants that the bills had been paid.

23. The Defendants reasonably relied upon the representations of the Plaintiff.
24. Because of the misrepresentations of the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have been
damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.

DAMAGES

WHEREFORE, the Counterclaimants, by and through their attorney, pray as
follows:
A. Judgment against the Plaintiff for damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

B. Judgment against the Plaintiff ordering a return of all property in his
possession belonging to the Defendants;
C. Costs and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred;
D. That the Court award the Plaintiffs' prejudgment interest and interest on any
judgment it enters at the statutory rate;
E. For any other relief allowed by law that this Court feels is fair and appropriate.
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DEMANDFORJURYT~

Demand is hereby made for a trial by a jury of not less than twelve (12) persons.

rrf

DATED this ~ day of July, 2009.

owers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile (307) 885-1002
ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENDANTS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify, that on the~day of July, 2009, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing, by US Mail, postage prepaid as follows:
Blake S. Atkin
Atkin Law Offices, PC
837 S. 500 W., Suite 200
Bountiful, UT 84010
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Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903)
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 840lO
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
Attorney for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
BANNOCK COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM

v.

Case No: CV-2009-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, ruCK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,

Judge: Nye

Defendants,
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
v.

GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

The Plaintiff, Gaylen Clayson answers the counterclaim of Defendants as follows:

12

Plaintiff admits paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Counterclaim.
Plaintiff denies paragraphs 5, 6, 8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,
23 and 24 of the Counterclaim.
Plaintiff is without sufficient information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity
of the allegations in paragraphs 3, 4 and 7 of the Counterclaim and therefore denies the
same.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The Counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2.

Defendants claims are barred by the doctrines of avoidable consequences,

mitigation of damages, assumption of the risk and comparative fault.
3.

Defendants claims are barred by the failure to join an indispensable party.

4.

Defendants claims are barred by the failure of conditions precedent to

Plaintiffs performance.
5.

Defendants claims are subject to offset by the amounts owed to Plaintiff

pursuant to Plaintiffs complaint.
6.

Defendants claims are barred by the prior breach of the Defendants and

their failure to perform.
7.

Defendants claims are barred by lack of consideration and or failure of

consideration.
8.

Defendants claims are barred by the misrepresentations and fraud of the

Defendants as set forth in the complaint.
9.

Defendants claims are barred by laches, estoppels and unclean hands.

2
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DATED this 10th day of August, 2009.

ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.e.

Blake S. Atkin
Attorney for the
PlaintifJlCounterclaim Defendant

3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 10th day of August, 2009, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Answer to Counterclaim by faxing and placing the same in the
United States Mail, first class, postage prepaid, at Bountiful, Utah, correctly addressed to
the following:
John D. Bowers
Bowes Law Firm, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile: 307-885-1002
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
DONALD I. ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and
LAZE, LLC,

Case No:CV-2009-0002212-0C

Defendants.

ORDER OF
DISQUALIFICATION AND
REFERENCE

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC.,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
vs.
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

THE COURT hereby DISQUALIFIES itself from presiding over this matter;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED that this matter is
REFERRED to the Honorable Peter D. McDermott, Administrative District Judge for
reassignment to another district judge.

Case No.: CV-2009-0002212-0C

ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION AND REFERENCE
Page 10f2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

2r~!

day of August, 2009.

::=

2

DAVID C. NYE
District Judge

.

2: ~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of August, 2009, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Blake S. Atkin
7579 N. Westside Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83 110

[g] U.S. Mail
D Overnight Delivery
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: 801-533-0380

[g] U.S. Mail
D Overnight Delivery
D Hand Deliver
DFax:

Deputy

r

Case No.: CV-2009-0002212-0C
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION AND REFERENCE
Page 2 of2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
DONALD 1. ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and
LAZE,LLC,
Case No:CV-2009-0002212-0C
Defendants.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
OF REFERENCE

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC.,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
vs.
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

The Honorable David C. Nye, District Judge, having recused himself;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled matter is
hereby REFERRED TO the Honorable Stephen S. Dunn, for complete resolution.

Case No.: CV-2009-0002212-0C

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER OF REFERENCE
Page 1 of2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

9~

day of September, 2009.

~~~

DAVIDC. NYE
District Judge

Copies to:
Honorable Stephen S. Dunn
Honorable Mitchell W. Brown
Blake Atkin
John Bowers
Suzanne Johnson, Trial Court Administrator

Case No.: CV-2009-0002212-0C

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER OF REFERENCE
Page 2 of2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

Register#CV

-2::~: :~~:AHO,

IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF

GA YLEEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
-vsDON ZEBE, RICK LA WSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Defendants.
DON ZEBE, RICK LA WSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs
-vsGA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

BANNo~k4"r; c:
.

.

."

ORDER FOR SUBMISSION
OF INFORMATION FOR
SCHEDULING ORDER

A Complaint was filed in this matter on the 8th day of June, 2009. The Defendant[s] have
now appeared and/or answered and the case is at issue.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16, that the parties, through their counsel
(or the parties themselves if self-represented), CONFER and PLAINTIFF shall submit to the Court,
within fourteen (14) days of the date of this Order, a STIPULATED STATEMENT containing
responses to the following issues [PLEASE SUBMIT AN AGREED RESPONSE TO EACH
ISSUE LISTED BELOW]:
(1) Whether this matter is to be tried to the Court or to a jury.
(2) Whether service is still needed upon any unserved parties.
(3) Whether motions to add new parties or otherwise amend the pleadings are expected.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER
Page 1
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(4) Whether an unusual amount oftime is needed for trial preparation and/or discovery.
(5) The agreed number of trial days required for trial.
(6) Any other matters the parties agree would be helpful to a determination of the case that
should be brought to the attention of the Court prior to entering a Scheduling Order.
(7) Submit THREE (3) STIPULATED TRIAL DATES, as described below.
•

The beginning date of the trial must be a TUESDAY. [If the number of trial days is 3 or less
and the Monday of the week submitted for trial is a holiday, the beginning day of the trial
should be a WEDNESDAY].

•

Do not submit trial dates for the third week of any month as that is the Court's criminal trial
week.

•

The first stipulated trial date must be a specific Tuesday no less than six (6) months and no

more than nine (9) months from the date ofthis Order.
•

The second stipulated trial date must be a specific Tuesday no less than nine (9) months and

no more than twelve (12) months from the date of this Order.
•

The third stipulated trial date must be a specific Tuesday no less than twelve (12) months
and no more than fifteen (15) months from the date of this Order.

•

PLEASE COMPLY WITH THIS DIRECTIVE EXPLICTLY. DO NOT SUMBIT
LESS THAN THREE STIPULATED AND SPECIFIC TRIAL DATES UNLESS
APPROVED IN ADVANCE BY THE COURT. THE SUBMITTED TRIAL DATES
MUST BE THE ACTUAL DATES THE TRIAL WILL BEGIN.
(8) The Plaintiff shall be responsible to submit the STIPULATED STATEMENT.
Upon receipt of this STIPULATED STATEMENT the Court will issue a Scheduling

Order setting the matter for trial with dates for discovery, disclosure of witnesses, etc.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER
Page 2
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if the parties do not file the STIPULATED
STATEMENT required herein, within the fourteen (14) days of the date of this ORDER, the Court

will set this matter for trial on dates available to the Court and will not approve stipulations to
modify the trial dates set.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED September 15,2009.

~

District Judge

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER
Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5k

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
\~ '\ day of 0S:)e
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each
in the manner indicated.

.
, 2009, I
the following individuals

(."iu.s. Mail

Blake S. Atkin
7579 North Westside Hwy
Clifton, ID 83228

( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

(iu.s. Mail

Atkin Law Offices
837 South 500 West, Ste 200
Bountiful, UT 84010

( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm
PO Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110

DATED this

v

(,{U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

.(,

\1,")

day of

_-'C~"""~"-9~¥""_--r_ _ _' 2009.

&:~tv1

Deputy lerk

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR SCHEDULING ORDER
Page 4
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09/29/2009

12:28
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ATKIN LAW

Blalee S. Atkin ISM 6903
7579 North WestSide Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414

PAGE
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ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.e.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
.Facsimile: (80l) 533 0380
batkin@atkinlawoffices.net
u

Attorney for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR

BANNOCK COUNTY STATE OF IDAHO
GA YLEN CLAYSON,

STIPULATED STATEMENT

Plaintiff:
v.

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,

Judge: Stephen S. Dunn

LLC,
Defendants,

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs.

v.
GA YLEN eLA YSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

Pursuant to the Court's Order for Submission of Information for Scheduling Order, dated
September 15, 2009, the Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, Gayien Clayson, by and through his

24
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PAGE

cowlsel of record, hereby submits the following stipulated statement:
(1)

Whether this matter is to be tried to the Court or to a jury: The case will be tried to a
Jury.

(2)

Whether service is still needed upon any unserved parties: No, all parties have been
served.

(3)

Whether motions to add new parties or otherwise amend the pleadings are expected:
Plaintiff intends to amend the complaint to add additional causes of action that have

recently arisen.
(4)

Whether an unusual amount oftime is needed for trial preparation and/or discovery:
No.

(5)

The agreed. number of trial days required for trial: 7 days.

(6)

Any other m.atters the parties agree would be helpful to a detennination of the case

that should be brought to the attention of the Court prior to entering an Scheduling
Order:N/A.
(7)

Stipulated trial dates:

Mr. Bower is out of the office and was unable to confer on stipulated trial dates. Mr. Atkin
and an associate in Mr. Bower's office conferred and agreed th.at it would not be possible for
the parties to have this case ready for trial within the six to nine month window requested by
the court. However. Mr. Atkin is available for the following trial dates and invites Mr.
Bower to inform the Court of his availabllity:
March 16,2010
September 7. 2010

25
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AIKlN LAW

November 2, 2010

December 7~ 2010

DATED this 29th day of September, 2009.

ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C.

Blake S. Atkin
Attorney for thCl Plaintiff/CQunterclaim
Defendant

3
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C,ERlJFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 29th day of September, 2009. I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing STIPULATED STATEMENT by faxing and placing the same in the United States

Mail, ftrst class. postage prepaid, at Bountiful~ Utah, correctly addressed to the following;
John D. Bowers
Bowes Law Finn, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile: 307-885-1002
Judge Dunn
P.O. Box 4126
Pocate1Jo, 1D 83276
Te]ephone: (208) 236-7250

Facsimile: (208) 236-7012

4
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Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903)
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414

'~,
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,
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ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
Attorney for Plaintif.f!Counterclaim Defendant

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
BANNOCK COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

v.

Case No: CV-2009-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,

Judge: Stephen S. Dunn

Defendants,
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
v.
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant ("Plaintiff'), Gaylen Clayson, complains of the
Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs ("Defendants") Don Zebe, Rick Lawson and Laze, LLC as follows:

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

The Plaintiff is an Idaho resident living in Firth, Idaho.

t'
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2.

The Defendants are all Idaho citizens.

Don Zebe resides in Pocatello, Idaho; Rick

Lawson resides in Chubbuck, Idaho; and Laze, LLC, is an Idaho LLC.
BACKGROUND FACTS

3.

This dispute arises out of the ownership and operation of the Star Valley Cheese Plant

located in Thayne, Wyoming ("The Plant").
4.

In 2008, The Plant was owned by Morris Farinella through his corporation the Star

Valley Cheese Corporation.
5.

The Plant had not operated for several years, but there was an operating restaurant

located on the premises.
6.

The Plaintiff entered into an agreement with Mr. Farinella to lease The Plant with an

understanding that the Plaintiff would purchase The Plant from Mr. Farinella for his interest. It was
agreed that Plaintiff would take over operations of The Plant and the restaurant operated at The Plant
and make preparations for reopening The Plant. Mr. Farinella specifically authorized the Plaintiff to "do
whatever was necessary" to bring The Plant into operation.
7.

To that end, Plaintiff expended substantial money. Plaintiff spent in excess of $150,000

for renovations at The Plant and incurred additional debt in preparation for the reopening of The Plant.
For instance, Plaintiff spent over $15,000 painting The Plant, did substantial tile work at The Plant and
hired Dairy Systems Company, Inc. ("Dairy Systems") to refurbish the works at The Plant at a cost of
approximately $280,000.00. Fifty Thousand dollars of that amount was paid by the Plaintiff.
8.

Plaintiff also spent countless hours in working and supervising the work in preparation

for the reopening of The Plant.
9.

Plaintiffs interest in reopening The Plant was twofold. First, of course, Plaintiff was

interested in the economic opportunity The Plant offered, but, as important, Plaintiff has substantial
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dairy interests and saw the reopening of The Plant as an opportunity to insure a ready market for his
milk at top market prices.
10.

Plaintiff proceeded with his arrangement with Mr. Farinella by making an offer to

purchase The Plant at a purchase price of $800,000. That offer was accepted.
11.

Defendants Zebe and Lawson approached Plaintiff in the summer of 2008 and offered to

help finance the acquisition and reopening of The Plant by becoming partners in the venture. Plaintiff
agreed. The three then became partners in the operation and refurbishing of The Plant.
12.

Defendants later offered to buyout Plaintiff's partnership interest for reimbursement of

his out of pocket expenses, assumption of the debt he incurred in refurbishing The Plant, including the
debt to Dairy Systems and payment of $500,000.00 in cash. As part of this agreement, Defendants also
agreed to take all of Plaintiffs milk supply at class 3 prices, FOB the dairy.
13.

Because Plaintiffs real interests lie in the dairy industry, Plaintiff agreed to this buyout

arrangement. Pursuant to the agreement, Plaintiff transferred to Defendants his interest in the contract
with Farinella and facilitated the purchase of Morris Farinella's interest by the Defendants.
14.

Defendants have failed and refused to reimburse Plaintiff's out of pocket expenses, have

failed and refused to assume the debt to Dairy Systems, and have been unable or unwilling to take
Plaintiff s production of milk as promised.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

15.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 14 of this

Amended Complaint.
16.

Defendants entered into a contract with the Plaintiff to purchase his partnership interest

for payment of $500,000.00 in cash, reimbursement of Plaintiff s out of pocket expenses, assumption of
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Plaintiff s debt incurred for work done refurbishing The Plant, including the debt to Dairy Systems, and
agreement to take all of Plaintiffs production of milk at class 3 milk prices, FOB the dairy.
17.

Defendants have failed and refused to pay Plaintiff the $500,000.00 or reimburse his out

of pocket expenses. Defendants have also refused to assume the debt to Dairy System and have been
unable or unwilling to take Plaintiff s milk production.
18.

With regard to the milk production, Plaintiff has been forced to enter into milk contracts

with another buyer at a substantial loss of income on the sale of his milk production.
19.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' breaches of contract as outlined above,

Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial, but which is not less than $1,880,000.00.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

20.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges paragraphs 1 through 19 above.

21.

By assigning to Defendants his interest in the contract with Farinella and facilitating the

exercise by Defendants of his option to purchase The Plant from Morris Farinella, Plaintiff conferred a
benefit on Defendants.
22.

Defendants were aware of the benefit being conferred upon them by Plaintiff and took

advantage of and profited by that benefit.
23.

The circumstances are such that it would be unjust for Defendants to keep the benefits

conferred on them by Plaintiff without compensating Plaintiff for the fair market value of the benefits
conferred upon them.
24.

The value of the benefit conferred upon Defendants is no less than $5.5 million based

upon the appraisals that Defendants have used to raise capital from banks.
25.

Defendants expended only $2.3 million in order to secure the $5.5 million in benefits

conferred upon them by Plaintiff.
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26.

If the contract alleged in Plaintiffs first cause of action is for any reason deemed

unenforceable, then Plaintiff is entitled to recover from Defendants the sum of $3.2 million under
established doctrines of quasi contract and/or unjust enrichment.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

27.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges paragraphs 1 through 26 above.

28.

At 6:00 P.M. on July 2,2009, the Friday before the beginning ofa four day weekend, the

Plaintiff, Gaylen Clayson, was arrested and incarcerated.
29.

The arrest and incarceration were initiated by a criminal complaint made by Defendants

Don Zebe, Rick Lawson, and Laze LLC against Plaintiff in Lincoln County, Wyoming.
30.

In the criminal complaint they made, Defendants told the Lincoln County investigator

that Plaintiff was guilty of larceny. Specifically, Defendants accused Plaintiff of stealing a Taylor Ice
Cream Machine that they claimed had a value of over $15,000.
31.

At the time they made the accusation, knowing it was likely to result in a criminal action

being taken against Plaintiff, Defendants knew that they lacked probable cause for the accusation and
that the information that they were giving the investigator was false. For instance, they knew that the
Taylor Ice Cream Machine was junk and that it did not have a value of $15,000. They also knew that at
the time he disposed of the Taylor Ice Cream Machine, Plaintiff was the contract purchaser of the
property and all the items of personal property, including the Taylor Ice Cream Machine located on the
premises. Furthermore, with a mere phone call to Mr. Farinella, with whom Defendants had an ongoing
business relationship, Defendants could have confirmed that the legal owner of the property had
authorized Plaintiff to dispose of the Taylor Ice Cream Machine.
32.

Defendants made the criminal accusation against Plaintiff with malice and for the express

purpose of putting pressure on him to dismiss this action and to get even with him for his perceived
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cooperation with Dairy Systems in the prosecution of their lien claim against the property, and to try to
get him to change his testimony in the pending civil action in Lincoln County, Wyoming, brought
against them by Dairy Systems.
33.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' false accusations against Plaintiff, the

Linco In County prosecutor instituted a criminal proceeding against Plaintiff that resulted in his arrest
and incarceration on the eve of the July 4th, 2009, holiday weekend.
34.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions, Plaintiff was required to retain

an attorney, file and prosecute a motion for Habeas Corpus, and to defend the criminal action in
Wyoming.
35.

Both the Habeas Corpus proceeding and the criminal action in Wyoming have now been

terminated in the Plaintiffs favor.
36.

Plaintiff has been damaged by the actions of the Defendants by, among other ways,

having to hire a lawyer, incurring legal fees in filing the petition for Habeas Corpus, and defending and
procuring the dismissal of the Wyoming criminal action.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

37.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges paragraphs 1 through 36 above.

38.

Defendants' statements to law enforcement and to others was of and concerning the

Plaintiff.
39.

The statements made by Defendants about Plaintiff were defamatory.

40.

The statements were slander per se because they imputed conduct constituting a criminal

offense chargeable by indictment or by information and of such a kind as to involve infamous
punishment or moral turpitude conveying the idea of major social disgrace.
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41.

The statements actually did result in criminal information against the Plaintiff and

resulted in his arrest and incarceration injail in Idaho.
42.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' slanderous statements against Plaintiff,

Plaintiff was required to employ a lawyer and incurred substantial attorney fees in obtaining dismissal of
the criminal proceedings in Idaho and in Wyoming.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

43.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges paragraphs 1 through 42 above.

44.

Defendants' intent in making the criminal accusations set forth above was to dissuade

Plaintiff from continuing this lawsuit. Defendants in fact told third parties that unless Plaintiff dismissed
this action and stopped supporting Dairy Systems in its lien foreclosure action more criminal complaints
would be made.
45.

The actions of Defendants were extortion of the Plaintiff.

46.

Defendants' extortion of the Plaintiff resulted in damages to the Plaintiff among other

ways, by causing Plaintiff to be arrested and incarcerated on the eve of a four day holiday, and being
released, but under Court supervision for the next several weeks, and the incurring of substantial
attorney fees to prosecute a writ of Habeas Corpus and defend against the frivolous criminal action
initiated by the Defendants.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Wherefore, Plaintiff prays for relief against Defendants and each of them jointly and severally as
follows:
1.

On his First cause of action, damages in an amount of not less than $1,880,000.00.

2.

On his Second cause of action, damages in an amount of not less than $3.2 million.

3.

On his Third cause of action, damages in an amount to be proved at trial.
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4.

On his Fourth cause of action, damages in an amount to be proved at trial.

5.

On his Fifth cause of action, damages in an amount to be proved at trial.

6.

For Costs of court and reasonable attorney fees.

7.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate.

DATED this 23 rd day of November, 2009.

ATKIN LAW OFFICS, P.C

Blake S. Atkin
Attorney for PlaintifflCounterclaim Defendant

Plaintiff's Address:
710 E. 600 N.
Firth, Idaho 83236

8
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that on the 23 rd day of November, 2009, he caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT following by the method of
delivery designated below:

Joshua T. Smith
John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110

_X_ U.S. Mail_Hand delivery

Fax

Bannock County Court
624 E. Center St.
Pocatello, ID 83205

_X_ U.S. Mail_Hand delivery

Fax

Blake S. Atkin
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John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
Telephone: (307) 885-1000
Facsimile: (307) 885-1002
Idaho Bar No. 7135

Attorney for the Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

--

Civil No. CV-2009-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC, )
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON,

an~

ANSWER TO FIRST
AMENDED
COMPLAINT
Judge: Stephen S. Dunn

LAZE, LLC, )
)

Counterclaim Plaintiffs,

)

Vs.

)
)
)

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Counterclaim Defendant.

)
)

COME NOW the above-captioned Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs, Laze,
LLC, Don Zebe and Rick Lawson, by and through their attorney, John D. Bowers of
Bowers Law Firm, P.C., hereby answer the First Amended Complaint as follows:
Answer to First Amended Complaint
Page lof7
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ANSWER
1.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to

admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 1 and therefore deny same.
2.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit that they are Idaho residents;

however Laze, LLC is registered both in Idaho and Wyoming.
3. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 3 and therefore deny same.
4. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 4 of the Complaint.
The plant was owned by the corporation under the control of the Bankruptcy Court.
5. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit paragraph 5 of the Complaint.
6. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 6 and therefore deny same.
7. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 7 and therefore deny same.
8. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 8 and therefore deny same.
9. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 9 and therefore deny same.
10.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information to

admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 10 and therefore deny same.
11. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 11 ofthe Complaint.
12.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 12 of the Complaint.

13. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 13 of the Complaint.
14. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 14 of the Complaint.
15. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs restate and incorporate paragraphs

1-14 of this Answer as if set forth fully herein.

16. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 16 of the Complaint.
17. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit that they have refused to pay
$500,000

to Plaintiff or reimburse his expenses, but deny that they have any such

obligation. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit that there is a dispute
Answer to First Amended Complaint
Page 2 of7
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regarding the alleged debt to Dairy Systems Corporation which is currently being
litigated and admit that they have not taken the Plaintiffs milk production. However,
Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny that they have any obligation to assume debt
or take milk.
18. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs are without sufficient information

to admit or deny the allegation contained in paragraph 18 and therefore deny same.
19. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 19 of the Complaint.
The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs restate and incorporate paragraphs

20.

1-19 of this Answer as if set forth fully herein.
21.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs denfparagraph 21 of the Complaint.

22.

The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 22 of the

Complaint.
23. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 23 ofthe Complaint.

24. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 24 of the
Complaint.
25. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 25 of the Complaint.
26. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 26 of the
Complaint.
27. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs restate and incorporate paragraphs
1-26

of this Answer as if set forth fully herein.

28. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit in part and deny in part
paragraph 28 of the Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's Complaint. They admit that
Gaylen Clayson was arrested and incarcerated, however, do not have sufficient
information to know of the time and date of the arrest. As such, must deny the
remaining portion of paragraph 28.
29. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit in part and deny in part

paragraph 29 of the Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's Complaint. They deny the term
"criminal complaint" was made by the Defendants. However, they admit that they
reported what they believed was criminal activity that had been conducted involving the
Plaintiff. The investigation was conducted by an investigator of the Lincoln County
Answer to First Amended Complaint
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Sheriffs Office and the arrest was based upon his affidavit and his beliefs.
30. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 30 of the
Complaint. The report made to the Lincoln County Sheriffs Office by the Defendants
dealt with the facts of missing items from the plant. Whether a person is guilty of
larceny or not, is a decision to be reviewed by the Lincoln County Attorney and
ultimately by the trier of fact. As such, the Defendants deny the remaining portions of
paragraph 30.
31. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 31 of the Complaint.
32. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 32 of the Complaint.

33. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 33 of the Complaint.
34. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 34 of the Complaint.
35. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 35 of the Complaint.
36. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 36 of the
Complaint.
37. Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs restate and incorporate paragraphs 1-36
of this Answer as if set forth fully herein.
38. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs admit in part and deny in part
paragraph 38 of the Complaint. They admit that they made statements to law
enforcement, but not the statements that the Plaintiffs have alleged in the Complaint.
As such, they must deny the remaining portion of paragraph 38 and any interpretation

or statements that the Plaintiffs have claimed that the Defendants have made.
39. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 39 of the
Complaint.
40. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 40 of the

Complaint.
41. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 41 of the Complaint.
It was the investigation of the officer and the actions of a neutral judicial judge that
resulted in the arrest and incarceration of the Plaintiff.
42. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 42 of the

Complaint.
Answer to First Amended Complaint
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43. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs restate and incorporate paragraphs
1-42

of this Answer as if set forth fully herein.
44. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 44 of the

Complaint.
45. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 45 of the Complaint.
46. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny paragraph 46 of the
Complaint.
47. Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs deny any allegations set forth in the
Plaintiffs Complaint which are not specifically admitted, including the prayer for relief.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
48. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's Complaint fails to state a claim for
which relief can be granted.
49. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred by its failure to
mitigate its damages, if any.
50. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred by its prior
material breach of its obligations under the agreements between the parties, if any.
51. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred by the doctrines of
waiver, laches, estoppel and unclean hands.
52. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred by the statute of

frauds.
53. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims fail based on the lack of
consideration.
54. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims fail because there was no
contractual privity between the parties.
55. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims fail in that the Defendants
have a privilege and right to seek redress from government officials.
56. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants fail in
that truth of a matter asserted is a defense.
57. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred and/or reduced
under the doctrine of comparative fault.
Answer to First Amended Complaint
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58. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims are barred by the doctrine of
estoppel.
59. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are
barred by the doctrine of waiver.
60. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are
barred in that they have failed to name an indispensable party in their complaint.
61. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are

barred under the doctrine of injury by fellow servant.
62. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are

barred by the doctrine of laches.
63. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are
barred in that they would infringe or limit the Defendants' United States of America
Constitutional rights and their Constitutional rights under the State of Wyoming and the
State of Idaho.
64. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are
barred in that if allowed to go forward, they would infringe upon the Defendants'
privileges and rights to seek redress from the government.
65. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's claims against the Defendants are
barred under the rights, entitlements, and privileges of free speech protected under the
Constitution of the United States of American and the Constitutions of the State of
Wyoming and Idaho.
66. The damages claimed by the Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendants in their
complaint are not recognizable under Idaho law and as such, cannot be awarded.
67. The Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend,
supplement or withdraw any of their affirmative defenses.

///

Answer to First Amended Complaint
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DATED this

(\

--\~

day of December, 2009.

~

ND.BOWERS
owers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Telephone: (307) 885-1000
Facsimile: (307) 885-1002

.

ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENDANTS COUNTERCLAIM PLAINTIFFS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

This is to certify, that on the \ \
day of December, 2009, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Answer to First Amended Complaint, by US Mail, postage
prepaid as follows:
Blake S. Atkin
Atkin Law Offices, PC
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, UT 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380

Answer to First Amended Complaint
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Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903)
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
Email: batkin@atkinlawoffices.net
Attorney for Plainti.fJ7Counterclaim Defendant

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
BANNOCK COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO

GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,

ORDER

v.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,

Judge Dunn

Defendants,
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
v.

GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Gaylen Clayson's Motion for Leave to Amend
Complaint was heard by this Court on November 23,2009, at 2:00 P.M. Plaintiff/Counterclaim
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Defendant was represented by Blake S. Atkin of Atkin Law Offices, P.e.,

and

Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs were represented by John D. Bowers of Bowers Law Firm,
P.e. The Court having read the memoranda of parties, having heard the arguments of counsel,
and being fully informed:
HEREBY ORDERS

that Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant's Motion for Leave to

Amend Complaint is granted with the exception that punitive damages cannot be asserted at this
time because Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant has failed to make a motion pursuant to Idaho
Code §6-1604. Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant is granted leave to file a motion pursuant to
Idaho Code §6-1604 which this Court will consider after briefing.
DATED THIS

'J.l:~:day of __·V.::;,..f'_ft_'("._.A_~_i_'-,-~1_·,_j_ _ _, 2009.
BY THE COURT:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

D. Bowers
Vftorney for Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that he caused to be served a true and correct copy of the
forgoing ORDER upon the following by the method of delivery designated below:

Joshua T. Smith
John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile: (307) 885-1002

~U.S.Mail

_Hand delivery

Fax

Bannock County Court
624 E. Center St.
Pocatello, ID 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7208

~U.S.Mail

_Hand delivery

Fax

Judge Stephen Dunn
P.O. Box 4126
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7012

l

U.S. Mail_Hand delivery

Dated this 9th day of December, 2009.

Blake S. Atkin
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Blake S. Atkin ISB# 6903
7579 North WestSide Highway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747~3414

ATKIN LAW OFFICES, p.e.
837 South 500 WeS4 Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533"'()3S0
batki.n@atkinla.woffiees.net .
Attorney fOJ.' PJaintifflCounterclaixn Defendant

IN T.8E SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COlJRT IN AND FOR.
BANNOCK COUNTY STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON.

Plain1iff,

STIPULATED STATEMENT

v.

Case No: CV-2009-02212-OC

DON ZEBE, ruCK LAWSON, and LAZEf

Judge: Stephen S. Dunn

LLC,
Defendants~

DON ZEBE, ruCK LAWSON, and LAZE,
llC.
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,

v.
GAYLEN CLAYSON.
Counterclaim. Defendant.

Pursuant to the Court's letter, dated December 4, 2009, Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant
Gaylan Clayson, by and through. his eoun.sel of record, hereby submits the folJowing stipulated
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statement:
Whether "this matter is to be tried to the Court or to a Jury: The case will be tried to a

(1)

jlltj.
Whether service is stilI needed upon any unserved parties: No, all parties have been

(2)

served.
(3)

Whether motions to add new parties or otherwise amend the pleadings are expected:

Yes. The Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendattt intends to amend the Complaint at the
appropriate time to 3$Se11 a claim for punitive dan:lages.
(4)

Whether an unusual amount oftime is needed for 1rial preparation and/or discovery:

No.
(5)

The agreed n.mnber ofID1ll davs required for trial: 7 days.

(6)

Any other matters the paxties agre'e would be helpful to a dctcmtination of the ca,.qe
that should be brought to the attention of the Court prior to entering a Scheduling
Order:N/A.

(7)

Stipulated m.al dates:

March 23, 2010
November 2, 2010

John D. Bowers

Attorney1m' Defondants/CQunterclaim Plaintijf..'i

2
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ATKIN LAW

PAGE

CER.TJFICATE or §ERvxg
I hereby certify that o~ the _

day ofDecembert 2009. I served a true and correct copy oftbe

foregoing STIPULATED STATEMENT by faxing and pIacingtbe same in. the UnitedSwes Mail,
first class, postage prepai~ at Boun:tifill. Utah, eonectly addressed to the following:

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firro) PC
685 Sou:th Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afto,n, Wyoming 83110
F'acsimile: 307-885-1002

Judge Dunn,

p"o. Box 4126
Pocatello, ID 83276
Telephone: (208) 236-7250
Facsimile: (208) 236..7012
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register #CV-2009-02212-0C
GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
-vsDON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and
LAZE,LLC,
Defendants.
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and
LAZE,LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
-vsGA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

(1)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

This matter is set for JURY TRIAL as follows:
(A)
(B)

3 rd SETTING - MARCH 23, 2010 AT THE HOUR OF 9 A.M.
1st SETTING - NOVEMBER 2,2010 AT THE HOUR OF 9 A.M.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL/JURY TRIAL
Page 1
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All deadlines listed below shall apply to the trial setting listed in line (A) above.
(2)

No pre-trial conference will be held unless requested by any party in writing at least 30 days

prior to trial and ordered by the Court. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(e), in lieu of a pre-trial conference,
trial counsel for the parties (or the parties if they are self-represented) are ORDERED to meet
and/or confer for the purpose of preparing a joint Pre-Trial Stipulation, which shall be submitted to
the Court at least 21 days prior to Trial, and shall contain:
(A) A statement that all exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to all
other parties and attaching an Exhibit List of all such exhibits. The Exhibit List
shall indicate: 1) by whom the exhibit is being offered, 2) a brief description of
the exhibit, 3) whether the parties have stipulated to its admission, and if not, 4)
the legal grounds for objection. If any exhibit includes a summary of other
documents, such as medical expense records, offered pursuant to I.R.E. 1006,
the summary shall be attached to the Stipulation.
(B) A statement whether depositions, admissions, interrogatory responses, or
other discovery responses are to be offered in lieu of live testimony, the manner
in which such evidence will be presented, and the legal grounds for any
objection to any such offer.
(C) A list of the names and addresses of all witnesses which such party may call
to testify at trial, including anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses.
Expert witnesses shall be identified as such. The Stipulation should also
identify whether any witness' testimony will be objected to~in its entirety and the
legal grounds therefore.
(D) A brief non-argumentative summary of the factual nature of the case. The
purpose of the summary is to provide an overview of the case for the jury and
shall be included in pre-proof instructions to the jury.
(E) A statement that counsel have, in good faith, discussed settlement
unsuccessfully and/or completed mediation unsuccessfully if ordered by the
Court.
(F) A statement that all pre-trial discovery procedures under 1.R.c.P. 26 to 37
have been complied with and all discovery responses supplemented as required
by the rules to reflect facts known to the date of the Stipulation.
(0) A statement of all issues of fact and law which remain to be litigated, listing
which party has the burden of proof as to each claim.
(H) A list of any admissions or stipulations of fact and/or documents, including
the authenticity of documents, which will avoid unnecessary proof.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL/JURY TRIAL
Page 2
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(I) A list of any orders requested by the parties which will expedite the trial.
(J) A statement as to whether counsel require more than 30 minutes per party for
voir dire or opening statement and, if so, an explanation of the reason more time
is needed.

(3)

MOTIONS TO ADD NEW PARTIES OR AMEND PLEADINGS shall be filed no

more than 60 days after the date of this Order.
(4)

DISCOVERY must be served and completely responded to at least 60 days prior to trial.

Discovery requests must be responded to in a timely way as required by the 1.R.c.P. The deadline
listed herein cannot be used as an excuse for failing to timely respond to properly served discovery,
including requests for disclosure of witnesses andlor trial exhibits.

(5)

WITNESS DISCLOSURE. Plaintiff shall disclose all fact and expert witnesses to be used

at time of trial no more than 120 days before trial. Defendants shall disclose their fact and expert
witnesses no more than 75 days before trial. Rebuttal witnesses shall be disclosed no more than 30
days before trial. Expert witnesses shall be disclosed in the manner and with the specificity required
by I.R.c.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i). Witnesses not disclosed as required herein will be excluded at trial,
unless allowed the by the Court in the interests of justice.
(6)

MOTIONS. DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS shall comply in all respects with 1.R.c.P. 56 and

be filed no later than 90 days before trial.

ALL OTHER MOTIONS, including any Motion in

Limine, shall be filed and heard no later than 30 days before trial. A Judge's copy of aU Motions,

and any opposition thereto, together with supporting affidavits and documents, shall be
submitted directly to the Court's chambers.
(7)

TRIAL

BRIEFS,

PRE-MARKED

EXHIBITS

AND

PROPOSED

JURY

INSTRUCTIONS shall be filed with the Court at least 7 days prior to trial. Counsel should
contact the Court's Clerk at least 14 days before trial for the Exhibit numbers to be used.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL/JURY TRIAL
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(8)

MEDIATION. Pursuant to LR.C.P. 16(k)(4), the parties are ORDERED to mediate this

matter, and shall comply with I.R.C.P. 16(k). Mediation must be held no later than 45 days prior to
trial.
(9)

All meetings and/or hearings with the Court shall be scheduled in advance with the Court's

Clerk by calling 208-236-7250. No hearing shall be noticed without contacting the Clerk.

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to LR.C.P. 40(d)(1)(G), that an alternate judge may be assigned to
preside over the trial of this case, if the currently presiding judge is unavailable. The list of
potential alternate judges is: 1) Honorable Peter D. McDermott; 2) Honorable David C. Nye; 3)
Honorable Mitch Brown; 4) Honorable Richard St. Clair; 5) Honorable Don Harding.

DATED December 23, 2009

~

District Judge

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL/JURY TRIAL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\:xc

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2~
day of
f'1~({ ,2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals
in the manner indicated.
Blake S Atkin
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton, ID 83228

(0U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

John D. Bowers
Bower Law Firm
PO Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110

(Ij U.S. Mail

DATED this

( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

2'::2

day of

--/-'-..........,...,......-:-'--->+..........,L----'
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2009.

John D. Bowers
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Joshua T. Smith
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Attorney for the Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUN'IY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. CV-200g-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)
Defendants.

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS AND/OR MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
)
)

Judge: Dunn

--------------------------)
)

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, )
vs.
GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)
)
)
)

Counterclaim Defendant. )
COME NOW the above captioned Defendants, by and through their attorney,
Joshua T. Smith of the Bowers Law Firm, PC, hereby respectfully request that the Court
dismiss Causes of action II and V of the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint pursuant to
LR.C.P. 12 and/or grant summary judgment in favor of the Defendants on all counts of
the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56. The Defendants file this
motion based upon the Plaintiffs failure to state a claim for which relief can be granted
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and because no genuine issue of material fact exists which precludes this Court from
entering summary judgment. In support of this Motion, the Defendants have filed
concurrently herewith a memorandum of law.
Dated this d6day of January, 2010.

~

D.BO ERS
CJOSHUA .
Bo"WefsLaw Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile (307) 885-1002
ATTORNEYS FOR THE DEFENDANTS
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify, that on the ;::2( day of January, 2010, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing, by US Mail, postage prepaid as follows:
Blake S. Atkin
Atkin Law Offices, PC
837 S. 500 W., Suite 200
Bountiful, UT 84010
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John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Attorney for the Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. CV-2009-02212-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,)
LLC,
)
Defendants.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS AND/OR MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
)
)

----------------------------)
)

Judge: Dunn

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,)
LLC,
)
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, )
vs.
GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)
)
)
)

Counterclaim Defendant. )
COME NOW the above captioned Defendants, by and through their attorney,
John D. Bowers of the Bowers Law Firm, PC, hereby respectfully request that the Court
dismiss Counts II and V of the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12
and/ or grant summary judgment in favor of the Defendants on all counts of the
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 by stating and alleging as
follows:
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MOTION TO DISMISS
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the Court should dismiss the second and fifth
causes of action of the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint for failure to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted. In the alternative, the Defendants request that the Court
award them summary on all counts set forth in the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint as set
forth below.
The standard under which the Court operates in a motion under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6)
is as follows: "On a motion to dismiss, the court looks only at the pleadings, and all
inferences are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. 'The question then is whether
the non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would
entitle him to relief.'" Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Com'n, 106 P .3d 455, 459 (Idaho,
2005), citations omitted.
Even assuming that all of the facts contained in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint
are true, Plaintiffs second and fifth causes of action fail to state a claim for relief as a
matter of law and should be dismissed.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
In his second cause of action, the Plaintiff alleges that he is entitled to recover
millions of dollars based upon an unjust enrichment theory. The Plaintiff alleges that
"by assigning to Defendants his interest in the contract with Farinella and facilitating
the exercise of his option to purchase the Plant from Morris Farinella, Plaintiff
conferred a benefit upon the Defendants." Complaint, paragraph 21. The Plainitff goes
on to allege that the benefit conferred was $3.2 million. Complaint, paragraph 26.
However, Plaintiffs claim fails as a matter oflaw in that there is an express, enforceable
contract governing the terms of the transaction between the parties. In Wolford v.
Tankersley, 695 P.2d 1201,1203 (Idaho 1984), the Idaho Supreme Court stated:
"[W]hen the express agreement is found to be enforceable ... a court [is] precluded from
applying the equitable doctrine of unjust enrichment in contravention of the express
contract." Citations omitted. Plaintiff implicitly acknowledges the existence of a written
agreement when he alleges that he assigned the Defendants his interest to purchase the
cheese plant. Complaint, paragraph 21. Defendants do not deny that such an
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assignment took place, and have attached the written assignment as Exhibit A.I Clearly,
an express, written agreement exists between Plaintiff and ultimately the Defendant
Laze, LLC which governs the rights and obligations of each party. Plaintiff cannot, as a
matter of law, rely on equity when the parties have entered into an express contract.
Plaintiffs claim for unjust enrichment fails to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted and should be dismissed.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
In his fifth cause of action, the Plaintiff appears to make a claim for civil
extortion. Although there is some authority indicating that such claims are allowed in
Idaho (see Wilbur v. Blanchard, 126 P. 1069 (1912)), the civil claim appears to mirror
the criminal requirements for extortion. I.C. 18-2403(2)(e) sets forth the requirements
for extortion as:
By extortion. A person obtains property by extortion when he
compels or induces another person to deliver such property to himself or
to a third person by means of instilling in him a fear that, if the property is
not so delivered, the actor or another will:
1.

Cause physical injury to some person in the future; or

2.

Cause damage to property; or

3. Engage in other conduct constituting a crime; or
4. Accuse some person of a crime or cause criminal charges to be instituted
against him; or
5. Expose a secret or publicize an asserted fact, whether true or false,
tending to subject some person to hatred, contempt or ridicule; or
6. Cause a strike, boycott or other collective labor group action injurious to
some person's business; except that such a threat shall not be deemed
extortion when the property is demanded or received for the benefit of the
group in whose interest the actor purports to act; or
7. Testify or provide information or withhold testimony or information
with respect to another's legal claim or defense; or
8. Use or abuse his position as a public servant by performing some act
I

Although the assignment was to SVC, LLC, the contract was later assigned from SVC, LLC to Laze, LLC.
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within or related to his official duties, or by failing or refusing to perform
an official duty, in such manner as to affect some person adversely; or
9. Perform any other act which would not in itself materially benefit the
actor but which is calculated to harm another person materially with
respect to his health, safety, business, calling, career, financial condition,
reputation or personal relationships.
The Plaintiff's Amended Complaint fails to set forth a valid claim for extortion
because the Plaintiff does not allege that the Defendants obtained any property. Even if
the Court were to accept every factual allegation in the Plaintiff's proposed Amended
Complaint as true, the Plaintiff could not prevail on its claim of civil extortion.
Plaintiffs claim for civil extortion fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted
and should be dismissed.
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The oft-stated standard for summary judgment motions was once again outlined
by the Court in Marchand v. JEM Sportwear, Inc., 147 P.3d 90 (Idaho 2006) when it
stated:
"Summary judgment is proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, and
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw.' This Court construes the record
in the light most favorable to the non-moving party, and draws all
reasonable inferences in favor of that party. If reasonable minds might
come to different conclusions, summary judgment is inappropriate.
'[A] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts' is not
sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment.
The non-moving party 'must respond to the summary judgment motion
with specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial.'

This Court exercises free review in determining whether a genuine issue of
material fact exists and whether the prevailing party was entitled to judgment as a
matter oflaw. Andersen v. Profl Escrow Servs., Inc., 118 P.3d 75, 77-78 (Idaho 2005).
In the present matter, even viewing the facts in a light most favorable to the Plaintiff,
there is no genuine issue of material fact for trial. As such, summary judgment is
appropriate on all causes of action alleged in the Plaintiff's Amended Complaint.
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Idaho Code § 9-505 states in relevant part as follows:
In the following cases the agreement is invalid, unless the
same or some note or memorandum thereof, be in writing
and subscribed by the party charged, or by his agent.
Evidence, therefore, of the agreement cannot be received
without the writing or secondary evidence of its contents:
1.
2.

An agreement that by its terms is not to be performed

within a year from the making thereof.
A special promise to answer for the debt, default or
miscarriage of another, except in the cases provided for in
section 9-506, Idaho Code.

In the Plaintiffs first cause of action, he contends that there was an agreement
entered into that the defendants promised to "purchase his partnership interest for
payment of $500,000.00 in cash, reimbursement of Plaintiffs out of pocket expenses,
assumption of Plaintiffs debt incurred for work done refurbishing The Plant, including
the debt to Dairy Systems, and agreement to take all of Plaintiffs production of milk at
class 3 milk prices, FOB the dairy." Plaintiffs Complaint -n 16. Because no such written
agreement exists between the parties, the Plaintiff must be alleging an oral contract. See
also Affidavits of Don Zebe and Rick Lawson attached hereto as Exhibits Band C.
It is clear, however, that to satisfy the statute of frauds as written in the Idaho

Code, this agreement must have been in writing to be enforceable. Due to the very
nature of the agreement that the Plaintiff contends was entered into between himself
and the Defendants, this agreement cannot be performed within one year of making the
agreement. The PI£!intiff contends that the Defendants agreed to purchase his milk
supply at certain prices for an indefinite period. The PI!,intiff does not contend that this
agreement to purchase his milk supply was for any length of time, but he contends the
agreement was for the purchase at certain prices indefinitely. Also, it is not
contemplated in the agreement that any type of contingency or stipulation could fulfill
the promise within one year. Because one party is going to be bound by an agreement
for more than one year, there must be some sort of documentation signed by the parties
evidencing that agreement.
Furthermore, this alleged oral contract requires the Defendants to assume the
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debt that the plaintiff had incurred. This also clearly fits into the statute of frauds and
would require the agreement to be in writing.
This is the exact type of agreement that the statute of frauds and the Idaho Code
contemplated, and as such requires it to be in writing. In this case, there was no written
agreement, nothing was signed by any of the parties evidencing any type of agreement,
and the plaintiff has not provided any evidence as to the agreement that was allegedly
made.
The Plaintiffs first cause of action is that the Defendants have breached the
contract that was entered into between himself and the Defendants. Because this
contract fails under the statute of frauds, there is no contract that the Defendants
allegedly breached. For these reasons, the Court should award summary judgment on
the first cause of action in favor of the Defendants.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACfION
As previously stated, the Defendants do not deny that the Plaintiff, along with

another party, entered into a written agreement with the Defendants by which the
Plaintiff assigned the contract for the purchase of the cheese plant. Exhibits A, Band C.
Additionally, as set forth above, Mr. Clayson is barred from asserting a claim for unjust
enrichment because an enforceable, express contract exists by which Mr. Clayson agreed
to assign any right he had to purchase the cheese factory to SVC, LLC. Exhibits A, Band

C.
It is also important to note that Mr. Clayson is not only barred from making his

equitable claim because an express contract exists, but Mr. Clayson's claim of unjust
enrichment also fails due to the parole evidence rule.
The parole evidence rule in Idaho provides that: "If a written contract is
complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged, extrinsic
evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to
contradict, vary, alter, add to, or detract from the terms of the contract." Howard v.
Perry, 106 P.3d 465, 467 (2005). As previously established, a written agreement exists
between the parties setting forth the terms of the assignment of the contract to purchase
the cheese plant. Exhibits A, Band C. The terms of that agreement are unambiguous
and no fraud or mistake has been alleged. Because there is a written contract in this
matter which is unambiguous, not fraudulent, and no mistake has been alleged, the
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Plaintiff is barred from attempting to admit any evidence that would contradict or alter
the contents within the four corners of the contract.
Given that no genuine issue of material fact remains for trial on the Plaintiffs
second cause of action, the Court should award summary judgment in favor of the
Defendants.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
In his third cause of action, the Plaintiff attempts to make a claim for what
appears to be slander based upon a report made to the Lincoln County Sheriffs Office.
The Plaintiff asserts the claim against all Defendants.
First, the only person that contacted any law enforcement in Lincoln County,
Wyoming was Don Zebe, and he did so in his capacity as a member of Laze, LLC.
Exhibits B, paragraph 4, and C, paragraph 3, and Affidavits of Jody Gardner attached
hereto as Exhibits D and E. Mr. Lawson never had any contact with law enforcement
regarding the matters alleged in the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Exhibits C
paragraph 3, and D paragraph 16. Second, Mr. Zebe did not allege that anyone was
guilty of a specific crime, but simply stated to Jody Gardner of the Lincoln County
Sheriffs Office that Mr. Zebe had been informed that the Plaintiff had removed an ice
cream machine from the cheese plant prior to Laze, LLC becoming the owner. Exhibits
B paragraph 6 and D. Mr. Zebe further informed Mr. Gardner that the ice cream
machine was specifically listed as a piece of equipment that was to be included in the
sale of the plant to Laze, LLC. Exhibits B, D paragraph 4, and E paragraph 8. Mr. Zebe
indicated that he believed the ice cream machine was very valuable but that he did not
know what the exact value was. Exhibits B paragraph 7 and D paragraph 6.
Mr. Gardner agreed to initiate an investigation based upon this information.
Exhibits D and E. Mr. Gardner contacted Mr. Farinella who was the previous owner of
the cheese plant. Exhibits D paragraph 8 and E paragraph 12. Mr. Farinella indicated
that he had not authorized Mr. Clayson to remove the ice cream machine. Exhibits D
paragraph 9 and E paragraph 12. Mr. Gardner also contacted Mr. Clayson who admitted
that he had removed the ice cream machine from the cheese plant. Exhibits D
paragraph 10 and E paragraphs 9 and 10. Mr. Clayson further indicated that the ice
cream machine was located in Idaho Falls and was in the possession of Art Polson.
Exhibits D paragraph 10 and E paragraph 9. Finally, Mr. Clayson told Mr. Gardner who
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had possession of the machine and authorized Mr. Gardner to retrieve the machine and
return it to the Defendants. Exhibit D paragraph 10. Mr. Gardner then conducted
research to determine the value of the ice cream machine, ultimately determining that
the ice cream machine was not junk, but was in fact worth more than $1,000.00,
making its unauthorized removal a felony. Exhibits D paragraph 11 and E paragraph 18.
In addition, Mr. Polson indicated to Mr. Gardner that Mr. Polson had agreed to
purchase the ice cream machine from Mr. Clayson, although a purchase price had not
yet been established. Exhibit E paragraph 14. Mr. Gardner reported the findings of his
investigation to Joseph Cole, Deputy County Attorney for Lincoln County. Exhibit D
paragraph 12. Mr. Cole ultimately filed charges and obtained an arrest warrant for Mr.
Clayson. Exhibit D paragraph 12 and see Warrant attached hereto as Exhibit F.
Based upon the actual evidence, as opposed to mere allegations by the Plaintiff, it
is clear that the Plaintiffs third cause of action is meritless. First, Plaintiff alleges that
all of the Defendants contacted law enforcement in Wyoming in relation to the ice cream
machine. Complaint, paragraph 29. However, the only individual that contacted law
enforcement was Don Zebe, and he did so in his capacity as manager of Laze, LLC.
Exhibits B, C, D and E. Thus, summary judgment in favor of Rick Lawson and Don Zebe
individually should be awarded.
Next, the Plaintiff alleges that his arrest and incarceration was initiated by a
criminal complaint by the Defendants. Complaint, paragraph 29. Mr. Gardner's
affidavit completely debunks this allegation. Despite Mr. Clayson's allegations, Jody
Gardner's affidavit establishes that Mr. Clayson's arrest and incarceration were the
result ofthe investigation of Jody Gardner, including Mr. Clayson's own admission,
coupled with the County Attorney and Circuit Court judge finding that probable cause
existed to arrest Mr. Clayson. Exhibits D, E and F.
The Plaintiff further alleges that Mr. Zebe indicated to law enforcement that Mr.
Clayson was "guilty oflarceny." Complaint, paragraph 30. There is simply no evidence
to support this allegation as it is untrue. Exhibits Band D.
The Plaintiff further alleges that the Defendants knew the information that they
were giving was false. Complaint, paragraph 31. Again, the evidence clearly shows
otherwise. In fact, after a thorough investigation, the Lincoln County Sheriffs Office,
Lincoln County Attorney's Office and the Circuit Court judge all found that the
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information that was corroborated to a sufficient degree to file charges and issue an
arrest warrant. Exhibits D, E and F. Furthermore, although the Plaintiff alleges that the
ice cream machine was "junk," it is clear from the affidavits of Jody Gardner that the ice
cream machine was in fact worth more than $1,000.00. Exhibits D and E.
Furthermore, the idea that the ice cream machine was "junk" is ridiculous given the fact
the Mr. Clayson intended to sell the ice cream machine to Mr. Polson. Exhibit E.
Finally, the Plaintiff asserts that the report to law enforcement was done with
malice. There is no evidence of such. In fact, the evidence is that the report was made
in good faith and was clearly corroborated by the investigation of the Lincoln County
Sheriffs Office. Exhibits Band D.
Based upon the actual facts surrounding the report to law enforcement regarding
the ice cream machine, there is no genuine issue of material fact which would preclude
this Court from entering summary judgment in favor of the Defendants on the Plaintiffs
third cause of action in his Amended Complaint.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

In the Plaintiffs fourth cause of action, he alleges that the statements of the
Defendants to law enforcement constitute slander per se. However, as set forth above,
summary judgment should be entered in favor of the Defendants. There is no evidence
that Rick Lawson or Don Zebe in his individual capacity made any slanderous
statements to law enforcement or any other individual. Additionally, as set forth above,
any statements made to law enforcement were in fact true. As such, there is no genuine
issue of material fact relating to the Plaintiffs fourth cause of action in his Amended
Complaint and summary judgment should be awarded in favor of the Defendants.
FIFfH CAUSE OF ACTION
As set forth above, the Plaintiffs fifth cause of action fails to even state a claim for

which relief can be granted. Nevertheless, even if the Court were to find that the
Plaintiff has properly pled a recognized cause of action, there is no genuine issue of
material fact as to the allegations set forth therein. Defendants did not represent to any
third party that unless Plaintiff dismissed his action and stopped supporting Dairy
Systems in its lien foreclosure action that more criminal complaints would follow.
Exhibits Band C. As such, if the fifth cause of action is not dismissed for failure to state
a claim upon which relief can be granted, summary judgment should be awarded in
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favor of the Defendants.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, based upon the foregoing, the Defendants respectfully request that the
Court dismiss the second and fifth causes of action alleged in the Plaintiffs Amended
Complaint, and/or award summary judgment in favor of the Defendants on all of the
causes of action alleged in the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint.
Dated this

;7Jli day of January, 2010.

ATTORNEYS FOR THE DEFENDANTS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify, that on the dr{' day of January, 2010, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing, by US Mail, postage prepaid as follows:
Blake S. Atkin
Atkin Law Offices, PC
837 S. 500 W., Suite 200
Bountiful, UT 84010
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ADDENDUMAl
Addendum. to Contract to buy and Sell Real Estate (Commercial) dated October 17.2008
by and between Gay1en W. Clayson and Jeff Randall and or assigns buyer and Seller Star
Valley Cbeese Inc.

Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall berebyassign all rights of said Contract to buy and
Sell Real Estate to SVc, LLC a Wyoming LLC.
Said principles are Rick Lawson and Donald Zebe members of SVC. ll.C.

»fr
Jeff RandaU

,,:"~ee

¢,.e:

!!!:=. . . . --~.

SH8Rl JI\H nlT8R
Notal)' Public:
Slate of JdabO

--.

[EXHIBIT NO.
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A. . J

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Attorney for the Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO
GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

Civil No. CV-200g-02212-0C

)

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)

AFFIDAVIT OF DON ZEBE

)
)

Defendants.

)

-------------------------)
)
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, )

Judge: Dunn

)

vs.

)
)

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Counterclaim Defendant. )
COMES NOW, Don Zebe being sworn and under oath, deposes and states:
1.

That my name is Don Zebe and I am over the age of eighteen.

2.

That I am a member of Laze, LLC.

3.

That I contacted law enforcement to report a missing ice cream machine.

4.

That I did so in my capacity as a member of Laze, LLC.

5.

That I did not represent to law enforcement that Gaylen Clayson was

"guilty oflarceny."

EXHIBIT NO. --106..:;..7_ _
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6.

That I did tell Jody Gardner that I had been told that Gaylen Clayson had

removed the missing ice cream machine.
7.

I did indicate to Jody Gardner that I didn't know exactly what the machine

was worth but that I believed the ice cream machine was worth over $1,000, and could
possibly cost $15,000 to replace.

8.

That at the time that I made the report, I did so in good faith and believing

that everything I represented to J ody Gardner was the truth.
9.

That the ice cream machine is not junk, but actually functions and

dispenses ice cream.
10.

I made the report to law enforcement hoping to retrieve the missing ice

cream machine. That was my only intent. I did not make the report with the intent of
putting pressure on Gaylen Clayson to dismiss his lawsuit, to get him to stop
cooperating with Dairy Systems, or to try to get him to change any testimony.
11.

That I never entered into a contract by myself or on behalf of Laze, LLC

with Gaylen Clayson to purchase his milk. We did discuss the possibility and Mr.
Clayson even submitted a proposed contract with an entity by the name of Best Whey.
See proposed contract attached hereto as Exhibit 1. However, I did not agree with the
proposed terms and refused to sign the contract.
12.

That I did execute a written contract with Gaylen Clayson with respect to

the assignment of the contract to purchase the cheese plant. See Assignment attached
hereto as Exhibit 2. In said contract, Gaylen Clayson and Jeff Randall agreed to assign
the contract to purchase the cheese factory to SVC, LLC. I am also a member of SVC,
LLC.
13.

That all of the terms of the assignment are as set forth in the contract

attached as Exhibit 2.
14.

That I never agreed to pay any bills incurred by Mr. Clayson. Although

one of my companies, SVC, LLC ultimately did pay some of Mr. Clayson's debts, I, nor
any of my companies, ever agreed with Mr. Clayson that I would pay any of his debts.
15.

That I never agreed to pay Mr. Clayson any amount of money for any

alleged partnership interest. I never agreed to pay Mr. Clayson $500,000.
16.

I never made any statements to any individual that unless Mr. Clayson

dismissed his lawsuit and stopped supporting Dairy Systems that I would make criminal
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complaints against him.
DATED this &,1 day of ..January, 2010.

~o-?~
DonZebe

. STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF

1&woo ck.

)

)SS.
)
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CEDAR ARCH DAIRIES
Cedar Arch Dairies (CAD). were up until 9-31-2008 members of
Snake River Dairyman Co-op (SRDA).
On 10-1-08 CAD withdrew their membership from SRDA and
entered into an agreement with a new Co-op know as "Best
VYhey".

CAD intention is to supply all milk produced by CAD to Star Valley
Cheese. Additional milk needs will be ..tisted by Best Whey
acquiring milk from Dairy producers in the Star: Valley area. or
from Dairy Farmers of America as sest Whey Is entering a
marketing agreement with them.

CAD will be able to handle the start up milk needs of Star Valley
Cheese until 31 December 2008. As of 1 January 2009 Star
VaHey Cheese must take a dally deUvery of all milk shipped by
CAD.

CAD Intends to feed the VVhey produced by the processing of
CAD milk to CAD cattle.
Dated _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ze''''
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HO~" GXHIBIT
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"
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BEST WHEY
MARKETING AGREEMENT
We as a Co-op agree to sell milk to Star Valley Cheese with the
following terms.
1. Start by delivering milk from Cedar Arch Dairy. Next milk
from North Cedar Arch Dairy and then Pingree Cedar Arch
Dairy beginning sometime In November or December 2008.
Cedar Arch Dairy is willing to bring in 1 load of mlk at a time

with Plant options for every day until January 111 2008 at
which time the milk from all dairies would be received daily.
2. This would be based on Class III milk price at the Dairy.

3. The Co-op agrees to purchase the whey from the Star Valley
Cheese. Revenue generated by the aaIe of whey would
fund the freight on delivering the milk to Star Valtey Cheese
and Whey back to the dairy. The hauling would be billed out
at cost. Neither Best Wney or Star Valley Cheese would
profit however Star Valley Cheese would own and operate
the trucks and trailers.
4. Any and'all milk needs would be offered 1st to the Co-op.

5. The Co-op currently has a list of Dairy Producers Including
Star Valley producers.

I
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6. Best V\lhey also hal a Marketing Agreement with DFA for
future milk.

7. Milk purchased would be paid for by the 1· and 15th of the
month for the previous pay period.
8. Co-op will pay to have milk tested by an Independent
Laboratory and aU administrative coats.
9. Star Valley Cheese win make out one check per pay period.

Oated,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Star Valley Cheese

11'8· d
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ADDENDUM Al

Addendum, to Contract to buy and Sell Real Estate (Commercial) dated October 17.2008
by and between Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall and or assigns buyer and Seller Star
Valley Cheese Inc.
Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall hereby assign aU rights of said Contract to buy and
Sell Real Estate to SVe, LLC a Wyoming UC.

Said principles are Rick Lawson and Donald Zebe members of sve. llC.

Jeff RandaU
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John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Attorney for the Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRIGr COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRIGr
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

Civil No. CV-2009-02212-0C

)

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,)
LLC,
)

AFFIDAVIT OF RICK LAWSON

)
)

Defendants.

)

-------------------------)
)
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,)
LLC,
)
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, )

Judge: Dunn

)

vs.

)
)

GAYLENCLAYSON,

)
)

Counterclaim Defendant. )
COMES NOW, Rick Lawson being sworn and under oath, deposes and

states:
1.

That my name is Rick Lawson and I am over the age of eighteen.

2.

That I am a member of Laze, LLC.

3.

That I never contacted law enforcement or made any complaint to law

enforcement concerning Gaylen Clayson or an ice cream machine.
4.

That I was aware that the other member of Laze, LLC, Don Zebe, on behalf

EXHIBIT NO.
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of Laze, LLC made a report to the Lincoln County Sheriffs Office regarding an ice cream
machine that was missing from the Thayne cheese plant and restaurant.
5.

That I never entered into a contract by myself or on behalf of Laze, LLC

with Gaylen Clayson to purchase his milk. We did discuss the possibility and Mr.
Clayson even submitted a proposed contract with an entity by the name of Best Whey.
See proposed contract attached hereto as Exhibit 1. However, I did not agree with the
proposed terms and refused to sign the contract.
6.

That I did execute an agreement with Gaylen Clayson with respect to the

assignment of the contract to purchase the cheese plant. See Assignment attached
hereto as Exhibit 2.
7.

That all of the terms of the assignment are as set forth in the contract

attached as Exhibit 2.
8.

That I never agreed to pay any bills incurred by Mr. Clayson. Although

one of my companies, SVC, LLC ultimately did pay some of Mr. Clayson's debts, I, nor
any of my companies, ever agreed with Mr. Clayson that I would pay any of his debts.
9.

That I never agreed to pay Mr. Clayson any amount of money for any

alleged partnership interest. I never agreed to pay Mr. Clayson $500,000.
10.

I never made any statements to any individual that unless Mr. Clayson

dismissed his lawsuit and stopped supporting Dairy Systems that I would make criminal
complaints against him.
11.

That the ice cream machine is not junk, but actually functions and

dispenses ice cream.
DATED this

;;..8

day of January,

2010.
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STATE OF WYOMING

)
)SS.
)

COUNTY OF LINCOLN

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this
Lawson.

My Commission Expires:

M

2gct day of January, 2010, by Rick

NOTARY PUBLIC

31, 90 I~
County 01
Lincoln
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CEDAR ARCH DAIRIES
Cedar Arch Dairies (CAD).were up until 9-31-2008 members of
Snake River Dairyman Co-op (SRDA).
On 10-1-08 CAD withdrew their membership from SRDA and
entered into an agreement with a new Co-op know as "Best
Whey".
CAD intention is to supply all milk produced by CAD to Star Valley
Cheese. Additional milk needs wID be satisfied by Best Whey
acquiring- milk from Dairy producers in the Sta~ Valley are., or
from Dairy Farmers of America 88 seat VVney 18 entering a
marketing agreement with them.
CAD will be able to handle the start up milk needs of Star Valley
Cheese until 31 December 2008. As of 1 January 2009 Star
Valley Cheese mUlt take a dally delivery of all milk shipped by
CAD.
CAD Intends to feed the Whey produced by the processing of
CAD milk to CAD cattle.
Dated _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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BEST WHEY
MARKETING AGREEMENT
We as a CO-op agree to sell milk to Star Valley Cheese with the
following terms.
1. Start by delivering milk from cedar Arch Dairy. Next milk

from North Cedar Arch Dairy and then PIngree cedar Arch
Dairy beginning sometime In November or December 2008.
cedar Arch Dairy Is willing to bring In 1 load of milk at a time
with Plant options for every day until January 1lit 2009 at
which time the milk tom all dal... would be received daily.
2. This would be based on Class III milk price at the Dairy.
3. The Co-op agrees to purch_ the whey from the Star Valley

Cheese. Revenue generated by the .... of whey would
fund the freight on delivering the milk to Star Valley Cheese
and whey back to the dairy. The hauling would be bIIed out
at cost. Neither Best Wney or Star Valley Cheese would
.profit however Star Valley Cheese would own and operata
the trucks and trailers.
4. Any and· all milk needa would be offered 111t to the Co-op.

5. The Co-op currently has a list of Dairy Producers Including
Star Valley producers.

~0'd
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6. Best \Nney also has a Marketing Agreement with DFA for
future milk.

7. Milk purchased would be paid for by the 1" and 15th of the
month for the previous pay period.
8. Co-op will pay to have milk telted by an Independent
Laboratory and aN administrative coats.
9. Star Valley Cheese wlH make out one check per pay period.
______________________

Da~d

Star Valley Cheese

1>0 -d
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Addendum, to Conb:act to buy and Sell Real Estate (Commercial) dated October 17.2008
by and between Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall and or assigns buyer and Seller Star
Valley Cheese Inc.
Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall hereby assign aU rights of said Contmct to buy and
Sell Real Estate to SVc. LLC a Wyoming u.c.
Said pr.iucl.ples are Rick Lawson and Donald Zebe members of SVC. LLC.
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John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110
(307) 885-2266
Idaho Bar No. 7135
Attorney for the Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK, STATE OF IDAHO

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

Civil No. CV-200g-02212-0C

)

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)

AFFIDAVIT OF JODY
GARDNER

)
)

Defendants.

)

--------------------------)
)
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, )
LLC,
)
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, )

Judge: Dunn

)

vs.

)
)

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)
)

Counterclaim Defendant. )
COMES NOW, Jody Gardner being sworn and under oath, deposes and

states:
1.

That my name is Jody Gardner and I am over the age of eighteen.

2.

That I am an investigator with the Lincoln County Wyoming Sheriffs

Department.
3.

That Don Zebe contacted me in or about June 2009 to report a missing ice

cream machine from the cheese plant located in Thayne, Wyoming.

\D
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4. That Don Zebe indicated that when his company took possession of the cheese
plant, the ice cream machine that was listed as part of the inventory to be sold to his
company was not in the plant.
5. Don Zebe did not tell me that Gaylen Clayson was "guilty oflarceny."
However, Don Zebe did indicate that he had been told that the machine was removed by
Gaylen Clayson.
6. Don Zebe indicated that he did net know the exact value of the ice cream
machine but believed that it was worth thousands of dollars. Don Zebe told me that he
believed that the replacement cost of the machine was approximately $15,000.00.
7. Based upon the information provided to me by Don Zebe, I initiated an
investigation to determine whether a crime had been committed.
8. As part of my investigation, I contacted Morris Farinella, the previous owner
of the cheese plant, to determine whether he had authorized the removal of the ice
cream machine.
9. Morris Farinella indicated to me that he did not authorize the removal of the
ice cream machine. He further indicated that no equipment could be removed from the
cheese plant because the plant was subject to bankruptcy proceedings prior to the sale of
the cheese plant to Laze, LLC.
10.

I also contacted Gaylen Clayson. Gaylen Clayson admitted to me that he had

removed the ice cream machine and that it was located in Idaho Falls, Idaho. He then
told me who had possession of the machine to the best of his knowledge and indicated
that he had no objection to me retrieving the ice cream machine and returning it to the
cheese plant in Thayne, Wyoming.
11.

I then conducted research to attempt to determine the value of the ice cream

machine. Based upon my investigation, I determined that the ice cream machine was
not junk, but had a value of more than
12.

$1,000.00.

Based upon my investigation, I believed that probable cause existed to charge

Gaylen Clayson with theft. I then passed the results of my investigation to the Lincoln
County Attorney's office along with my recommendation that charges be filed.
13. The decision to bring charges in a criminal matter in Lincoln County,

Wyoming lies exclusively with the Lincoln County Attorney's Office.
14. The Lincoln County Attorney's Office reviewed the information from my
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investigation and sought an arrest warrant in the Circuit Court of the 3 rd Judicial
District of the State of Wyoming.
15. Judge Frank Zebre considered the evidence and issued an arrest warrant for

Gaylen Clayson. See Warrant attached hereto as Exhibit A.
16. Rick Lawson never contacted me regarding this matter.

17. Throughout my investigation, I believed that the information provided to me
by Don Zebe was in fact true.
DATED this'::$'

V\ day of January, 2010.

STATE OF WYOMING
COUNTYOFLINCOLN

)
)SS.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this
Gardner.

.zsdt

day of January, 2010, by Jody

NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires:

fo.bt 3(

:J() J2.

.lnCOlf1

l My Comml:

~~~t?"'~');;¢:!,,.~,,.
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State of
Wyoming

stolt (18015330390)

Fm:Sargent I.aw OffIce

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICiAl OISTRrCT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF UNCOLN, STATE OF wYOMING
THE STATE OF WYOMING
SS.

COUNTY OF LINCOLN
THE STATE OF WYOMING.

BEFORE: FRANK ZEBRE
CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE

}

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

VS.

)

CLAYSON. GAYLEN W.,
DaB: 09/19/53
Defendant.

)

)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT
I, Jody M. Gardner, being of lawful age and being first duly sworn upon
my oath, depose and state as follows:

1.

, am a Deputy Sheriff with the lincoln County Sheriffs Office in Afton, lincoln
County. Wyoming.

2.

I have reason to beneve that the defendant, Gaylen W. CLAYSON, committed a
criminal offense. The Information I received regarding the defendant is as follows.
The defendant's full name is Gaylen W. CLAYSON. hIs date of birth is
he
resides at 600 N 710 E. Firth, Idaho.

3.

On June 30, 2009 I IIHve probable cause to believe that Gaylen W. CLAYSON
committed the offense of larceny in violation of W.S.S 6-3--402(8) (i). The following

is thA basis forthe probable cause.
4.

On May 27, 2009 at approximately 10:45 a.m. I mot with Don Zebe at this place of
business. Star Valley Cheese, Thayne. Wyoming •• had been contacted previously
by Zebe's attorney, Josh Smith. who told me that his client wanted to report a theft.
It took several weeks for a meeting to be arranged to take Zebe's statement.

S.

Zebe told me that he had taken over as fhe owner of Star Valley Cheese on'

February 24, 2009. He advised that prior that he had been running the restauran1 at
the facility. He told me 1hat he began to run the restaurant during October 2006.
6.

According to Zebe, prior to his taking over the business, the restaurant was run by a
man named Gaylen CLAYSON. CLAYSON wa& allowed to run the restaurant by the
Star Valley Cheese Corporation, which was owned by Morris Farinella, who resides
in California. At the time the facility was going through bankruptcy proceedings

which were initiated in 2005.
7.

Zebe had purchased the cheese factory and restaurant out of bankruptcy
proceedings and was provided with a list of property thatwss sold with the business
during his negotiation for the purchase which was included in his contract.

--
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AmOngst these items was a Taylor brand soft iCe. cream machine (Model 754-27,
SerIal number J0104914). Zebe told me that CLAYSON removed the ice cream
machine and tool< it to the Idaho Falls, Idaho area. Whon Zebe asked CLAYSON
abOut the machine he was told that it was being repaired but could not provide itS
current location. Zebe told me that the machine would ccst 515.000 new to replace.
Zebe told me that Josh Flud. an employee. could provide me with more details of
the theft of the ice cream machine as he was working at the restaurant at the time.

On June 4, 2009 at approximately 6:35 p.m. I spoke to Gaylen CLAYSON on the

phone. CLAY50~told me that the ice cream machine was not operable. He told me
that he discussed the machine with the COI'J.IP8ny owner at the time. MOITia Farinella,
and that they decided that since eLAYSON just planned on selling hard ice cream,
that they would not need the machine. Accotdlngto CtAVSON, he knew a business
owner In the Idaho Falls, Idaho area that would be able to fDC It and use the
machine. According to CLAYSON, Mr. Farinella gave him permission to take the
machine to Idaho Falls.
10.

CLAY$ON told me that he gave the machine to a man named Art Polsen who owns
a Tesoro gas station and convenience stare atthe Intel$eCl:ion of Sunnyside Dr. and
Hit! Rd. in Ammon,ldaho.

11.

On June 5, 20091 drove to the Tesoro gas station at the corner of Sunnyside Dr.
and Hitt Rd. in Idaho Falls, Idaho. I did not see a Taylor ice cream machine in the
business. I spoke to a man who was visiting the clerk and he told me that he was Art
Polson's nepheW and that Polson no longer owned the store. He was unaware of
the ice cream machine.

12.

On June 5, 20091 had a phone conversation with Morris Farinella. tile previous
owner of Star Valley Cheese. Farinella told me that he did not authOrIze CLAYSON
or anyone else to transfer or dispose ofa.ny machinery Of materials from Star Valley
Cheese. He told me that tile business was in the middle of bankruptcy proceedings .
therefore no assets of the business could be sold or given away.

13.

On June 6,2009 I spoke to Art Polson on the phone. Polson told me that Gaylen
CLAYSON had delivered the Taylor ice cream machine to him when he owned the
Tesoro gas station In Idaho Falls. Idaho. Polson knew that it had come from the
cheese factory in Thayne. Wyoming. Polson didn't think the machine was operable
and had contacted a refl1geratlon repair company out of Utah to service the
machine. He told me t/'Jat the machine was never serviced as they were in the
process of selling the gas station and that the proepective buyers didn't want the
machine.

14.

Polson told me that the machine is currently being stored in a building in the same
complex as the Tesoro station. Polson agreed to let someOne pick up the machine.
Polson told me that he had not paid eLAYSON any money and that they were going
to dIscuss a price when they knew what condition the machine was in.

15.

Polson was out of town and told me that he would return on June 12. 2009. We
agreed that we would speak again on that date to arrange to have the machine
picked up.

16.

On June 8, 20091 spoke to Joshua Flud on the phone. Flud10ld me that sometime
around September or October of 2008 he witnessed Gaylen CLAVSON and a man
known only to him as Mark. load the Taylor ice cream machine on a trailer. Flud
stated that he was told that they were taking the machine to get repaired.

10;36 01toatOSGMT-06
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17,

Arrangements were made to have Don Zeba or his associates pick up Ihe ice cream
machine from Art Polson's property on or aboI.It June 12. 2009. The machine was
recovered and taken to a place to be seMced before it is put to use at Star Valley
Cheese. Zebe took photographs of tf1e dala plate of the machine listing the model
number, 754~27 and the serial number, J0104914.

18.

I check online for
value of this particular ice cream machine and that used
machines ofthis model were selling for between S1795 and $10,000.

1ne

DATED: This
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·~6J.\ day o~· ...f" ,2009

COURT OF THE THIRD JUOICIAL DISTRICT

IN

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LINCOLN, STATE OF WYOMING
THE STATE OF WYOMING,

Criminal No. CRA-2009-

F¥D

Plaintiff,
BY

VS.

tip 0

GAYLEN W. CLAYSON,
DOB:

JUL - 1 2009

Defendant.

ARREST WARRANT

TO THE SHERIFF OF SAID COUNTY, GREETINGS:
WHEREAS, Joseph Cole, Deputy County and Prosecuting Attorney in and for
Lincoln County, Wyoming, has this day complained to me, on oath, as follows:
COUNT I:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LARCENY, a felony
of § 6-3-402(a) and (c)(i) W.S. (2007)
On or about September, 2008
In Lincoln County, Wyoming
The Defendant, Gaylen W. Clayson
Took and carried away property of another, with a value of over one
thousand dollars ($1000.00),
With intent to deprive the owner,

and prayed that the said Gaylen W. Clayson might be arrested and dealt with according to
law.

Now, therefore, in the name of the Slate of Wyoming, you are hereby commanded

forthwith to apprehend the said Gaylen W. Clayson and bring him before me to be dealt
with according to law.
BOND AMOUNT
: [
I CASH [
ISURETY [ .k1N0 BOND
J Bond may be posted upon _ n f s acknowledgment to appear on the earliest.iabte court date.

I
I

J

Bond may be forfeited in lieu of appearance.

~.\\O~ 1I1Q3~
GIVEN under my hand this _ _L _ day of July, 2()Oi)-v............. , If

I

:

,....-

!::

•... ~

9NI~OAM: ~
;0 31VJ.S

J::

••" Q

,.

i-
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usage of trade in the milk industry that when a farmer sells his milk to a processor he sells his
entire production to that processor. See, Zebe Deposition, p. 198, lines 7-11, attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
Mr. Zebe and Mr. Lawson agreed to assume the debts of the business.

The only

outstanding debt, as far as Plaintiff knows, is the debt to Dairy Systems Company, Inc. In an
email authored by Mr. Zebe that he sent to Morris Farinella, the seller of the Plant, Mr. Zebe
admitted that upon closing he was going to pay the Dairy Systems Company, Inc., debt. "Once
we close we are prepared to absorb what we have paid in and most of what was done while
Gaylen was in charge, i.e. electrical, plumbing, to the tune of 245k." See, Email from Donald
Zebe to Val D. Pendleton dated Wednesday, January 14,2009, attached hereto as Exhibit J; see
also, Zebe Deposition, pp. 131 and 138, attached hereto as Exhibit A. See, Idaho Code § 28-50107, which states in relevant part: "(a) A record or signature may not be denied legal effect or
enforceability solely because it is in electronic form.(b) A contract may not be denied legal
effect or enforceability solely because an electronic record was used in its formation.(c) Ifa law
requires a record to be in writing, an electronic record satisfies the law.(d) If a law requires a
signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law."
III.

PERFORMANCE TAKES A CONTRACT OUT OF THE STATUTE OF
FRAUDS.

The statute of frauds is not to be used to promote a fraud. Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho
872,874,811 P.2d 48, 50 (Idaho App.1991)('"The object of the statute [of frauds] is to prevent
potential fraud by forbidding disputed assertions of enumerated kinds of contracts without any
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written basis. This purpose is fully satisfied when the parties themselves accept the contract and
mutually perfonn it. For the same reason, the statute offrauds is inapplicable when a contract,
although not fully performed by both sides, is mutually acknowledged to exist. )(lntemal citations
omitted). In this case, the deal Defendants made to purchase Mr. Clayson's partnership interest
has been fully perfonned by Mr. Clayson. On November 14, 2008, Mr. Clayson assigned his
interest in the contract to purchase the Plant to Don Zebe and Rick Lawson. See, Addendum AI,
attached hereto as Exhibit 1. In this case, if the Court were to allow these Defendants to disavow

I
their contract with Gaylen Clayson in light of all the written documentation, on some technical
reading of the statute of frauds, it would most certainly be promoting a fraud. Mr. Zebe bragged
during his deposition "Promises don't mean anything in real estate unless it's in writing. I mean,
everyone knows that. If Gaylen doesn't know that, that's again his - in your tenns, stupidity."
See, Zebe Deposition, p. 166, lines 22-25, attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Mr. Zebe, who

considers Mr. Clayson a fool when it comes to business, see, Zebe Deposition, pp. 165-166,
attached hereto as Exhibit A, thOUght he had been clever enough to get his hands on Mr.
Clayson's interest without a fonnal written agreement and therefore the law would help him
cheat Mr. Clayson out of any remuneration he had promised him. What he did not understand is
that the statute of frauds is only to be used as a shield by honest men, not as a sword by the
unconscionable. See, Good v. Hansen, 110 Idaho 953, 955, 719 P.2d 1213, 1215 (Idaho App.
1986).
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IV.

THE EXTQRTION CLAIMS SHOULD NOT BE DISMISSED, BUT THE
COURT SHOULD GRANT PLAINTIFF LEAV;.E TO ASSERT A
PUNITIVE DAMAGES CLAIM.

Not only should the Court not dismiss Plaintiff's claims, but the Court should allow the
Plaintiff to amend the First Amended Complaint to assert punitive damages with regard to those
claims. Punitive damages are recoverable when the Defendant's actions are with malice. Myers
v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 503, 95 P.3d 977, 985 (Idaho 2004)("[t]he
justification of punitive damages must be that the defendant acted with an extremely harmful
state of mind, whether that be termed 'malice, oppression, fraud or gross negligence;' 'malice,
oppression,

wantonness~'

or simply 'deliberate or willfuL"')(Internal citations omitted). "Malice

within the definition of the Tort Claims Act means "actual malice" which requires a wrongful act
without justification combined with ill will." Evans v. Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210, 216,
796 P.2d 87, 93 (Idaho 1990).
In this case, Defendant Zebe lied to the Lincoln County investigator in order to get
Lincoln County to press charges against Mr. Clayson. The first lie was that he did not take over
operations of the Plant until February 2009. See, Gardner Affidavit, '5, attached hereto as
Exhibit K. In fact, Mr. Zebe was a partner with Mr. Clayson in the operations of the Plant no
later than October 2, 2008, see, Certified copies of SVC, LLC's Articles of Organization For a
Domestic Limited Liability Company, dated October 2,2008, attached hereto as Exhibit F, and
took complete control on October 8,2008. See, Zebe Deposition, pp. 113, 130 and 134, attached
hereto as Exhibit A.
The significance of this lie is that he also told the investigator that Mr. Clayson had stolen
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the Taylor Ice Cream Machine in October 2008. See, Gardner Affidavit, ~ 5 and 16, attached
hereto as Exhibit K.
The second lie is similar. He told the authorities in Lincoln County that Mr. Clayson had
stolen a whey dryer from the premises that had been on the premises and was represented to be a
part of the purchase he had closed on in February, 2009. See, Affidavit of Blake S. Atkin in
Support of Plaintiffs Rule 56(f) Motion, filed concurrently herewith. In fact, Mr. Zebe had
commissioned an inventory of the equipment in September 2008, before he bought in as a
partner.

That inventory did not show the Whey Dryer.

See, Zebe Deposition, pp. 39-43,

attached hereto as Exhibit A.
It was those two lies that initiated the criminal prosecution in Lincoln County that

resulted in Mr. Clayson's arrest on the eve of a major holiday.
That criminal prosecution was initiated by Mr. Zebe in order to get Mr. Clayson to back
off his lawsuit in this matter and to stop supporting Dairy Systems Company, Inc. in its effort to
collect the money due them for work done on the Plant now owned by Mr. Zebe. See, Randall
Statement, 1 8, attached hereto as Exhibit L. He even told a mutual friend that there was more
coming if Mr. Clayson did not conform to his desires. See, Randall Statement,

1 5,

attached

hereto as Exhibit L.
Defendants appear to be arguing that extortion can only be proven if the defendant was
seeking money. The law of extortion is not so narrow. Lawyers are taught in their ethics CLE
that It has long been considered extortion for a person to threaten criminal prosecution in order to
get concessions in a civil case. Kate A. Toomey, Practice Pointer: The Rule Against Threatening
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Criminal Prosecution to Gain an Advantage in a Civil Matter, Utah Bar Journal, December 2002.
And interference with all sorts of economic interests is extortion. United States v. Katter, 840
st

F2d 118 1 Cir. 1988)(infonnation to be used by victim's enemy in litigation that would result in
economic disadvantage to victim); US v. Tropiano, 418 F. 2d 1069 (1st cir. 1069)(attempt to get
victim to give up right to solicit and run business is extortion); US v. Re, 401 F3d 828 (7th cir.
2005)(attempt to get victim to break a lease that would result in his having less money satisfied
property element of extortion); US v. Bo, 1997 W.L. 33630676 (D. Nev. 1997)(Loss of business
is property for purpose of extortion). Clearly, had Mr. Clayson given in to Defendants' demands
and backed off in his support of Dairy Systems, Inc.'s claim against Defendants, Mr. Clayson
would have had to pay that money-clearly putting money at issue with the extortion. Similarly,
if Mr. Clayson had acceded to Defendants demands to forego his claims in this matter it would
be real money he would be giving up--back into the hands of the defendants. There can be no
real doubt that threats of criminal prosecution unless a person gives up a legal claim suffices to
meet the property element of an extortion claim.
Thus the law is ample to not only support the extortion and slander causes of action but to
also support punitive damages just on the evidence Plaintiff has already discovered. Plaintiff
intends further discovery that will further bolster these claims. See, 56(t) Affidavit.
Nor should the claims be dismissed against Mr. Lawson at this juncture. While the direct
evidence Plaintiff has thus far indicts Mr. Zebe, Plaintiff has circumstantial evidence that Mr.
Lawson was involved, and discovery is not yet complete that may uncover direct evidence of Mr.
Lawson in these crimes. Mr. Lawson was a Partner with Mr. Zebe in the operations of the Plant
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no later than October 2,2008. See, Certified copies ofSVC, LLC's Articles of Organization For
a Domestic Limited Liability Company, dated October 2, 2008, attached hereto as Exhibit F.
Further discovery is planned that will uncover the full nature and extent of Mr. Lawson's
involvement in the actions of Mr. Zebe.

Vo

THE PAROLE EVIDENCE RULE DOES NOT PREVENT PROOF OF
THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

Defendants are apparently arguing that the entire agreement of the parties is the
assignment document. Defendarhs are mistaken. The agreement was that Zebe and Lawson
would purchase Clayson's partnership interest.

The assignment was the perfonnance by

Clayson. The consideration by Zebe and Lawson was that they would pay the debts Clayson had
incurred with regard to the partnership business, would reimburse his out of pocket expenses
with regard to the partnership business, and would pay him $500,000. See, Rule 56(f) Affidavit.
The parol evidence rule only applies to prevent the use of parol evidence to vary the
terms of an integrated agreement.

Casa Herrera, Inc. v. Beydoun, 83 P.3d 497, 502 (Cal.

2004)(Parol evidence rule "generally prohibits the introduction of any extrinsic evidence,
whether oral or written, to vary, alter or add to the terms of an integrated written instrument.")
Obviously, the assignment is not an integrated agreement, and the parol evidence rule has no
application. The assignment does not state that it is an integrated agreement, and it fails to set
out the consideration that Defendants were agreeing to pay Clayson for the assignment. Those
terms are however contained in the other documents that form the basis for the agreement. The
agreement to pay the debts incurred by Clays<,>n, including the debt to Dairy Systems is contained
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in the email Mr. Zebe sent to Morris Farinella.

See, Email from Donald Zebe to Val D.

Pendleton dated Wednesday, January 14,2009, attached hereto as Exhibit J. The arrangement to
take all of Cedar Arch Dairy's production is spelled out in the business plan that Mr. Zebe wrote
and gave to banks in order to secure financing.

See, Business Plan of SVC, LLC, pp. 6-7,

relevant portions attached hereto as Exhibit H. In addition, the Defendants agreed to pay an
additional $500,000 to Mr. Clayson for his partnership interest. See, Rule 56(f) Affidavit.
VI.

IT IS PREMATURE TO CONCLUDE THAT PLAINTIFF CANNOT
RECOVER ON AN EQUITABLE CLAIM.

Citing a case in which the trial court allowed recovery-on an equitable claim when it had
also found an enforceable contract claim, Defendants would have this court dismiss the equitable
claim asserted by Plaintiff at the pleading stage. Such a move would be premature and improper.
Plaintiff is entitled to plead different causes of action, even if the causes of action are
contradictory. See, 1.R.C.P.8(a)(l) - General rules of pleading - Claims for relief (" ... Relief in
the alternative or of several different types may be demanded.") At trial, it may be that Plaintiff
will be precluded from recovering on both the contract claim and the equitable claim, but such a
determination cannot be made at the pleading stage.
Defendants in their motion, argue that the contract claims are barred by the statute of
frauds. If Defendants were correct on that argument, then the contract claim would fail, but
Defendants would not be allowed to walk away with $3.5 million in partnership assets which Mr.
Clayson conferred upon them without equity requiring them to have any obligation to him. This
is precisely the type of unfair situation for which the equitable doctrines of unjust enrichment
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and quasi contract were designed to remedy.
VII.

IT IS PREMATURE TO ASK FOR DISMISSAL OF ALL SLANDER
CLAIMS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS.

Defendants mistakenly assert that the only person who contacted law enforcement in
Lincoln County to report the alleged, but untrue, theft by Mr. Clayson was Don Zebe. That
simply is not true. The first contact with Lincoln County authorities was by Defendants' lawyer,
Joshua Smith. See, Gardner Affidavit, ,4, attached hereto as Exhibit K.
Plaintiff plans to take the deposition of Mr. Smith. Plaintiff believes that that deposition
will show that when Mr. Smith contacted the Lincoln County authorities and told them that
Gaylen Clayson was guilty of a crime, he was representing all the Defendants and was under
instruction from them to initiate the contact to facilitate Defendants' efforts to coerce Mr.
Clayson to give up his effort to recover the money or property owed him by Defendants, and to
withhold evidence from Dairy Systems in their pursuit of claims against defendants.
Plaintiffs also plan to take the deposition of Mr. Lawson and expect that deposition will
---

show Mr. Lawson's knowledge of and participation in the slander and extortion.
Similarly, it matters not whether Mr. Zebe and Mr. Lawson were acting in a corporate
capacity when they made the false statement to Mr. Gardner that Mr. Clayson was guilty of a
crime, since the agent of a corporation is responsible for his own crimes and torts even when
acting for a corporation. See, Johnson v. Harrigan-Peach Land Development Co., 79 Wash.2d
745, 752,489 P.2d 923,927 (WASH 1971)("Incorporation does riot in law shield the actor from
the legal consequences of his own tort.")
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Defendants also appear to be arguing that they are not guilty of slander because they
might have thought that Mr. Clayson stole the ice cream machine. That is not the law. Accusing
someone of a crime is slander per se. Barlow v. International Harvester Co., 95 Idaho 881, 891,
522 P.2d 11 02, 1112 (Idaho 1974)(''It was not error for the district court to instruct the jury that
calling another a 'thief is slander per se if the imputation is false.") See also, U.S.A. United
Staffing Alliance, LLC v. Workers' Compensation Fund, 213 P.3d 20, 26 (Utah App. 2009)(In
order to constitute slander per se, without a showing of special harm, it is necessary that the
defamatory words fall into one of four categories: (1) charge of criminal conduct, .... ) While,
truth is a defense, even a good faith belief that the accusation was true when it is not, is not a
defense. Gravitt v. Brown, 74 Fed.Appx. 700, 705 (9th Cir. 2003).
VIII. DISCOVERY IS NOT YET COMPLETE IN TmS MATTER AND THE
COURT SHOULD THEREFORE STAY ANY ACTION ON
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

Granting summary judgment would be premature at this point. As set forth in the 56(f)
Affidavit, there are several depositions as well as other discovery that need to be either
completed or taken and as a result of that discovery, Plaintiff will further establish all the
elements of the claims it has against the Defendants in this matter. See, Rule 56(f) Affidavit
filed concurrently herewith.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff respectfully requests that Defendants' Motion to
Dismiss and/or Motion for Summary Judgment be denied, that Plaintiff's Motion to Amend
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages be granted, and that Plaintiff's
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Motion to Continue Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f) be granted.
th

Dated this 16 day of March, 2010.

ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.e.

Blake S. Atkin
Attorney for the Plaintiff/Counterclaim
Defondant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that he caused to be served a true and correct copy of

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS
AND/OR MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT TO ASSERT
PUNITIVE DAMAGES; AND MOTION TO CONTINUE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 56(f)
upon the following by the method of delivery designated:

I
,Joshua T. Smith
John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile: (307) 885-1002

_X_U.S. Mail _Hand delivery

X Fax

Bannock County Court
624 E. Center St.
Pocatello, ID 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7208

_X_ U.S. Mail_Hand delivery

Fax

Judge Stephen Dunn
P.O. Box 4126
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7012

_

U.S. Mail _Hand delivery

Dated this 16th day of March, 2010.

Blake S. Atkin
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Exhibit A
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR BANNOCK
COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO

GAYLEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
)Case No.

vs.

)CV-2009-022120-0C

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON,
AND LAZE, LLC,
Defendants,

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, AND
LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,)
vs.

GAYLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant.

DEPOSITION OF DON

ZEB~~

MARCH 3, 2010

REPORTED BY:
DAWN MARIE PRIVETT, CSR No. SRT-965
Notary Public
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2 yaah.
3
Let lIIe
you dait: niJ projected loaD or
4 J.l mllUoa doIIan - wen, trike tldt.
How mua cUd you borrow'!

5

6

A.

24

Do you 1ft tbat'
A. Vall.

25

1

Q. OUJ. 80w did It COIM .bcHrt Ibt be cUd

MR. BOWER : Do you have any way to identify

3
4

A. I uked BID to &tve DIe •• op IN oh.l.e Q. OD}'.

A. - 011 tlte eq.1
L
6
Q. ADrtpt.
7
A. DIda't pay
for tltat.
8
Q. He did It wItIlHt
paid!
9
A. nat'. COI"I'ed.
10
Q. BId YOII ..... ,.... to prepare Itt
11
A. Va
12
Q. 8.., did Mr. blrlulow wUt eqmp.nt to
13
appnIaJ1 DId yCMI &in ..... list of
14
t1
15
A.
16
Q. B
did lie cIetenaJH wUt eqq.at was
17
Itjed ..
18
A. I ....·t Dew. VOII'd bYe to
19
Q. DIll,....
..
20 ......
..... lilt . . . . . .. . .
21 yOlilln .... .., ......:2'
_ 1Mnr-

tIIe........-n

22
A. W4,Mr........... ....
23 . . .,.,...,. ......... 1Ie.1 . . . . . . . ....tlldllrtq
24 .,.... ala-. ............. a
- UJt"II
25 ......... tIttn .... laM valli&. WMt 1I1t..nll?

Page 39
1 how far maybe from the back that is or something?
2
MR. ATKlN: It' about in the middle. I
3 should have numbered these pages.
4
MR. BOWERS: I can have my office Bates stamp

5 these.
6
MR. ATKIN: That would probably be a good
7 idea.
8
MR BOWERS: Thank you. It's a little easier
9 for you to find it than me.
10
Q. BY MR. ATKIN: 011 tII.t pare tbat'. elltltled,
11 "Fonding," in tbe sec:oad parapapb there., It ")'I-It
12 talks about tbe loaD that wouJd be 1O.... t. T ere it I.S
13 million a little bU more tUD 1.3.
It ")'I it would "be secured by .11

14

a.tu .....

15 furniture, equlp.eDt, tra. .ent plaat, w.ter tram-eat
16 Cacm., ndudblg tile rata.rallt equip e t. TIle
1 7 .ppraiul ortlUJ equip.eat wu dOD. by Bill Silber of
18
19
20
21

takG In tbe •• o ... t of 5%,760 100."
Do you lee tb.t!
A. Vah.
Q. Did you bire Mr. ulur to pre".re that -

22

A.

23
24
25

Q. - .ppral 17
Do yo know ho did?
A. He wa.n't hired.

No.

".t

2 .........1

S

1.6 llliUJoIl.

7
Q.
y08 KtuJIy borrowed .ore tb•• tlte
8 1.3 .WIo. daat YOll're taUda& about Alere?
9
A. (No .adlble rapo
)
~ a
Q. Thea.t tile boUo. tllere, It ..,..,
11 " lutrefaolde.n · Eqalty. LLC . . . ber·, capital, 1,217,716."
12
Do yo.
tIt.t!
~ 3
Ub-bu .
14
Q. Do YOII bow wht die.... ptio. . . re .. Ibt!
15
A. I doD't raa. . ber wlult die .....
were.
16
Q. Let me ..awe you tun to tlte - nip tb~
1 7 .nd there',. pap titled "Puad",,"
18
A. Wbldl oe?
19
Q. The pap tUt', titled., "F.ad).... IfyCMIIO
20 throup tile n.....daJ doc
b,.t tile d of die
2 1 fbwIcilll doca e ta, tllere'•• pap dial'. eaUded,
22 "F.adbtg. ..

23

Page 40

Page 41
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Q. So Ile WM

A.

• ......... ea....

'= .....

---ria&

........ pIDIlt1

b
4O,..n. Be k...n e¥erytItIIIc tIIere II to
kMw ........... a-.
Q. r ........p " ..,. ............, • lilt.
A. He ..... fa..n ..
..... 1Ie'.1eniced
... plat, Be'. waIUd ........... plat • ....-0111
..... Be WM YII')'
. . . . tile .......
Q. So y_ .... 't &In ..... lit er ........
yCMI ........ WID ...... ...,.... tile plat ud A. I did aot.
Q............yq _ _

13

A. 0.-

14

Q. YCMI npedM

15

wlult .......
A. Va
)'011

tD ..... t.kroap tile plot

16
17
Q. 1f,... tImI.,.".....
-"Ic.at
1 8 .............. s.n. ...... tItat II .............
19 . . . . _
........ tItat,.. refer .. _ tile JNIP

20 tItW "FudIiaI." nidi II tile ........... do_ by
21 SaIIIIr!
22
A. TUt'. corred.
23
Q. AM It II.- a date of Septe.bcr 19t1a.lOOI.
24
A. TUt'. conw::t.
25
Q. b .......... wlllII )'011 tint laW it!

112

d

t".. tItere .... wIaat It was wortll!

12 (Pages 42 to 45 )
Page 42
l
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

1a
II
12
1

14
15

16
17
18

A. Saw wllat?
Q. nil appniul by 8UJ SDlzer.
Som... ltere i. th.t nnle. I don't DOW If)
uw it on Sept•• ber 19tII.
Q. But somedme .rou d thea?
A. Vh-hab.
Q. You aeecl to IIY yea or no.
Y . Sorry abo.t tUl.
Q. Now, take u ••dI d e u yo woaJd Ub, Do
..d look throB" b a.d teD ..e - let lIle _elL .p.
ODe of"e .Ueptio•• i. t.kiI ealeln yo.r
counferclalm rebltel to • T.ylor lee era. . . .lage tat
you cI.lm wu ID
, •• tlte p.... at tile time you took
it over. Do yo. realU that?
A. Y .
Q. Aad aHtber reI.tea to a wbey dryer. Am I
..yinl that richt?
A. Tbat'. correct..
Q. Take a look at tIIi1appr8ba1 dHe by
Mr. alur and IeII me wlletller adler tlte Tay", ice
cream lIIaehlae or tlte wltey dryer e....... lilted o. tkiI
appra"'l.
A. I dld.'t uk bllll to do aaytlliqla th

19
2a
21
22
23
24 ratlunat; 0 be wo.'t DOW uytbi.,abotlt tile T.ylor
25 ice cream lIIachlne -

Page 44
1 Iet.e look.
2
Is H .. lien, Val PeadIet.o.'•• ppraisal!
3
MR. BOWERS: It is.
4
MR. ATKIN: Okay.
5
Q. BYMJLATKIN:
6
A. Let'. darity. n ... appraiIaJ. It.

r.-

7 ............... Aa ............. by . . .
8 ~ - ..... are tMwe
.......... doia,
9 .. MIA ........... I ............ MIA .......... dOIIe,
10 . . . . . . eerlHllld .pp....... by . . . . . . .pp........

11 OIIay.
12
Q. Let IN . . )'H, did 1M co.sIder
13 Mr. P
'. appraJeaI be re"bIe!
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25

A. No.
Q. Okay.
A...........
o.
Q. HIIInUr'.
!
A. Ne,1 did ...
Q. VM,.1Ien duI. )'OII're ........... seekill
........
18 order to
.... Idad of
"
.... did , . IILne lIy ...... to beMe¥e dult tile
pr.p.rty .... ww6 • . . . . . ,
A. No.
Q. WMnrlldywptdult . . . .,
A. nat
..........

.,..,.11'

Page 43
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q. Okay. How .bout tile wiley dryer?
w.ey dryer - It doa
appear to be dten.
Q.
ow, ba.c k 0 the . . . _tided "FvacU.c." do
you
OD tlte
to Iut PI.......... It 1Iyt, "To
.u eat tile abwe ..... acldltioaal pi operty a..pnwalut
capital is req.Jred to coathule tile n.• ...tac of lite
opentloa aad coatlaae reaov.tio...1Id a .....da to tile
facility. TIle COIapuy is
. . addItioaaJ
54,500 000 of rlauc:lal to be MCllred by the real

lie'

1 0 eshI~ baUdla" ••d water riPts"!
11
Do yoa see that!
12
I do.
13
Q. YOIl,.t IOllle poi a .. obtalaed . . . ppnUIIJ of
14 the real estate, the baUdiD" .... the ",.ter riP'"
15 richt!
16
A.
o.
17
Q. DIda't V.I Pndletoa provided you wttb ••
1 8 .ppraial of tile property!
19
A. Val PmdIeto. pve ae • broker'. opIaIoa.
20 wbldl it Dot ••• ppra. .L
21
Q. What did lie ..y tile val. . of die property was!
22
A. I'm. re yoa're IOIUU1 tell ... ~y doII't yo.
23 teU a.: wilen to bra to tile pile beca
..... 't
24 remember wbt lie 1Iid.
25
Q. l.et.e Me. J' • •ot •• re I .arked dull, bat

Page 45
1 cane........ dud Iliad Itad .... lite sate .,WYOll'-l
2 ,........................
tMtw.n ......bIe
3 .........

* City ......... JeIt aatiI& n.re ....

4 ....... ca ........ 1 . .'t ................. I1 .... But

5 ..... tile
tMt tile State IIad teId .e tMt eoaJd
6 p rrrMely lie ann th
7
Q. 0Uy. S.
loarad.lWf.
Iu'.
8 ....... _ .. appralaaJeI . . pnperty; It ...
oa
9 wItat yw tI. . . .t WM . . . . . . . . tIlntIIp ....... or .....?

lAw..........

10
.4o.
G . . . . . . . . . wwddult
11 .a..Jd be ............ a put be tel .... it'. root
12 ..... back. . . . . . . .... .. be ..... beck. 'I1tey

13 .........ve ............... ......
14
Q. At tile 118M )'VII , . . . . . . . . . .
15 dill,.. 118ft.. .............
16 .....,

ot........... _,

pili

.rtlle raJ

V ......

Mr. SabDtr

at. fseW". tlte
... ........ yow view ofllle val.. of die real
lid"",'!'
A ..... S'7M,OOI.
WIud did you . . . dult OIl?
• . . . . . baekl .. acre.
0IuIy. AIICI ...... fer tile ,.yskaJ plot?
,
No.
¥->.:,
.,.;;
I eIM't tWak - I tIIIak yw ......... bat

17 "",... ............1 ofllle ell

18 ...
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

113

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

....

19 (Pages 70 to 73)
Page 70
~
A. It WIll - yoa kIIow, It co.1eI uve beea
2 October Itit wbea e told - it could bve bee. before

3 tHt. I dOD'. remember I date.
4
Q. Okay.
5

6
7
8
9

10
1~

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

210
21
22
23
24
25

A. But It ...1. deflDlteIy berore tltis date.
Before?
A. October 29. Aad tllere were a. ero.
coDvenatio....
.Q. Okay. W .. Clylea ever iavolved m..y diose
co venatioa. wltb YOll1
A. No.
Q. You Dever mvited Cayln to come to iliON
meetiDp wbere yoa were blJkDll abo.t lIim1
A. No.
Q. All nabt. Let me uve you look at tile lut
pile of tIlis EDlbit 2.
Han you ever seea at that docameat before?
A. Yap.
Q. Wilea did you fint see it?
A- I doa't remember die date, but it looks Db I
liped it aD October lad.
Q. Aad 10 yoa would line "D It lrotlad ilia.
time?
A. Ya.
Q. I doa't 1ft your .lpatare. AlII I .Iaiq

Q.

Page 72
1
able . . . . .1Ik &HI
........... rro. otilier
2 pnd...... uti ...tHIJ ....w do I I th boell ....1t; I d
3 tta. It ...Id kIM of lib. aHp ... _ ....1...
4 n.. wIaa .. HdidMai. ... ...... It SCar VaHey
5 could be ...... ..,.....
MarUI
at or MUll
6 MarUI M.. •
t eMlll
It to ...... CNlpal. or
7

8

~

••••I'KbInn.

Q. So

9 do wti ••

10
11

ce. ...y . . . . . . . til bv.IO....t•• to

0, ........

. . . (or tile

ra. m- plat by pttiIIl
m- plut; .. tIIll "'at a. pin ....1

pal...

A. It ......... til be ........ ,..abIy - yak,
12 for
fer .... a - plot.
13
Q. Oby. Let •• Jut ... yoa It dI.. poblt, bow
14
pwtut II a •
..pply to • dteae 6IdDry!
15
A. PreUJ ..........t.
16
Q. I bow 1Iaat ....... like I "plel qlntioa, bat
17 I .... to . . . . tile 1"KOf'd.

lB

WItItoat ....... APPly 0' .ilk. It'. I poaible
19 to IDCaIIfdy n. I dIeae pIa.• t. 't It!
20
A. TUt'. cornet.
21
Q. So • • M.lIIL Market Ma
t wellel Itave had
22 10. . . . . . . . . . . . 111 • saaea .f die dteae plut?
23
A.
0.
24
Q. Wky ..... ,.. ........ lllto dill?
25
A. I doD't,.. bot tile
.rwlt.,

n.act...

Page 71
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

cthlDC' 11ft Rick IAWIOI""'atllre o.
October lad. Did yo. review ...... tile tilD' IUt lUck
LaWSOD Jped It?
A. I dOD't reme.ber if it was diat «by or we
bilked aboat it prior to Itim .ipl.C it llid sead", it
in. I dOD't remaaber.
Q. Wbere wen you whea yo. talked about IplDC
it ud adla,lt I.?
I don't remember.
Q. Who w.. pmeat ",be.. you "ad til
cOtlyen.doa!
A. VOII ltaow, I dOD't re.eIDHr.
Q. WU Glylea Cla)'lOD and Jeff RudaD there!
A. 1 - IlC'w .aDY tiaes do I bave to tell yvu! I
dOD't n ember. Voa're DIked •• tile
e q.
I.

14
15
1 6 dIfferent WI,... I do.'t relDelJlber. An YOIl tryI. . to

17 trlckme?
1B
Q.
o. I'm jUlt trylq; to.Jol your memory.
19
A.
0 I dOD" rnIember.
2a
Q. " YOII recall - aever .lad.
21
Tell e w at tbe PIU')JOH W1I Wluit w•.n yCHI
22 dolo, bereT
23
A. MIlk Market Maa.
eat - J doa't raJeDJber.
24 know tIlll w • co.,..y .... C.,.a. I.d Jeff ..... let p.
25 And tIley put .. lllto tW.t compoy to - we . . . . . ._ ..

Page 73
1

2
3
4

5

6
7

a
9
lO

wulbo4lL
Q. W....
or _ e - I've aaUd tile q
D.
T DIe .botIt M Market Maaa&e-ftt loeby.
.. ltltlll .............._?
A. I ..... 't b.., if If. ever - I d..'t Uow if
it'."er heal radaM wIOi tile Secretary of State or
IdUo; 10 I cu't tel yo..
Q. So do yOll bow tryou'n atW I .ember or
tbt_tky?

do.'.

A. I
ow.
11
Q. R.ve y ft'er dOM ba_ tIlJ'Oup MUk
12 MarUI Mauc--t, LLC1
13
A.
Do
14
Q. Now, tile cIaQ tlla. til docIIm t i l e d Is
15 tile _ e datlltlaa. tM ArtIda of Orp8l1:atio for SVC.
16 LLC .... tIped, riPt1
17
A. VeO.
18
Q. Wen
~,

tit., ..

19

20
21

..,....1;

A. I ,.....',
10 I ..... '. DOW.
Q. Vou wen lot pra.t w .... ,

A. J .... '. laIC'. If.ey were ...... tocetller or
22 ooL
23
Q. Okay.
24
A. Vo.
Me.y ......re 011 1Ieft, do you'
25
Q. No.

do.',

114

9 (Pages 110 to 113)
Page 110

Page 112
1 ..,... tIIoIe ......,

you •• Ik to ~ pedfkally .bout the eIectridaa...d
2 the3
A. Ya, I did.
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
1 1
12
1 3

1
1
1
1

4
S
6
7

18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Q. M.t did you ~O 111m?
A. I told Itim ~.I b. cUd Dot owe ~e property;
IIlat b....d Dot til. . .tllortty to lIin people to eoaa. 10
•• d do work. Be eIIdD't faterpret 1M dK. .ellt
torrectly,.t leat froID my opt..... til..
wu -Iy
•• tborbed to na tile ...... n • ., ••d dill lie ..Id 110
mODey to ply ........... .\ad I doa't bow IIow H wu
pIIi_1II1 to pey
• TIley HId to lOt becaue I. .o.t
aM, to .lIow tM. to be III tile .,...••t tILIt be..
Q. DId y08 tel .... til. tII.t yo. .Dd lUck wen
lot oill& to ply tile eIectridaJu or .ay of 1M utIIer
deb tII.t lae bad laarnd1
• WUt I told III.. WI" we ...a.1eI DOt pey tHIe
bll • Ves, I did. I Id. "We're !lOt . . . . pay til
bills. We.re Dot . . . . pIIY . . bOIl. "
Q. DId you later laave • coaye....doII witII Cay.
III ...lIIlcla yo dulapd YOlir .iDd ud told
tILIt yOD
woald pay til. eledridaa. wH Ud doae ....nt
A. WOt I told
II diI. we waUI ..y
tit. eIectridau ud ••y odter velldor If we coaId De
tb. work ik.t bad ben doIIe. ADd til. reun I uJd tlLal
bec:1IDIe thre wu ao plaa•••d I IIad to Cl"ellte •

C.,... ....

2
A. IlMYer iliad • c:.verutiea. J wu privy - I
3 .....
...... . . . . . cetIV_tlaa..
_ ad

4 lUck . . . . C.,.... "WMt .. ,.. "..t . . ottllk til 1"
5 AIIIIII ........ "1 waat
.000." ADd
"TIIIa.
6 ...·t
......... ..
7
Q. WIlla did dlat con......... pIKe?

RJck..w.

8

A. ....." ............ V.. ' Ian. . . . . RIck ud
9 ...
tile euct date.

.,IIIe,..........

10
Q. Walt ........ or . . . ,.a teId C.y. to take
11 Man ...... , . ' . . . . Odlll.r. 0ct.IMr Ida or tile 10tla?
12
A. It ............... we'"".1IMn.
13 beca
14 WIIk.

...... '. wat c.,- beck .. tile

15
Q. ADd wIIo beaWes ,.a
.... C.,. ud Kkk
16 ...... .,..... dartII& tILat con.,.....?
17

A. N......,..

18
Q. DutIaI tIud c.Det .......... CIY_ ... Yo8
1 9 dud lie ....... _ _ .... , . , . . tile ..... lie had
20 ........ ,..,..~.f
~
21 . . . . . .?

....

22
A. 1 ....•..... 1111
23 ~' .......... lIedW..,IIe ............ve ....t

24 ........... AIIIIII
25 ..,.., we
•

I ...................... ."
__ .. pnw. tUt tile worllllld

Page 111
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S

pu •• dealp for dI. pint wttII uperb to IIetp ••
daJlD tbat A.d by do... 10 aDd era.... tile ...... we
would bave kaowe .t ....t poIat ....... tile worll dlat tile
electrldau did wu valid ud c_1d be ..... INa
...
dido" ban. p.... Aad 10 we ...... ''W. wUI pay tIIeIII
ror reuouble eKpeIIICI aM worll tILl. tHy did. "
Q. Dida't you, .t oa. poiDt, '.ve • con.natioa
with C.yn fa wWdl you told It tIIIt III udaup for
whatever bttcrat lae lI.d fa tIM pla.t or fa sve, LLC,
you would pay all of tb. debts tlaat II...... iKluTed1
A. No. I did DOt.
Q. Dicta't you,.t ODe poiat, leU II t at II
uw • ror Itis i te....t ill to pint or Ia sve. LL
tllat you wou.ld pay .0 of tile out-of-pod&ft expe....
tIlIt be laad iacarred ill trylq to let th plait
opentioDal?
A. No, I did DOt.
Q. Diclott yoa, .t ODe pol t, teU Itisa ....t fa
addition to JNlylal lb. eledrida aDd all tile ....r
deb.. tb.t II....d iDarred aad til.• CHIt-ot-podet
IKpI
III ...d lDcurred. tILIt y •• 'd pay . . . S5OO_
for b latcrat in ve, LLC and tbe pint?
A.
0, I did DOt
Q. DId yOil IN.r "'ve ..y coavenadolU wttII
Gaylea froID wlllida ... collld "'v••adentoed you to be

Cleo 1

Page 113
1 .... doue. Okay.
Q. Okay.
A. Aud wttIIoIIt ....... trttM.t mMeled dMcks.
4 we we" ....... to ........... 1lIDI •
eo ADd til.

2
3

S .......
....
II dt.at II we ....W tile
6 tile work tIud . . . . . . . tile . . . . tILIt we wen ..

a.l_r.

7 ........ we ...........y.r ....
8
Q. AIIIIII ...... ocearnd ...... tile aDlvenatioa
9 ......... JeD ... GIIyIn............
.... Mark wttII
10 au. .. 0d0Iter Ida!
11
A. , cIou't ...eIIIber if It wu before Dr after.
12
Q. 0IIay. AD rtpt.
13
TIIere CllDe . . . . . ill ..... will.. C.ylell .ad
14 Jeff RudaII . . . . . olrer .. tile c
pint; do you
15 recaD tIIat1

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

115

plot tor
.... ,... rec:aI.I tIIat!
A. I..,.do.
Q. T . 1M ...Ita yCMI lint ........ tbat tile)' Ud
. . . . dt.at offer .. tile dteae .......
A. I wa over Ia Star Valley. I upect til. elate
. . Octeber 17'"
Q. WIly'" you til

tIla.,

A. bCDM ••1

4 (Pages 130 to 133)
Pa ge 130

Page 132

1 coatlDae to do work ia tlte pIa.t ud to lIaYe a.
2 opportuaJty to do tile work ia tile pint, I WOIIJd .eed a
3 proposal ia wri. 10 beca.se I doII't do uytll_1 wltltoat
4 propouJa, aad f aeptiate enrytlalq tltat I do. Aad
5 diat I wo Id aot - a d lie Deeded to provide e wbt it
6 would take to lID. . tale plot Ia doIIan ....
7
Q. WI. tltere uyue .... pranl d rIa& da..
8 coavenatloll baldes you ud Klark?
9
A. Yall.
10'" tell you it was Glytea, btll
1 0 if doa't mailer mlldt becaue tlte py'. I 1'rIclda' I.r.
1 1
Q. So GIY
was P
t1
12
A. V bew...
13
Q. TUt COIIvenatJoa took place olDetime before
1 4 ovember "da 100.1
15
A. O~t II took place way before that w e. IlOt
16 rid ofn.
y
17
Q. Arouad die ' " of Odober?
18
. Thlt' eornct.
19
Q. Now, were tIIere aay other COtIvuutioa. "It
2 0 d.y November "',1
. .n GIY
aad Jell'
ed
21
Illilrit 2 to tlte Jeff RudaD depoUtioe?
22
A. I doa't re
ber.
23
Q.
ow, yo8 saki tltat tltlt coDvenatioll - tlta.
2 4 yOil .. ad ad tltOle eoDVerutio wlda GlY'" ud ate wu
2 5 out of tllere lad dllt ate was over I mid Odober.

cat'"

rm

1
2

A. 'IlIat'. eonwt

Q. If you look - . . .t you're do
.. tltls
3 d .......... or" .............. you waled Morrill to
4 eo.e up wttIt abMt S3,IM daat you wen ort i paytag
5 til..
tile ......rut; II tIIIt fair?

0'

6
A.
07
Q. Tell at wIaat y_ were .... widl tIt1a.
8
A. W
9 to pay 1M
tUt ........rnd
. . . . ov.r
10 ia 0dIbIr ... we t80k ..... .....,. were . . -r bl
I
11 .........I .. de~ ..... AM ...... rr...
12 J. . .ryl_IIr-_ ...... we.....
I

tIte.......-., .................... ....

13 rt8dy - '"...............
tide repartllad ow
14 ....
~., .......tl ..............ytltose
15 u.. " _ I dIda't mc.r .......peaeL
16
Q. Doy _ _y ...t ....n!
17
A. No. ( dIda't say tItat .. tIlere.
18
Q. Y_ . . .·t _
dae tide report or tile
19 ........t,...w1
20
A.
.. U you wat I c:opy or 0.-. (' •
you
21 eo get. ee,J, bid tItat'.....t W1II ........
22
Q. AM,.. tIU't.., .. Iacn
werea't
23
.. ..,.....................
rtqu
?

.jan

tItat,..

24
A. W............. ,., ........ Jt .... -we
25 flit tItat it ........... III, , . . . , tie . .y daat

Page 133

Page 131
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

MR. ATKIN: Let' mark the next exhibil, if
you w uld
(Exhibit 3 w marked.)
MR. ATKIN: et me have you 100 at what's
been marked as xhibit 3.
J hn. do you want a copy?
MR. BOWER : Yes, pi
Q. BV MR. A KIN: Did you write th e- aU?
A. Vall, I did.
Q. Aad yo wrote It to Val Pftldleto 011 or about
Ibe 14th of J ....ry ZOO9?
A. That'. correct.
Q. ADd you t.rt out by saym" "I WlDt to pat
thJ In wrif 110 tllere II ao _is adentaadlac-IO

. Vall.
Q. "Val .... Muay. pleaK Cd till. lato Morrill'
baDCI 10 we ca. dilcau. "
A.
orred.
Q. Do you bow if tlley .ctually dellYend it to

20 Morr"?
21

. I'm ure ~ey did. Bat we aever a.ad •

22 coavenatioa.
23
Q. Alid lite react. you w_ted It deJ.lvered to
24 Morris is beca
)'011 a.dentood tIIIt Morri. . . . Ute oue
25 10 cootTol of til.. property?

1 Merrill .... tile OWMI'. G~ _ ' t ..... pey. d eo
2 AMI dlU't ....... It • • •y r.,aallllllty" INIY
3 tItat.. So I .....
We.eYer 11M • ean_tioa.
4
Q. So yw ..................r S3.III!
5
A. Ya ....................
011 tItere
6 for
MwriI .... ..."... _ ..... AII.d it was
7 pt.c .. be .......
tItat wu __ rred by Gayle.a

_It.

ss.e .....

I, ......

8

a.-

lie
tile fadIty.
9
Q. So tile 13-. r-',. sayiltg tlt8llIy01l added
10 up....
1M
tItat Y were
11 ~ til
.. tile ddt ....... It lite tate, it

....t ....... prepI,..,

12 ......... ., .. .."....-...y53.'
13
A. H. . . . .'
14
Q. A.............,. 53.'
15
16

17

A.

.. TItere .... ......, ..... ou tItere for

ss. rra. tile
.... M.rris .... owaed.
Q. &lit,... ....'t . . . . . . . . . Ia tile e-tD1IiI?

18
A . W. . ,...., It ..
19
Q. WIIere II It? ADa I . . . . . It?
20
A. V. . .
It. "0. .....lfoftlle
21 , ....... InIt .'wIllda ..... Ie
II1II ,.....••
22 ..... StIdIe." V..'.............
......• •tl ... ,.
23
Q. W
..........'t . . . . . . . . tItere, ad I
2 4 dW8't ·t ........... _ Sl5II or
25
A. Well, tItere

r-'....
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Page 134

Page 136
1
A. YeaIa, ..yblC ..... ..Jary.
2
Q. Did you p8y Ill. aay utn lOr fhi • ap the
3 boHen?
4
A. My would J do dlat if he'. 0 .... ry?
5
Q. r ...Ida.. did yoa"

tile 53.000.

2

Q.. read the 51 u 800. I .poloPze.

]
5800 - okay. So yOti talked to ~IJD .bout
4 tbt. ad were YOil ,
ttlere tIIat ylHl were 10
5 to pay tII.t $SIIO?
6
A.
0. nat 55100 wOliId uye co.e o.t of tile
7 clollal proceeda of die tnuadio•••yway. AIId dlat',
e why dlat 5811 ud . . .Ia, to do wid!.eo I wu Jut
9 lII.kie,.ote to tile fad lbt dlere wu a ~ debt Da
1 0 it. Aed d.ria, tile doIiaC pl"OHedl, It weald un coaae
wo Id uve paid OIIt Dnlte
1 1 out ••yway. Alii
1 2 proceeds.
1 3
Q. But yo wen maldacOle poIIIt Ibt you ~ad
1 4 already paid 3_"
15
A. I b.d alrady paid - ao - yes, llaad alrady
1 6 p.id 3,000 to tile State.
17
Q. You"id. "Fro. October.ltII, Rkk aDd ...ave
18 palel every laveNa a.d bID dlat .... beet! IaaIrnd wItlI
1 9 DO regret."
20
Did you .ot laan .ay revet for die 21
A. You DOW, at 0111 poat Ia -e, we were lOla.
2 2 ~orw.rd..... C dlat til
. . . . to be a veat
2 3 opportualty24
Q. Okay.
25
- aod I did 't have aDY rep-et, yoa bow,

6

7
Q. So W
you .y, "We, • eYer, do .ot Dve
8 e. . . . tID . .y for the electric, pH.., ud tile darpa
9 to In .p tile boiIen," .... Flood .....'t 1M yo
1 0 c:Juuw- to In .p 1M baIIIn. was Ite? W.. e? I J....
11 ..... )'011 to auwer.y ........
12
A. Well, I bow y" . . . . . . to.
er yoar
13 q...aioL YCMI kaow, I . . aot -1' . . . . a .,at writer.
14 So I've .... _ ud try ..................t I euedy
15 _ t . Oby. So J ca.'t ........ y r q...tIoa •• tiIl
1 6 ...uy .......... euctIy
I'. trybIa to do here.

"Ita.

17
Q. My q
.. WI - doa't try to Me wut
1 8 )'011. at. Aawer.y qMldoa.
19
DId ..... JI100cI try to c.... , . you for Ori I up
2 0 tile boUen"
21
A.
022
Dairy S
iD r.ct, Ud billed YOII ror
23 ftrial up tile boIIen, Ud 't theyT
24
A. Tltat'. cornet.
25
Q. Let'. 10 OL So yoa wa ted

Q."

Page 135

Page 137
1 wItiI.bcMrt~'
A. Tllat'. cornet.
3
Q. ADd . . . . . tile ant ............. ,.,. "y, "o.a
4 wa doee, we ........................ wIIat we llave pOI
5 . . . . . . . . oI ................. G.yIea ..... dulrp,

1 tJa.t we b.d dOH tIIere.
2
Q. Ouy. Aad yo .cbowled - or you Ibte
3 thlt you paid onr W,OOO i.a bUll that G.ylnl ..ad
4 incurred.
5
A.
.f'......t. Aad BOte. afterwards, it ..,...
6 "Ilmow tllil . . .y _ueo I accept tlIat. My faa.lt. My
7 .m.ke," aekDowledp., tile fact tluit J w . . .ever IoAac
8 to Id that .oaey rtv. Gaylu. Beca-. we taIbd to ..
9 .bout it. We ud ,1Iowe III everytWal t t we paid
1 0 prior to tut.
11
Q. All riPt. TIMD you "y' "We, "owever, do aot
12 have enoucll to pay for tbe e.l ectric, pIIOIIe, .ad wl'le
1 3 to Ore up the bolle......
14
Do you 1ft that?
15
A. TII.t', correct.
16
Q. ADd It ...d ben Dairy Syamu w.o bad nred up
1 7 the boUen IIIllecn1ber, riPf?

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

A.
o.
Q. Who IIII1d Bred up tile bollen!
A. Josb. Dairy Syne. . wu tIIere, but they
didn't nrc up tile bolle.... JOI" Flood lind up tile
boUen. There', I dllc:repaacy tlIere.
Q. Who w JOlla Flood wertdal for?

Josh "u worIWIl for us.
Q. You were payiaJ .... a u1ary or -

A. Nu;-

2

6 ......".-cricaI,.....
.. tile . . . o'l44.OIO."
A. TIIat'. cornet.
8
Q. 'fUt'. tile leferace to tile daarpI ....t Dairy
9 S,...... ........,
lO
A. TIIat', cornd, baed • dteir . . . . . ad
11 ..... I Dew aboet tile won tItat tile)' did. Prier to
12 tIIat, ......... _ ....... ..,. eftlle.,.rk tlIat tlIey
13 ..... daIIe or adtwlda. We ........ mae fa alter the
14 r.ct. ADd I wuted to b8w la detaU wily ..... wu 10
15 .1ICIa • ...,.. Oby.
16
Q. BIIt ........... tlIaty. . . . 17
A. W. wan . . . . pay dlat. We WOIlId IIave paid
18 tlIat. _
.....,...................
Wud
19
..., we
oaIJ 1lIIY fIN' .... work we CD IIH.
20 W.............y ........... tlIat .. ...
hie. Aad
21 It'. cot to be .............. nse-ary.
22
SOw............... co.e ............
23 wat werk tile)' dW ....
......... tile pIMt ad said,
2 4 "Now, .... eu,.. be
. . for ..... work! You
25 cUM't eva do it, ad ,.. ......e for it."
7
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Page 138
1
At tltat poIa.t, It'. like, you Imow - but we
2 would bve pOI dult S145,OOO bel tile work ben doae ad
3 we could ban ued dult work.
4
Q. So wbell yoa told Gaylca tIIat )'oa woOl tab
5 care lbe debts dial lie ud iaca.rnd, you oaly .aat
If yoa dec.ldcd dlat you W1lIIIed to take care 0' tItoIc
7 deb ript!
8
0, I did .ot Jay tllat.
9
MR. BOWERS: Objection. Mi tales the
1 a testimony.
11
THE WfTNE : You're twisting my words. I
12 didn't say that. Olcay? ThiJ is what J said - and I
1 3 will tell you again so thaI you've got it straighL
1 4 Here' what I said from day: "Gaylcn, we will pay for
15 anything Ihat we can use in the plant. If we can't usc
1 6 it. we ain't p!lying for it."
17
Q. BY MR. ATKIN: So wllat yo.'re tcIUac ....
1 8 tllAt wllea yo were taIIdat to Gay. . tryiq to pt IlmI
1 9 to rellaqullll wllate¥er
lie ....... II .. coatract
20 wida M nil Farlaclla, Ia ~ Iaterest .. SVC, LLC, ..
21 . interest Ia WI CMele .....t for aD die worIl dIat

Page 140

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

0'

.tuwt

22 lIc'd dOH tItere, ...... you were taIdat to .... b'JiIac to
2
Itt Il1aa to Ip ~ papcn, yotl were t
, We
24 will PIIY for til .alr 25
A.
o.

9

Q. I aced to a.dentud yMr tatiJlOD),.
It'. pretty a_a Itraipt wo. It
Blake.
Q. Yo r testlmOilY II fbt tile oaJy promise tIlat
yOli _ade to Gayln - let .e bHk liP.
Let .e . . yo tIlJi: Y M ulldCntood tIIat
Gay_ ad iKarred deba to lO.e people 0 laad
provided ••feria .. to
at lite clleele plaut, riglat?
A. TUt'. eorreet.
Q. YM aHentood dial lie UtI clln'td
obIIpdou to people wh laad dOIIe work .t the cbeese
pint, ript?
A. WelJ,

10
11
12
13
A.
14
Q. Yoa udentood tUt Gay_1aad lanned
15 obIIp
to people wlto .... doae ork at t e cheae
16 plot?
17
A. Dat'. correct.
18
Q. Y011 IIdentood lUt.
tItoIe debts were
19 ptdd, Gay_ wu PI to !lave to
debta,
20 ript?
21
A. U we dId.'t My tile piu" lae wo Id uve paid
22 . . . . debCL YM'rean rtpt.
23
Q. U after ...,.. aM plot, you cUd.'t
24 ..... cIebD, Gayln WOIIId uve to .,.y dtOle deb
25 .....t?

AIk.e.

.,.y ....

.,.y

Page 139
1
MR. BOWERS: Objection. That misstates the
2 evidence.
MR. ATKIN: Can I ask the question?
3
4
MR. BOWERS: It sounded to me like you were
5 done with asking the question.
6
MR. ATKIN : I was not done asking the
7 qu tion.
B
Q. BY MR. ATKIN: WbeD you're baYiac tlaOle
9 convenatio with Gayles, tryi_1 to pt .u. to lip
10 these papen, you wen teW I iJD, we will .,.y for 10 e
11 or tbe debts you've incurred. but only tile ODCS we
12 decide to pay forT
13
MR. BOWERS: Objection. Misstates his
14 testimony. It's a compound question. I object to the
15 fonn .
16
THE WITNESS: The answer is no.
17
Q. BY MR. ATKIN: Wbat ",ere you telJiDllrim?
18
A. 1'. not lonu repeat It, Blake. I'. doH.
19 ('ve .Iready told you 30 tt.cs. You ClIft look "cit lbere
20 and rad it. I am not loau repeat it. End of Irlckla'
21
t.ory.
22
Q. 0 wllat you told Gayte_ "'•• lUt 23
A... Doa't restate what I uid becalllC you're IODDa
24 tum the wonll lI1te you've doa•• few tim to e. Aad
2 5 I will aot let you twist my wordJ.

Page 141
1

A... TIlat'. DOt acarate apia. We Jald we wm

2 pay 3
Q. Let.e 1NIck.p. T1Iat .'t .y q

•.
4
A. Well, dlea, what II yoar q
?
5
MR. ATKJN: Reread my question. would you
6 please?
1
Listat to my question, please.
8
(The question WII3 read by the reporter.)
9
MR. BOWERS: Objection. Calls for a legal
10 conclusion.
11
But you can answer if you can.
12
Q. BYMR.ATKIN: r ......... ror.1cpJ
13 ~ r .....pIy ..... - r duIt
14 Gaya.
......... oIIUptlHa tIaat
uc.eeded

15
16

"""bIy

~rtpt!

A. 1 ..... . - . yeaIl.
Q.
ntaM ....t lI)'otI dlda't,.y
18 tMM ..... dud G."... WOIIJd be respo-....Ie to pay

17

AJId,.. .....

19 ................'t"..,
20
MR. BOWERS: Objection. Cal l for a legal
21 conclusion.

22

Q. BY MR. ATKlN:

I'.

!Nt""

for your !epl

23 cae.......
24
W. .'t dult car Ia r-r.bId dud If)'1Ml
25 dIM',
...... debb ad .., tM.,
tea,... wu
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Page 162

Page 164

1 bow, plcue do.'t try to twist tbe fad that o.uy
2 "te IlaelUftd . . .tller 52,... word! of . . . . . - I
3 mean, bUll, beau« dlat·••ot trH. So 11IliIItated.
4 I apolocize. Tnt ••• ber dtoald uve probably beea 115.
5 I tlUak we're do.• e wttII tIlat quatiOll.... YCMI're Dot
6
to twist dult e OD IDe.
7
Q. Let .. e uk yo. tIlis: By J ....ry, .... yo.
a ere wrltial tIliI e-.all, by daat be yoa -.ad alnlldy
9 beeD &iva tile lDoica by Dairy fill.... ript?
lO
A. We Ud ben &tv- "veka. I dIdII"t lunre
1 1 .11., . I. IDYIIud wtla I wnte dult HUn. So I d.... ·t
1 2 bow exactly wbt ... aa bel" wu. We ItiII, .t dlat
1 3 poiDt, bad Dot beea .bIe to validate tile fad.
14
From October tit J •• ....,. we c:eau.1Ied to uk
1 5 Klark for don.. . .doa., proar of wbt work rae .... doH,
1 6 people tIl.1 be used CMI tile jab to validate ... &ct tIuIt
1 7 lite 1~5. or wbtever tlte D ber was, .. prove tIlat
1 8 ....t'. whl tM work that wall doH. We dJda't pi dlat
1 9 D..tIl ...... after we doled .. Febnary wIleD we walked
20 tll.roap Ule plot alld Ad, "Yo. dId.'t do ....; fOIl
2 1 did 't do tll.lli yOD dldu't do
bued .. worky
22 ••Id yo. did. So IIow c.u )'011 bU) IDe for work dlat YCMI
23
d yoa did?"
24
See, we dJclD't OWD die paul. I wu .ot .....
25 do anytblDc fa tH plaut uatil we owaed It. I ...

1 .... WIll doae.lNt Y" ........... wut to keep tile work
2 ill e.. . . .
11
3
A. C . . fOIl restate .... ~, becuse It'.
4 • very car.
5
Q. Well, ......, wUt 1'. tryiaa to udentud.
6
Y....... ..,... .... y..........y for work
7 .... eRJd lIe"rUIed. 0... It ...... lie verttIed.

,obi,

wIdI,.... ................

°

''''*"1

.....ur.

8 Baa
it ..... to lie
tIIat fOIl ....ted!
9
A.
........... c..w ... nat
10 ............... or..n ........... lI8velladtobave
11 .....
12
Q. WOI"k ..... ,... ................ todo?
13
A. W
4edded .... -I .......'t_ ...
14
"cIec:w.I_ do." n.a .....,rapriate daat
15 feIIIIINd - ......... _,.... ............. of tile
16
CiNe ad ....... by
17
Q. a...... ,..
_.aptiDa

w.-.

lee,...,a....,...
............

18 or . . . . t. . . . . won. tMt . . . . . .! DIll 1M feel like
..... .......... .., ... rt. . lilt
20 tUlIa" lit ..... wIud ,.. . . . p'
_._ ...!

19 ,.....

21
A. W. . . . . . . . . . . . WMa,.._tlleword
22 ",......."-1'.
,..... ........ WMIa
23
"tMn . . . . . . . pIu.
24 ............
're . . . . to
25 ....................

,.._tlle .....tII8.....
"

... ...
ru........

Page 165

Page 163
1 wun', loaaa apnd riae Dar .OM)' to validate u,...lat2
Q. But by JUIW')', you ad received dune
3 invoices froID Dairy Syate.... correct?
4
A. I did.'t penouJly rec:eJve tile••
S
Q. I tlto
t you told .e at y did?
6
A. I dida't penoaally rec:dve tile-. lUck .. ay
7 b.ve re«ived tIM_, ud tile)' were pat fa tItere. Bat I
a dldD't peno••1Iy - they were Dot ....ded to.e. THy
9 were not addreued to me.
10
Q. WileD did yoa ftnt Dow dult yCMI bad ~eID?
11
I dOD't rnlnlber wit I bad diem. I bow 12 we luIew tllere u a bill oat tIIere. Bat ror "ut
13 mouDt. It'. - nerytlliltc laad to be provn.
14
Blake, I bd people co.1Da Ito tile ofllee
15 UyID" "Hey, I did tOe work llaere, .Dd I ueed to be
16 paid for It." "WeD. wIIere II tile "voke! I doII't
1 7 have .. "yoice for yoo " I work n."
18
"Well, let IDe live fOIl a copy."
"Oby. Gmt. Now tlaat I've pt a copy of
19
20 tbe I.volce. ow e wbat yCMI KhlaOy dId." ADd 10 he
21
bowed me the work tbat lite did .. tile die. Aad I ..Id,
22 "Vup. We Deed tII.t work.. We' ll pay yo . " ADd we paid
2 3 him the bDL Okay.
24
Q. So yoar odentucIIIIJ of yo... arrupIDeat w..
25 tbat if yo. verified - Dot CMIIy yoa ud to verify tile

......wIIJdI

1 im.hs.e ............ eIedricaI ............ If It

2dII6I'.............................

Bpertl
3
............. I .......'t ..'forlt.
4
Q. Oby. AD rlPt.
5
A. Becawe tIten . . . . . pia. Aad it ... lIoddy
6 .,.,......... It dIdII't .eet tile "III
II tlaat WIll
7 deIiped by espertL
8
Q. WIIa did - Ibib tlaat.
9
Voa .....e abMt a ~. . .tioII""'Y" had
1 0 . . . Gaylea .. wIIIdI Y" tDIII ..... tW Ike .........·t
11 be - .. _:rty
ClOM'CI'IatIH wltII
12 GayIea" wWdI JOel
.... tW he ........ 't be dolq
13 ...............
tIIe....,. ..... wu
14 If 'tat. .... 1aaI.rriIII... .... ...
til..
15 be . . . -vriII&- V...... tIIat eeevenatiH wttiI ~ I
16 Septe.beI".
17
IAt ~ uk ,... tIIit: WUt ... yoar vtcw at
18 tIIIIt Ii .e ofG.y"'"
IICUHII!
19
mE REPORTER: Acumen?
20
Q. BY MR. ATKIN: WUt·.,...ropbdoaofGayle.
21 ... _IIM_... !
22
A. Ala
u • ...,...,
23
Q. VaL At ....... ,...luwetWa c.ven.tIoa
2 4 wIdt .. - . WIll It year ~ dial lie WM st...... a

s.a-.... ,.. .....

25
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Page 166
1
A. My coad
wa ... t be dlclD't bave • d t.
2 I woulda't caU G.yIHIltUpld. Be'••• IIy. a foll.
3
Q. Ba. be dlda't bave • dae; .... '1 tile way you
4 describe bll11?
5
A. Tbere . . . DO pin. Caylea dIda" lIave a p.u.
6
lie dW.'t un • dae oa die proceuel aut .eed to
7 take pl.ce la bdd I a buiHu od "",1•• It la a
8 w.y - I me....... COllI eat abollt bot-wirtel tIw pint 10
9 be coald make dleae, yOtl Jut do.'t do tIIoIe IdIcb of
10 Wap.
11
Q. A other tIIlq lllat you told IlbD "at yOil dOlI"
1 2 do, you dOl't p.t DlOIIey lato It util yoa OWl It?
13
A. Ya".
14
Q. Wily aot!
15
A. Becaue if Y pllt mOley mto It od you dOll't
1 6 ow. It, YOI'n jut .. row. . aw.y mODey.
17
Q. 8«1. lOIDebody
Dot follow ,"roa'" oa
1 8 wb.t tIIey promJeed1
19
A. 0, I dld.'t .y tIIIt.
20
Q. What ltG.ylea bid a promlle from Morris
2 1 F.riaeUa tIII.t lie . . . ceDI to sell Ita. die pin"
22
A. PI'Olll .... doa't ..... lIydllq ill real estate
23 UJlIeu It' IJl wriUalo I 18_" everybody bOWl lbL
24 IrGaylea doeu't DOW that, tIIat'.. ap1llla -la
25 YOlr terms, stapldJty.

_ip'

Page 168

1 ........ pIu.
2
Q. .., "'. It G.y_ tra.t ILIred J _ FIeocI!
3
A. My." .. .1 • __ IIIat 1M did.
4
Q. y.u. JeaII PlIed . . tile III)' lb. was pille
5 to be ill dIarp., ...... tIM dIeeM, rtptT
6
A. Be ............. .,
7
Q. AMI ,..'red .......... FIeod •• .....u
8 dIeeIe, ua't )'OIl'
9

A. Wean
Q. S. c.,Iaald ..........
boU"d tIIat
11 kMw . . . . . . . . . ~ IIC.,.
't IuMw Itow to do
12 1t .........Ij"
13
A. W
..........., ............. lIftVIm
14
15
Q. Okay. WMt else 61 )'011- yo. ..... tra.t
1 6 . . . . tIIIIIt
e.- .... WMt ...... 1Ie bve
17 y............................... ,.. . ..
18 .... 1Ie . . . wllMlIe_~
19
A. W.a.It...
• IIIWtecI
20
..... G.,.. . . ,.,.....
odIer

_* •.,. ..

10

,.01

Ga.,.. ....

21 ,..,ae22
23
24

Q. Okay.

A. - . . . tMn ........................ of
n.,.. We
wIdltlle T. . . .f'l1lllJM .,.wen lb.
25 be. A.tlleJn.t .......... lfwe .... uydI
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.eII ..

]
Q. Okay. Do yOtl co skkr yo nelf .... ner tItu
2 Gaylea la ba
in?
3
A. I doe't DOW. I meaa I dOD" DOW ....t III
4 of hls bu
,train are.
5
Q. lo"'e ba...
tII.t you've beeD ..valved with
6 blDl in .ad Ibat yo. observed, cUd you feel like yOtl were
7
mlrter tIIa. GayleaT
8
A. The oaly place tIIa. I 'lloap' I wal .m.ner
9 ....D C.ylea ls ..., yo Deeded to Ia.ve • pl•••
10
Yoa DOW - nd I'U ....er .. II oat. WIt_ we
11 fint met GayleD ..d e took I
ro.p t ..e pJa.t, lie
12 had good J tId&..
13
Q. YOI're go... b.ve to dd'bIe tIIa. 0 e (or me.
14
A. He pve good uiL Be gave a era' ItOry.
15
Q. Okay.
16
A. I would c:ouId.e r Gaylea • COlI m.D becaue It
1 7 was well a pod .tory .boIIt ev~.......t lie . . .
1 B to do. Aad lie ra.d me 1l00k. u.~ nd llabr to
19 uDdent. .d ... t, bey, till. ca. be rally •
......
20 He bad me coavlaeed me dI.t e Dew everydala. about
21 malLIa, clleae, tIIat be ka
wII.t til. proc IIU. were.
22
Aad u I bep. to do my lavestiptlOll ad d e
23 dJ
ce, I deteralaed dIIt baed
aot doIa&
24 the bu.la
25 pIIa. tII.t tben wu pIIaa be

a.,.. ...

Page

'0

do widI C.,.... C~ tIley WOIIlda't ..pport tile
2 dI-. fadory at III bea
dIda't uve • Iood
3 ........u...
4
Q. Wlte ... lb. tbt)'011 . . . . . to!
5
A. I doll" .......ber.
6
Q. WIaa did yOil bve tItoIe coavenatlou?
7
A. JUpt a
we took ovel'.
8
Q. w.),OII . .y tile powers dIIt be, mayor, city
9 eaudI; ....... 1tf
10
A. It . . . . . ENdy ...... oftke dlere.
11
Q. Nat .......ryT Appeand to be lICHIebody 12 .. eIeded ofIIdal of _1dH!
13
A. 1'. _ - I " ' t
ber.
14
Q. AI ....t.
15
A. A..t.)'OII Ucrw. of G.y...•• pncdas - aever
1 6 liard tile . . . . . people II tlte

1

.e

_t ...... '"" . . . .

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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~"""OWMII.""'" p ............ udlle

..... " .... II 01
....... ae ...... people
lUI ~ wIdl ........ ole-eM Valley.
Q. DId)'OII ..........e UJ c:NVenadolu wttIt
'lJOIIe... to tile dIJry ill IIedford!
A. No.1 did Ht.
Q. My eoavtl"latlotu wttIt ..ybody .t die Buk of
CecIle Valley?
A. No. I did aot.
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1 me .nd doa it.
2
Q. Do you DOW wb ther - I'm ta.kia. about YOllr
3 penona. tal returns.
4
A. H doa it all
5
Q. Do you kaow wbether ou rue ia Idaho and
6 Wyoming?
7
A- I don't - It' an done e-Ole,. d I doa't
8 know.
9
Q. Do you know wbetlleT oa YOllr penoul to
10 rrtunu, it hal anythla.uowlnl upeuel iacurred la
11 conaectiOli with tIM Star Valley ~ PI..t?
12
A- Well, I woald ..ope 10. I . . . . we created •
13 busin
eatity. AJtd I wCMlJd hope dlat dley were tile....
14
Q. Are you penoaaJly i volwed la prov6dJal
15 fiDucial lafo ....tioa to your talt aceo. .taa. for
16 prepanOOn olyour to retuml?
17
A- lib-bah.
18
Q. You need to say yes or aD.
19
A. Ya.
20
Q. Wbo IJ your to accotlat. .t?
21
A- Adv.ntage PI.. FI.allCia. Services.
22
Q. II tIlat Rick LaWlOll'I co.puy?
23
A. Kkk doesa't own that co. . . .,.
24
Q. II lilat die co pea}' be worb for?
25
A. That'. the colDpany lie works for.

Page
1 a~ to what he .,.... doiq willa tile ' .?
2
A- Y
3
Q. w.. cUd yoalean tUt?
4
A- Jet'l'toId tUt to..e Ia AIIpIt
September.
5
Q. So yOll uew It ft'. before
I Gaytea?
6
A.Y....
7
Q. AIId cUd yo. udentud tUt ODe of Gay""
B ..... otintiou .. tryIq to pt tile SCar Valley CII
9 Plot operattou. was 10 dlat he "ave a place to RII
10
?

or

11

II.

A-

Yes.

•

12
Q. WIIea did yOil . . . . . .ware of .... r. DkI yo
13 bow tat before yoa ... Ga~ or w.. put of ..k 14
A- n.t WIll put of ......... (pItoeedc).
15
Q. - _peel? I eoaJU't .......ber tile word.•
1 6 Okay.
17
At tile ..... yOil met 1Iba, Gayle was
I
18 .....
cornc:t1
19
A- nat'. cornet.
20
• DkI YOll bow thar.
21
A-' V .....
22
Q. So.., .. It fllat ... wua.d to pi tlte ell
23
opa adwaI..
...
tllereT
24
A- ."'tU..,.
25
Q. DId lie ... yea?

.....t
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1

1

Q. Doa Rick do your perIOD•• -

6 somebow?
A. Vb-hub.
Q. Does he - does RJck LaWlOD pennuny do your
9 tu..?
10
A. Yeah.
11
Q. Okay. Now, you mentioned earlier tIIat people
12 bould let paid for wlt.t tlaey do. Aad It'. trae aIIo,
13 lIn' t it, th.t wbea you're aetlial prodllCtl wII you're
14 • vendor, vendon mark lip their product., rtaJat7 You
15 unden1Jlad tbe c:oaccpt of a ..map?
16
A. Y I do. Reuoa.ble ud adtom.ry.
17
Q. Okay. But you uadentaad tlaat lOIDeoae HtHnI
18 • product doesn't II It for the price that tIIey pay
1 9 for it, rigbt?
20
A- UDdentood.
21
Q. They woulda't .uy In bu n
very Ioagll
22 Ihey did, right?
23
A- UII-bub. Yes.
24
Q. W"en you met Gaylea ClayaoD in the I.U or
25 2008, did you know th.t
• daJry ...... er I.
7
8

A. He ...... to . . . . . . . . dlere ud tJtea

Ide

2 die - ......... pIo to
tile
ud lite tile why
3 far feed ...... ea.treI Gf .Im
4
Q. DId)'Oll, at that tiIIe, kacnr a.yGbtc aboat
5
. .rUtiII&?
6
A- Not. dae.
7
Q. OW yea u.w uytWJII ..... priI:tJII OD _Uk?

2
A. I doa't know if be works lor them or noL I
3 don't know.
4
Q. I can uk him WHt the relatioublp ' tIlere.
5
But is that the COlDpaDY be'. amliated with

8
9

A. . . ldId ....
Q. At --,.mt .. put of yoDr - yeti d .... 't
10 calM....
t put or yetlr P"II*ratiOll for

1......

......'0

11 ............
cUd~e
12 rrI .......... tIIe.......uy, rtpt1
13
A. TIIat'. correct.
14
Q. Aad .. put or tMt. d ....'t yeti nseardl mUk
15 pridac.
••~ ud ......... orlJsHJ?
16
A. nat'l eenect.
17
Q. AM at _ . poIIIt. ....'t Gayiell apia to
1 B yea.......
.. pt a.. J priaI for ..... Uk,
19 ... 1Ie ......'t .................; .... tat lie co.ld
20 detatlf ... ~ ....t ..............?
21
A. N..........·t ydlaL
22
Q. What dill ... say . . . prtctaa1 DIda't lie tell
23 yoa dud ......... IIe ..... ..u ........oM)'.eWat lIis
24
........ tile a - ..... tIaaa,........1Ie WIll
25
• Uk?
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1
A.
0, benDIe lae wu lettiD, Cia l.
2
Q. Okay. All ript.
3
A. The be enta to Cayl.. w.. the ego tltat lae
4 tould - I dOD't Deed to eet iato tht.
S
Q. Coabud.
6
A. Let' move oa.
7
Q. I Deed to try to . .d nuad w at yoa
B DDdentood .. beiDI the be eftt to C.ylell of lettiDI tile
9 c
plut.
10
. JUlt ud • place dlat would be eo
•
1 1 wbere be eo lei I.... 11k for CIaa 3 Pl"lda&12
Q. Alld tit.. yOll Ulked about tile wHy. He wuted
1 3 to bike tbe wiley back to It fa .... ud . . it lor feed to
1 4 the co
So ttl.t cotlId be •• eeollOlaic beaetlt to Itim.
15
• Y ... AIId part of IUs pin for Star V.1ley
1 6
lleae to OWD tile pia t - or to OWl! tile tneb. AIId be
1 7 wa.ted Jeff to Mil tile tncb to Sur Valley, ud dlat
1 8 Jeff "'oald work for a wap. AJtd Jeff uid, "I ril Dot
1 9
I my tntb. It woDId.'t work." Jeff told G. y ....
20 "You do.'t laIowl..ytllia,aboDt tile tnckm& iadutry.
2 1 It WOII't work." Aad I wnt alo • witII wat Jefr aakI
22 aad uid, "We're Dot ,HAII do It tlta....y."
23
He waDted tile tnddq eo poy to do
2 4 nerytla'DC at cost 10 tIIat it wo.1d
eftt Cayle•••d
2 5 80 oae ebe; CUt .obody would .ake a prollt 011 tlte

1
Q. AIId 10 Caylca'. . . . ad til. . . . . . to tile
2 eII_ plut of at Ieaat a way to dIIpoM of tile wiley?
3
A. I WOIIJda't caD II a betldIt. It wu a.
4 optloll.
5
Q. HOWft'er yOll dIIpoIe ofllle why, tbere'llOIDe
6 a.t liPeIY..?
7
A.
ot Dec ..arlly.
8
Q.
tIIey ue • dIIpoIal weD, or
9
..., do ....... prGeel•• to tile wiley. But you
10 cu't J duIp tile wINy Ht OD tile p1NI1Id.
11
A. Na,r- cu't.
12
Q. So let IN uk yaa tills: Have yoa m de oy
13 a - .. tile ell
pint?
14
A. Yea.
15
Q. b tile eIIeese plaat opentlo.al DOW?
16
A.
017
Q. WIly aot'
1B
A. We eieded aot to .ake ..y 1DOJ'e ell
•• tiI
1 9 we COIIId do OIIr privata label .......,.... - .ot oar priva..
20 IaW,OIIrla
P..........
21
Q. So YOll're" tile proeea of die labella,

22 pnp-ua?
23
A. m ......
24
Q. WUt . . tIIat tam
25
A. We're . .ck . . . . . tile cHeIe _ r tile Star
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1 trucks, w ie.b wo lei un pat Jdh1rtaaUy OIIt 01
2 bUlla • That wu .ot CO'" UppaL ADd dial wu 3 tbat w .u
Aad Jeff told IIJ8 tIIen WU DO way
4 tha. that .ulOUa uppaL If e wuted tile wiley, lIe'd
5 bJlVe to pay lor tile wiley. AJId H'd un to
for 6 the trucldat tta.at 'DOnaalJy I
011 I. tile IadIlStry today
tIIa' tile airy pl)'l for tile tradd I- Aad It was
7
8 pretty.1ICb oH-Sided ofwllat Gay. . wU trybIJ to
9 .ceompHsIt, wu to .ake .. _ eII.OM)' u lie pouibly
1 0 could at nerybody'. npaee.
11
Q. WIIa. elle did yoa ulldentud aboat - 10
12 GayleD WID ted to
_Uk to tile dI_ put at C ....
13 J prica. A.d lie w.ated to bay wiley or waated - wat
1 4 did be waat?
15
A. He WllIted tile wiley to or&et tile ~ I
16 dOD't bow If be WOIIId lIave bo
t til.....ey. Be did ..y
1 7 tIIa. Ite would bay tile will.,., INt lie .....ted tile prla dlat
18 be wo lei buy". wINy at to 0 ..... tile b1Ic:Ida&.
19
Q. la yoar lt1Idy of tile cIteese 1M.....,.. dlU't
20 you I...... tIIat cUtpoul ofwltey" ODe 01 the dillkult
21 a peeD of ruD...... clleele plaol?
22
A. There "oeed to dilpoM ofw...,.
23
Q.
od olle.d.... it caD be nry upealive for a
24 cheese plot to try .. dJlpose of tile wHy!
25
A. That'. eorrect.
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1 VaHey.. • alld
DI it I. retalJ crocen.
2
Q. Do yoa have pIaJu to .ake ell. . . i. t e
3 . . .re?

p....

4

,.y

5
6
7
B
9
10

A.
Ia-"ab.
Q. WHo?
A. Y..
Q. w... do yoo plaa to .tart makia, C eeM acain?
A. April or May.
Q. A.d tile 0 - ttaat yo 'n .ade 10 tile pa.t,
Hw did yoa dIIpoM of tile wlaey?
A. Sewt It to a nockyanl i. ldalto Fal
Q. Did yo•
it CD til ?
A. We did.'t MIl it to tit • Jeff IOld It to

11
12
..u
13
14 .....
15
Q. Did tlte eIteeIC plaat - did yo. pys, SVC
16 LLC, .u a.y .. oay off tile l. of tII.e wlaey?
17

A.

0-

18
Q. So yo. did It buieaUy (or a way to d .. poee
1 9 or tile wII.,.?

A. TUt'. eorrect.
Q. Bukalty aloo..... II.
GayleD lIad beea
abowrtor23
A. ..... aloq tllOIe bea.
24
Q. Let •• uk )'CHI tIIla: Did yOll bec:OIlIe aware in
25 tile fall or . . Gat Gayiell ad a eo.anet to .... aU

20

21
22

122

....t

2 (Pages 202 to 20 5 )
Page 202
1
2
3
4

S
6

A.
es.
Q. Do yCMI bow what tIIiI was abollt?
It w - they weft b.1 nd to, It 10Gb ~
d maade a dryer aad prepare It for .lIipp lQ. Aad bave you enr
tb iavoiH before
today?

7
A. Yes.
8
Q. WlteD did yoa nm
It?
9
A. Wllea we were - wIlu we" n blVestiptiat
1 0 WIIp dlat - tat weft doH III tile plot ud people
1 1 tut Gayka owed .uey to, fie CUle aad lays. Hey, I'.
1 2 owed tbls .Olley!·
13
Q. Was tIUI before October Itt! or after, tIIat yoa
1 4 Ont w - tbe illvoice Jays A.,..t 15. But..
you
1 5 fintw tbJs iavolu, wu it before October I or
1
after?
1 7
It wa after. Yeah, It was alkr.
18
Q. Do y08 bow abotlt wfIea It was dlat yoa w It?
19
A.
o.
20
Q. Did you - .tame l' or SVC, LLC or
2 1 Mr. UWSOD - d.1d yoa .. lie uy par- b o. t:IUI ."oIce!
22
0, we did IIOt
23
Q. Do yOll Imow wily It'. In yoar . !
2 .,
A. 8eca1llt it was bntllP' to . e by tile Uu.estead
25 lAc guy, beca
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1
A. No, I do Dot.
2
Q. Ir YH Ieok at • CMpIe of . . . . payroll for
3 die
III...... lid Jell pay tUt IIetIn yow
4 c:M¥. . . . . . . wid! Gayt. _ ... Ida elom.er, or were

a.,

5 ..., paid ...., DIll,.. .."
paynl before - fiG
6 ........ _ oa.IIer
G.yIa ailed .... &aId., ".
7 c:u"..ue IIIIJI"8IL r .......
8
A. W . . IIe ........... nr.weekl.c:raa b.
9 AM lie IIId ..,., "I c:u't .... .."......" AM you'D un
10 .......... 11 ''"''do . . 1Il
..... W,..'re
11 ......... ..,....CJde .... CWAAC',YM'd
e
12 tat ,..'¥e 1M
Dad FICA 10

13

't. """.m ....'•..,...

,.. . .

....nt.e ... w.........

14
BId dill - we Md dial coner'IIItiM wtdI
15 GayIea .... fie ...... "I' . . . . . f eg't.ake payroll"
16 We IIad dIU ~ wid!
tIIere lIIat we old
17 tab care"'-'- few . . . . . .
18
Q. My . . . . . . . . . . . . YM pay .... payroll ror
19 tM week
III..... bdn ,.. !lad dlat

20

~......

21
A. We .... It _ II11JJ11. It ....·t late.
22 AeUa. It . . . a ....... pay perIoIL So,... do it, OM
23 waak'. payn8. ......... ,... tie ....... week'. papeD.
24
Q. DId,.. ..... 1III)' of ..... ...,............. ynr

25 conenadaa wid!

G.,.. _

0dMer", ~
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1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

Llkt I .ntioMd befere, tIM)' were people tat
broupt
"voices aD the tt.ae ud ..w, "Cayla owes
me money. II SoIac we paW. So.e we did.'t pay.
Q. Look at the lI. .t pap, if yo woeJd, please.
A. You dida't
tbe boueed dIeck wttfllt
tboup.
Q. Was there a boUIiCed daec.k?
A. Yab. Oa lbe or Valley Cbeae aceo
Caylea wrote a clteck OD die tar Valley CIleae accoaat
lIIat bo aced ror die 51 I,AGO.
lId""t ere was a
pa)'lllCDt .ade for S6SOO. AJId tIlere was a bIlIuce d_ of
wltatever tlae balaac:c du.e is, 4900 bucka. nat'. wily lie
brought It to u ud asked
to pay It. We told 111.,

.,.._'t

15

" o. It
our reJpotWbllity."
Q. Do you Imow who paid lbe $6!01 payaat la

16

Aup t'1

17
A. I doa't 1I."e a clue.
18
Q. O. Ule aut pale, tIaJJ • eompUatiOll 01
19 pDymutl dlat were ••de by VC, LLC 011 debts til.. IIad
20 bee. lacurred by Gayle. Claysoa before you took over la
21 October?
22
A. Y .
23
Q. Wbo prepared tb document?
24
A. Rlc.k did.
25
Q. Do yoa DOW wb it was prepared?

Sa...,.....
caI_"'"

1
A. NOH. I . . . . MI • . . .
Prapuc OIIe
2 lor ",,,lie MIl.., ,.. kuw,
PropaDe
3 p ad ..". "We .... to pm It ap." Be told tile py,
4 "I'. . . . .,.....or ... plut. .. Be ....... tM
5
to.......
....
nt.
6 ......
ptIJ'dIaIe ad ale ..,1 __1, It was Dot

7 to be .... r.r tIIat. So" pm It baG .. wHre It "u
8 orfPIdy ........ 'Bey ..... to ...-o¥alt. We've cotta
9 ..-we It. It'. Dat IepL Be ......... h
e
10 01fIMr. . . . . . . die doa. . . . ud .... ft'~"I- aDd
11 .... ~ or SlI,III
of - Ill....
rtII or fue)
12
to ~e...... A8d" Dfter paid a .u.e 011 It.
13
Q. Was tIIere still fllel ill tile lUll wile. e left?

wo"

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

123

A. Y.~

Q. Oa October 8dI?
A. 1'1Iere wu lOaie.
Q. WUt wu tile rael ill "e propa.t taDIt ued
lor!
A. 1'1Ic boiIen.
Q. Okay.
A. Needed to un tile boIlen worldll or die
pIMe waUl mae.
Q. AJlytllblc ~ tllat tile propaae was .Ied ror?
A.

a.ck tIIn!

Q. YeU.

4 (Pages 210 to 21 3 )
Page 210

Page 212

,,1Ia,

1 to Gaylea Ca.yJH ror 59100 for ove.,.yaI t rro. tile
2 Wyomlac Depa....a. of Rneaue. ow, ow tIIey taIH P
3 wltb 59Joo iD overpay e t - we pa... S3.ooo. TIIey..w
4 tbt tbat wa aa ovcrp8y.nL TItcy Int dlat dacck to
5 IlL We told thualt wam'l Otlr dacc" We dld.'t waat
6 It.
7
Tbcy tItcII
t Ibt ella to Mr. C18yaoa. no
8 cas eel It. So Cay_ DC\'cr paid a cUaae oae 011 aay 0'
9 tluit .tuft. He aka a clleck rro.. tile Wy.....
1 0 OepiIrtmCllt 0' ReweaH ad cadlca it ucllM\"u
1 1 uy 01 tile taxes or uytltillc die, Ileal
we lM\"er saw
1 2 uy of lbl, wWdl we've alked
tlaat
1 3 a«:o ntlq ud adJvlty of tIM restallrurt, nkb we
1 4 dlda't pt apill. AIId Ilk acco.....t w.. tile 0 e dult
1 5 did aU the payrou. So u,...y 16
Q. Dida't you have tile . . .
C. relatillc to die
1 7 operation of dte rata.rut tltcre wllea 1M Idt1
18
A. The 0 Iy til
dult we ~ad were Inoka tOt
1 9 WCft there lbt we dJda't IaIow were paid or aot pa....
2 0 We bad .0 otlacr doaI.ea...... I dJda't look at tile
2 1 fiuDdai doc1laeatatiOll. RIck would un it. So yoa'U
2 2 have to ....... dIa..

yoa dkL"
1 yCHI lor
2
Q. So yCHI paJd
?
3
A. YeO. See, we paid every bII) if e coaJd IIH
4 It. We cot • .......,. of cnt")'tIUq dlat we were .bIe to
5 .... We pOI for it wIWa ~ It'. . . lbl we
6 wen aot
pay uy eftlle
lllat we COlllel u
7 .,.. it ad to be valda.... lIlY. . .
8
Q. AM Ud to be
yotI co.1d ud
9
A. So. . . . we aUI ... We we... 't I0Il •• pay
10 Iorwork .... twe
't11
1HE WJ1NESS: I need to take a brak.
12
MR. ATKIN: Let's do it.
13
(A recess wu taken.)
14
Q. BY MIl. A
: DId)'OII ever ake uy writtn
15 ob........ BUry
aboIIt a.y of die ..y . . . .
16 .... t)' neelY..?
17
A. YeaL Y-J
. . . . . . . . . . __ ta ••o.
1 8 lDoIceI, ........bIy . . . . . . . abOtIt alpCdtlc
1 9 .... . , ... G'¥..... ~ ..... 1011 bow, it wu un!
20 to do tOt . . .
I......
tile adUI wwk .... t
21 tMy ..... tIIeJ did .. dad I c:u lIlY
Ie It ••d
22 if t won
rally ......... to . . 10 I coald

Q. AU rtc~
24
A. We bel ao Idea dI.t . . . or die toes were
25 bela aot paid. We ~ 80 Ida lb. aOH 0' tile FICA

23 ~It.
24
Q.
.. teras 0' .yokes, y08 aevel' . . . . a.y
25 objectioa?

,..rcd

'or, '.r ..

23
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Page 211
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
A. At ~at polet In
Co we MYel' bad 110 reuoD
2 to q.lStio. it.
3
Q. Okay. TIl...
a
payaant ••• by
4 Gaylea CIa,.. la s.,te.ber te Dairy yafnlL Were you

",a bei I paid. We IuMI . . . . alaay o'~at

Q. Yoa leaned lUt ia October, tINtep!
A. We leaned lUt - _I, OctMer, Nov ber,
DKember. 1m..., dli. to started to ....11y co.e
to Q. Befon yo deted, yo•• dentood die
mil It.de dten!
A. Oh,yea'.

0'

S • ....,. tlaat'
6
A. Gaylea teld •• CUt 1M ...... _ _ pay. . .t.

Q. Aaytllilll elM tlaat wu paid Ia co••ecdoII witII

9

1 0 tlJe cheese plot a epposed to ~e .......ru11
11
A. You bow, HIP M...tala M. . . .1alI, I .... ·t
12 bow wu. dI.,. d .... Silver
r C. ..aleado.. was

~e

13 tclep 0 c.pRain. April McM.rd. . . . a be aced Ueck.
14 April worked lor Cayle......ira. S)'KO Foods, .,

1 5 coarse. wu ~e resta.rul, .. we coUd order food.
16
Rocer Worrkk wa • I1IY ..... G.y_ bel land
1 7 to c.mc i. a.d d.o a . . ....,. a.it .ad IfMII started
18
19
2a
21
22

23
24

replaeill up .. aad ...... ......--. upc. •.114
balluC. la tit. plaa" Aael.. day, 1M .......p ud
uy.. "Hey, I've pt . . bID MN for ........
ea.,.,. audit." Aad
"WItat an ,... ......
aboat!" Tllea lac w.J1I.ad ...Ded .... aItowed u ....t IiIkta
b. replaced la die lilder)' ad a ee pie Ia tile
rata Nat. S. we ...... "T...... JH very _Kia. Bat take

25 til

wo·,..

t

0' yo.r m'" aad IMn

is ... bilL Wo'. pay

7
Q. W... yo. aWlin Gat at ... dale Ite ••da ~.t
8 ...,. I, IM .... ~,...
_
dIecb fa Dairy S)'IteIa.!
9
A.- H. toW
.... dte iIc:t tIIat 1M ......... 10 1M Iud 1iY- tate. G,. . . . . dIed&a. Ht tII.t tINy
tate. bec:a. . . . . . was .ot .01M)' I. the
12 aCCOll.t to c:.¥" .....
13
Q. AacI dWa't lie pe..
til,. $58,- dleckl
14 beca_ Mr. La.... ud JOtI a.d It. luwl qned to each pay
15 _ _ to Dairy S,....,

16
A. n.t
a belll-r.c.Ille. TIlt •• nrer to tbat
17 qlMllio fa eo. .Id-Iaeed II&.
18
Q. Y•• d .... 't ....... s.p.... ber 19
A. ..~d... aot . . . .
20
Q. 1At ....... q. . . ..
21

22
23
24
25
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Blake S. Atkin ISB# 6903
7579 North WestSide highway'
Clifton, Idaho 83228
Telephone: (208) 747-3414

ATKIN LAW OFFICES. P.c.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533-0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
batkin@atkinlawoffices.net
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR

BINGHAM COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO
In the matter of

AFFIDA VIT OF MORRIS FARINELLA IN
SUPPORT OF PEnTION FOR WRIT OF
HABEAS CORPUS

GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Petitioner.

Case No.: _ _ _ __
Judge:
STATE OF

Ml1 f¥1JJIt

)

COUNTY OF LP$ "H§ ~·IbC:. )
Morris Farinella, having been first duly sworn deposes and says:1.

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein.

2.

For several years before October 2008, I was the owner of the Star Valley Cheese

Plant in Thayne, Wyoming, through my company Star Valley Cheese Corporation.
3.

In February 2008, I entered into a contract with Gaylen Clayson under which he

would clean the P1ant while we worked out a purcha~ deal for him to buy the Plant.
4.

By early summer 2008, it was clear that Gaylen was buying the Plant and he began

putting money and time in.to cleaning the plant up, painting it and having work done on the plumbing
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and electrical so that it would be ready to open upon close of escrow.

5.

Gaylen wanted to clean out what bad been used as a storage room for old equipment

to use and he asked me if it was alright to junk out the equipment in that room. I told him that since
he was buying the Plant that whatever he wanted to do in way offixing it up and getting it ready to
open was with my approval and that if he did not see any value in the junk equipment that he should
throw it away.

6.

There is nothing that Gaylen did while occupying the property and fixing things in

anticipation of opening the Plant that was done without my permission as the owner of the property.

DATED THIS ilbday of July, 2009

STATE OF MyfifL>ff 11
COUNTY OF IA 0

)

AN~~t-~ )

On this ':/...if day of July, 2009. personally appeared before me, Morris Farinella and
executed the above document.

Notary

.

My Commission Expires:

J1p". 'J..-?,

.....

c..~_. 1 """

- C ...

c:..,

2
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Transcript of the Testimony of Jeff Randall
Date: February 15, 2010
Volume: I
Case: CLAYSON v. ZEBE ET AL.

Printed On: March 2, 2010

T&T Reporting

Phone:208.529.5291
Fax: 208.529.5496
Email:tntreport@ida.net
Internet: TandTReport@ida.net
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•

•
1

number of years?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

And you, at some point, became aware

4

that he was in Star Valley running the restaurant

5

there?
A

7

Q

When did you become aware of that?

8

A

He -- I don't know when he got home off

9
10

his mission, but it was about a month after he got
home off his mis,ion.

11
12

February 2008, does that ring a bell to

A

No.

you?

13
14

Q

I was thinking it was, more in the

spring.
Q

16
17

A

I was thinking it was more like May,

April or May.

18

Q

Of 2008?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

In any event, you became aware, at some

21

point, that he was over there running the

22

restaurant.

23

Right?

24

A

25

Q

(Nods yes.)

Yes.

Were you also aware that he was
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1

cleaning up and doing work on the cheese plant?

2
3

A

painting and getting rid of metal and just debris.

Q

4
5

Be had told me that he was cleaning and

And preparing the cheese plant to

reopen, right?

6

A

That was his intent, I believe.

7

Q

Okay.

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And did you ever go over there and see

And he told you that?

10

that he was cleaning up, painting and getting the

11

plant ready to reopen?

12

A

13

times.

14

done.

15

I went over there probably two or three

And yes, I could see that things were being

Q

Okay.

And at some point in time,

16

Mr. Clayson talked to you about financing and what

17

i t would cost to reopen that plant, didn't he?

18

A

He talked to me in that -- told me that

19

the plant had to be bought back from the bankruptcy

20

court.

21

Q

Okay.

22

A

And yes.

Q

In addition to that, there would need

23

24
25

The answer to your question,

yes.

to be some money spent in getting the plant ready to
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1

Okay.

Q

2
3

Bow about the reataurant?

Was i t your unct.rataadi 119 that the
bankruptcy court wa. in charge

4

o~

the reataurant?

It w.s JaY under.tanding that Gaylen was

A

5

runninq the restaurant .

6

from Norria or fro-. the bankruptcy court or if both

7

of th.. had agreed .
Q

8
9

.~ly

Okay.

ADd I don't know if i t . . .

So i . i t fair to .ay that you

don't know .hat the relationship wa. between

10

Morris Farinelli and the bankruptcy court and the

11

ch. . . . plant?

12

A

My under.tandinq wa. that the

13

bankruptcy court - - if there • • • • bid aada , the

14

bankruptcy court had to qo to Norri. I'&rinelli to

15

qat hi. approval .

16

Q

Okay.

17

A

'l'hat i s the eztent of JaY knowl.edqe of

Q

So you knew that NOrri. bad

18
19

Morris.
SaDe

20

i nvolv. . .nt in approving or not approving the bid,

21

but you don ' t know exactly what that w. . ?

22

A

Correct .

23

Q

Fair enougb.

24
25

NOW ,

Okay.

you kn_ that Gayl

there for a 1.ong period

o~

t.ime,

132

had. been up

~. .r

i t .a•.

-

Page 89

1

Ba had been up there ainca early 8priD9, at lea.t,

2

to your knowledge, runnioq the re.tau.r ant.

3

Riqht?

4

A

Yea .

5

Q

And he -- durinq that tilM period, he

6

also had baen cloinq sc:.e work in the ah_.e plant,

7

clea.ninq i t up and pai.o tinq i t and getUng i t ready

8

to reopen.

9

Riqht?

You were aware of that?

10

A

Yea.

11

Q

And at l . . . t .c.evhare you learnMi that

~2

Gaylan had spent up to a hUDd.red thou.and dollar. in

13

tryinq to do that, qet the chee.e plant

14

repainted, refurbished and ready to reopen, riqbt?

15

A

That nlDaber -- lik. I

cl~Mi

UP 7

say, I don't know

16

where that n\Dllber c . - from, but i t • _ _ to . . that

17

that ' s what Gaylan aaid had been invested.

18

Q

So scaawh.r. you had heard that there

19

had been that kind of aoney 8p8Dt by Gaylen.

20

SOlle

21

don ' t have any .ora IDOney to spend on this project,

22

right?

point said:

You mow what, I _

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And that IS

25

--

go up there and -.alta this

And at

tapped out .

you and he were 90inq to
o~~.r
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Nov 10 09 06:0610

Blake

Kin

STATE OF WYOMING

)

IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT

COUNTY OF LINCOLN

)ss.
)

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

CV-20Q9..89..OC
LAZE, LLC, a Wyoming limited
liability company; DON ZEBE;

and RICK LAWSON,
Petitioners,
v.
DAIRY SYSTEMS COMPANY,

INC.,

Respondent..
DAIRY SYSTEMS COMPANY,
INC.,
Respondent!

Counterclaim Plaintiff.
v.

)

,

J

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

LAZE, LLC. a Wyoming limited
)
Liability company; DON ZEBE; and )
RICK LAWSON,

Petitionersf
Counterclaim Defendants.

)
)
)
)

Aftidavit of Jolla Gailey
John Gailey. having been first duly sworn deposes and says:

I am an officer and principal in Dairy Systems Company, Inc. the respondent in this
matter.
2. I bave personal knowledge oftbe matters set forth herein.
3. In December 2008 Josh Flud whom I had known as GayJen Clayson's plant manager,
1.

at the Star Valley Cheese Plaut. asked US 10 get the boiler running.
4. I went to tbe plant on December 22, 2008 to start the boiler.
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Blake
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5. We had trouble getting the boiler running on that day because of fiuIts in the starting

sequence mechanism.
6. We returned on December 23,2008 and successfiJUy startedtbcrboiler. When we left
the boiler was working. There was steam aU over the plant U11dI pipes were fixed and
valves were closed so that it was obvious toaayone then that the boiler had been
started. Attached hereto as exhibit"A" is a credit card receipt showing we were
present in Thayne on December 23.. 2008. We had no otIaer jobs in Wyoming at the
time so I am certain that this is the day that we got the boiler Opaatia&7. Josb called me again on December 24, 200S aad fOld me that the boiler had gone
down. As we discussed the problem I
that he go down to the basement
where spare parts were located and replace the fIale seasor. He replaced the flame
sensor and called me back to tell me that . . apia had Jaeat.
8. Josh called me again in January 2009 and told me that if they bad power to a motor
installed on the heat exchanger in tile attic it would gready improve the heatin,g.
9. On January 13, purSUlll¢ to that request by Josh Flud. who by that time was working
for the new owners Don Zebe and tide ~ I irJsttucted NICk Gailey and Levi
Waldron to go and pull power to the air baadIer moIOr. They did tltatWoJi Attached
bereto as exhibit "8" is a credit carel receipt tbr some small itemspurcbased at the
Thayne true value store. Also aaadaed as edlibit "C' is the credit card receipt for
lunch bought at the restauI3Dt located in the Plant by Nick and Levi on j8:DiJaIy 13,
2009 that were turned in for nimbursemeat.
10. We bad no other jobs in Wyoming at that dme so tbere would have been no reason
for Nick and Levi to have been in Thayne except for the work they were performing
on this job.
11. I supervised the replacement oftbe control on the Pasteurizer.
12. The replacement of the pasteurizer cootro1 did take substantially longer than one
would hope for a number ofreasoDS. FlfSt. when we started the job, no one could
find a manual, and we were informed that the control bad beeI1 operatioaaJ. in the past
and so we set about trying to make the CODtroJ wOrk. We spent some time trying to

.,.-eeI

outline the functionality ofthe coatrol to try to determine why it was not functional
We finaUy were successful in getting the manufacturer to dowDload a mallJ8l for the
Pasteurizer from the internet. Finally. after determining that the existing control
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NoV'

10

as os: 0710

.kin

could nat be made functional we replaced the control with a new Anderson control
that could be letlOftt to \VOI"k on the pasteUrizer. We installed the new coDtml, but
because of the differences, substantial WOIk was required to make the ex.chauge. For
instance the new control used pneumatics e:xteDsively and had DlOI."e timctioaality than
the old control. Installing the new pDeIl'l1l8tjQ, the new wUiDg and the new controls
required. a substantial expenditure oftime. Mr. Clayson was present on the job and
never complained about the amount oftime it was taking
13. The Wyoming State Electrical inspector for the area,. Tom Deaton, specifically told us
that we could bring in power and utilize tho exiaiDg wiriDs while we renovated the
electrical systems in the Plant with the UIIdeIst.ndiaa that the temporary and

incomplete installations would be nmedied as soon as possible after the plant came
on line.
14. I have reviewed the affidavit ofRyan Iack:soD and the attached list of"4O code
violations." All but three ofthose alleged violations would have been remedied bad
this project ever- been completed. For exaaaple, the CODduit mounted to tile erates in
the attic would have eventually been IIlOUIIfIId to an L bracket or adler sudt device.
Similarly. the owner told us that the doorway was to be ~ aad bJodted qff.
Once that was done. the scbodule 40 pvc oonduit across the openq would be a .ion
issue. Obviously adding additioBal SIIpJJOdS.
aad fiUiDas were there because
this was a work in progress. Befbre we coaIcI Complete die pmjecl. the owners ran

bauD.

out of money. We pulled otfthe job because ~ were not . . paid. The three that
are not simply minor defects that would. be eoapIeterl before ~ iaspection, are Mr.
Jackson~s reference to wire sizes with regard to tine paneJs. I cannot tell from Mr.
Jackson's vague reference what he is referriDa to. It appears he may have
misinterpreted the code.
15. We knew that Gaylen Clayson was anxious to get the plant operational because of the
money be was losing in not being able to take hinnilk at the c:beese plant. Our
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instruction from him was to get the plant up and nmning as soon as possible. We did
many installations on a temporaIy basis in order to got the work done with the
understanding that at a future point, while the plant was operational, we couJd
complete all the installations.
Dated this lOth day of November, 2009

J~Gailey

I

On this 9th day of November. 2009, personaly appeared before me. John ~Jey. and
executed the above document.

My Commission Expires: J0 - Zl- 2. 0 t

I
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• Know your credit limit and the amount of credit available for}'OUr l1SC.

• Maintain a good ~il hislOl}'-_it afl'ccu more an:as

or,..,.,. life than jUllt your abiJilf to get a o-edit card.

• Use a bl\dge( to help you see what you can afford to buy now and to help you save for the future.
• Understand that the cost or CT'Cdit includes fees lIS well as interest.

• Request a copy of )"OlIr credil repon from a credit repordng bureau regularly.
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STATE OF WYOMING

)
)

IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT

COUNTY OF LINCOLN

)

1lDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

CV-2009-89-DC
LAZE. LLC, a Wyoming limited
liability company; DON ZEBE;

and RICK LAWSON,

)
. )

)
)
)
)

Petitioners,

v.

DAIRY SYSTEMS COMPANY,
lNC.,
Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)

----------- ).)
DAIRY SYSTEMS COMPANY.
INC.,
Respondent!

Counterclaim Plaintiff,

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

LAZE, LLC, a Wyoming limited
)
Liability company; DON ZEBE; and )
RICK LAWSON,
)
)
Petitioners!
Counterclaim Defendants.

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF GAYLEN CLAYSON

Gaylen Clayson, having been first duly sworn depOses and says:
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Oct 05 09 10:258

10.

~.kin

Bli'ke

I reviewed Dairy

Syst~

InC.'S invoices as they were generated during

the job and I have reviewed the lien statement filed by Dairy Systems, Inc. and it is my
opinion that the charges are aU fair and reasonable and that the materials were in fact
supplied and work done.

Dated this

;LJfday of October. 2009.

SUBSC~ED and SWORN to before me this

/&1: day of October. 2009.

~ !;. ~ -1/~.I,J-U

Notarv Public

,+OTAl1y ~ \
-e-

~.

My cimmnssion Expires: () /-

}i

POBL\C,#

3
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LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION

WY Secretary of State
FILED: 11/0312008
Original 10: 2008-000561212

Wyoming Secretary of State
The Capitol Building, Room 110
200 W. 24th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002-0020

~ndn1entID:2008~0704670

The name of the limited liability company is: _S_V_C_,_L_L_C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Article 10 #2

is amended as follows:

The management of the iimited habUity company is reserved to its members. The names and addrt:sses or the
members are:
DonaldZebe
465 Berrett
Pocatello, ID 83201

Rick Lawson
43l Chesapeake
Chubbuck, ID 83202

The above amendments are adopted in accordance with the operating agreement or with the consent of aU
members.

Title: LLC Members

Filing Fee: $50.00

Uamend - Revised 9/2003
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
FOR A DOMESTIC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
WY Secretary of State

Wyoming Secretary of State
The Capitol BuHding, Room 110

FILED: 1010912008 09:30 AM

200 W. 24th Street

ID:2008~561212

Cheyenne, WY 82002-0020

1.

The name of the limited liability company is: _S_V_C.....:.,..;..LL_C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

The period of its duration is: _P_e....:rpe_tu_a_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(This is the length oflime the UC intends to exist. It I1IIlY be listed as "perpetual•.. a certain number ofyears such as "30 years, ..
or may be listed as a specific date such as "Dec. 3 J. 2055")

3.

The purpose for which the limited liability company is organized is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Manufacture and sell cheese, butt¢[, and other dairy products.
Any other legal activities that the members feel will be beneficial to the ongoing profitability
of the LLC.

4.

The name and address of its registered agent is: _A-Jpn"--'I_M_c_M_urd_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
290 South Main St
Thayne, WY 83127
(The registered agent may be an individual resident in this state or a domestic or foreign corporation authorized to transact
business in this state. having a business office identical with such registered office. Do not use a Post Office Box or Mail Drop
Box)

5.

The mailing address where correspondence and annual report forms can be sent:
PO Box 436
Thayne, WY 83127

6.

The total amount of cash and a description and agreed value of property other than cash
contributed is: ..;.$_15-','-00_0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:'';:''

.t:~".

....,.,:....

~\

tim!'~i1w~Ch

7.

The total additional contributions; if any, agreed to be made by all members and the
or events upon the happening of which they shall be made are: Unlimited and shall be made at
such times and in such amounts as agreed upon by the members.

8.

The right, ifgiven, of the members to admit additional members, and the tenns and conditions of the
admission are: May be admitted on such terms and conditions as all members may unanimously
agree.
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9.

The right, if given, of the remaining members of the limited liability company to continue the business
on the death, resignation, expulsion, bankruptcy or dissolution of a member or occurrence of any
other event which tenninates the continued membership of a member of the limited liability company:

10. Complete either item #1 or item #2
1) The limited liability company is to be managed by a manager or managers. The names and addresses of the managers who are to serve as managers until the first annual meeting of the members or
until their successors are elected and qualify are: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------------------------------

2) The management of the limited liability company is reserved to the members. The names and
addresses of the members are: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Donald Zebe
Rick Lawson
Gaylen Clayson
465 Berrett
431 Chesapeake
7l0E600 N

Pocatello, lD 8320 I

Chubbuck, lD .83202

Firth, ID 83236

Signed:---'.~~~2~~~---

Filing Fee: $100.00
Instructions:
1.

The name must include the words "Limited Liability Company," or its abbreviations 'UC' or

"L.L.c.," ''Limited Company," or its abbreviations ''Le' or ''L.c..'' "Ltd Liability Company," ''Ltd.
Liability Co." or ''Limited Liability Co.".
2.

Articles must be accompanied by a written consent to appointment executed by the registered
agent.

3.

Mal{e check payable to Secretary of State.
,";;'

llcda - Revised: 12/2003
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CONSENT TO APPOINTMENT
BY REGISTERED AGENT
Wyoming Secretary of State
The Capitol Building, Room 110
200 W. 24th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002-0020

Phone (307) 777-7311n312
Fax (307) 777-5339
E~mail: corporations@state.wy.us

I, _A_p_ri_lM_cM_u_rd_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , voluntarily consent to serve as the
registered agent for _S=-V.;.....C=-,:..:L:..:L:..:C=--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
on the date shown below.
The registered agent certifies that he is: (check one)

D

o

(a)

An individual who resides in this state and whose business office is identical with the registered office;

(b)

A domestic corporation or notlor-pro/it domestic corporation
whose business office is identical with the registered office; or

(c)

Aforeign corporation or not10r-profitforeign corporation au-

thorized to transact business in this state whose business office
is identical with !~f!re.g#s.,t~rt:d affice,,"<·"~·
Dated this

, .....'." ','," I t .
.;;--1
~-ff7_ ,.
. .--/ .'

". , I . ! I ·

'. '. .."

". ~i/F.~.
.
d- -- f I ;1/;
I '
-"
- ay 0_ ---.::_.''-\''-''./.,'
7,..;.,...

,..::.:::>:::...J.:~_~~

l'

-

_ _ _ __

-'?/Jt\ Q
, ,,-7<1.4;0

(

s~~~?'~
> ',".
,~

":';~-

Revised: 12/2003
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Star Valley Cheese
SVC,LLC
Business Plan

155

THE FACILITY

Operations will be performed in the existing Star Valley ChaeBe factory. The facility itself Is approximately
100k square feet. The facility has and is undergoing coamallc and physical renovations. To include but
not limited to; an electrical retrofit of the plant. rasurfacIng ftears. plastering of walls. cleaning. removal of
old eqUipment, maintenance, repairs and painting. Ninety paoent of the eIearioaI retrofit has been
completed at a cost of $225,000.00 which has been paid by the principles of SVC, LLC.

The manufacturing equipment has undergone testing for manufacturing functionality by the equipment
manufacturer. As of this date the equipment meets au of the original manufacturer specifications and has
been approved to manufacture cheese. An equipment list and appraisal is attached. In supporting
documents.
The parking area is in need of replacement and repairs. Thfi current restaurant business has been
profitable to date, however the faClTdy is old and out dated. 1rhe structure is sound. However an exterior
and interior upgrade would benefit the ovefall appearance and value of the facility.

STARTUP

The first months' production will begin in December, 2008 manufacturing sixteen thousand pounds of
cheese daily. This requires total milk deliveries over a seven day period of five hundred and sixty
thousand pounds (560,000) or eighty thousand pou'lds (80.000) per day. coupted with two hundred eighty
thousand pounds per day (280,000) of Iow-fat powered milk.
The reason for the lighter manufacturing schedule aHows for down time when calibration of equipment is
needed to perfect the process. This tactic allows us to create demand as we launch the product Into the
retail market without having an over abundance of product.
The milk source has been secured with Cedar Arch Dairies located in Firth, Idaho. The capacity of Cedar
Arch Dairy is one hundred twenty thousand pounds a day (120,000). The powered milk supplier is High
Deseret Milk located in Burley, Idaho.
This will produce eighty four thousand pounds of cheese weekly, or two truck-loads per week.
Once the initial month's production has been completed the plant will increase to six vats daily for five
days of production in January. This will require all of Cedar Arch mDk production.
February production levels will be based on sales orders but will not fall below January production.
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MARKETING AND THE MARKET

Uttle has to be done with the marketing of Star Valley Cheese. Past customers have been contacted for
the distribution of Mozzarella; commitments have been made for the delivery of mlk and sa/es of the
product.
The supply of milk within a 150 mile radius is plentiful. The supply of milk comes from Milk Marketing C0op, via Cedar Arch Dairy and DFA via a joint marketing agreement with Milk Marketing in excess of
600,000 pounds daily is available. In addition the dry milk source is closer to the Start Valley plant than
that of other plants manufacturing the same product. This . . . . for a competitiYe advantage when
mixing dry milk with the whole milk. The cost of dry milk has reached an all time low, this wi again allow
for a Si9jificant competitive advantage and ease of entrance into the market.
Trade magazines will be used to announce the re-establlshment of the company and its products. In
addition, product introduction will be expanded and introdIlC8d in the grocery segment to increase sales
and distribution.

Italian cheeses are the most popular of ethnic cheeses in the U.S. - so popular that U.S. production of
Italian cheeses surpassed that of American naIuraI cheeseI for the first time in 2006. italian cheeses
accounted for almost 4 billion of the 9.5 billion Ibs. of chaall produced in 200ft A large share of that
volume was consumed in restaurants and other foodservIae ealabllshments.
Latin American and Spanish cheeses are no longer a niche market, as an inCl'88Sing number of nonHispanic consumers incorporate them into their cooking. Half of the top 10 fastest growing specialty
cheeses at retail are Hispanic varieties
Per capita cheese consumption reached 32.31bs. in 2007 and is likely to continue climbing over the next
decade. Some ambitious projections put 2013 par capIa cheese consumption at 421bs., while more
conservative estimates predict only a minor Increase to 331:ts.
The highest rates of cheese consumption occur among suburban families and couples and larger, welHado urban familes. People with household incomes of $100.000 or more have a much greater Interest than
others in specialty cheese, as do people who frequently visit supermarket delis, specialty grocers or full·
service restaurants. Cheese consumption drops among the 65-and-0fder set.

Cheese enjoys a high household-penetration rate across all ethnic and racial groups, with Asian
Americans being the only group with penetration substantially lower than the average - but still high at 83
percent.
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ADDBNDUMAI
Addendum. to Conlract to buy and Sell Real Estate (Commercial.) dated October 17. 2008
by and between Gaylen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall and or assigns buyer and Seller Star
Valley Cheese Inc.

GayJen W. Clayson and Jeff Randall hereby assign all rights of said Contract to buy and
Sell Real Estate to BVC, LLC a Wyoming LLC.
Said principles are Rick Lawson and Donald Zebe members of sve. uc.

o.: ......:.:a;r-+

r-

SRBRI JAN JBTBR
NaIU')' Public
State of Idabo

CLAYSON000062
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..... 1:11/1::11
,. Clj;1C I Vl l

lllann' ....n
From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
SUbJect:

-Donald Zebe" <dimbeOGabieune.net>
"'Val D. PendIIItan'" <vIIIpendll.IMntar.cam>; <v••dIoDun1ry.com>
<mmar!nOathursd'lumen.cam>: "'Joe Farinell." <jfIfin......amofoods.com>; "'Rick Lawson'"
<ftrll8hJU4lyahaa.CGm>
Wednesday. January 14, 2009 2:39 PM
star valley update

All et aI,
Iwant to put this In writing so there is no misunderstaAdl"l. Val and Manny plei158 pt this into Morris hands so
we can discuss.
From October 8th we fRide & I) have paid every invoice end bit that has been incurred with no ..... We hlYe
also paid over 35t of bUls 6ayten Incurred, I know this is my issue I aa:ept that, my fault and mv mistaIre. We
howeVer paid 3k to the State of WyomIng Ales tax commIssiOn In behalf of the Fannella !rUSt ofwNeh there is
5800 still remainl". to the State.
Our race or resraurant sales has not kept up with expenses atId has dwindled my personal account, another 15k.
Asain I know this is my
and my choice I eccept that.

rbtem

That bein, said. this mo,nth Ind until we dose the end of tile month or the first .... ofFtlnary we have
enouah with the 2400 to be transferred to lIlY,..,... . . au tooct..,.nses and some other mise. elClMftses thlt
are necessarv. \.Ve can and will provide an ICCOUntJ. of this when needed.
We however do not have enoush to pay for the eIecttit, phone, end the &:harp to fire up the boiters. '"'is is
approximately 3k. If we do not pay it we wiI have to shut down the taciIlP,. This will potefttialv cause edverse
Issues with the plumbinl, ret"rilerat;on ftC". This Is dte last thIn8 wawoutrtwant to happen.
Once we dost! we are prepared to absorb what we hive paid in and most of what WilS dime while 6ayfen was in

charse, I.e. electrical, plumbing,

'0 the tune 0' 24Sk.

I am asking that Morris cover the amount we are short (lk) so we do not have CO dole the place down and ,fSJC
further setbal:b with plumbinl or the like. This is a small Investment that is needed to keep the building from
further dedine during these harsh winter months.
Please advise me ASAP.

Kindest regards.
DonZebe

PS. I have no idea what Gaylen did with the 120 hat was deposited into his account and into the other Star
Valley. Nor do Ilmow how much was really mHe and what was
or used for ~r purposes. That will end
up being known between God and Gaylen.

,tole"

**

CLAYSON000015
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Fm:Sargent Law OffIce To:lInd

(18015330380)

IN THE CIRCUrr COURT OF THE lltR).JUDICfAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFUNCOUI, STATE OF WYOMING
THE STATE OF WYOMING

BEFORE: FRANK ZEBRE
ClRCUrr COURT JUDGE

ss.
COUNTY OF LINCOLN

THE STATE OF WYOMING,

Plaintiff.
vs.
CLAYSON. GAYLEN W .•
53

DOB

Defendant,

}
)
)
)
)
)
}
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT
I, Jody III Gardner, baing of lawful age and being first dulyswom upon
my oath, depose and 8. . as follows:
1.

I am a Deputy SherIff with the Lincoln County Sheriffs OffICe in Afton. Lincoln
County. Wyoming.
.

2.

I have reason to believe that the defendant. GayIen W. CLAYSON, committed a
criminal offense. The i1formation I received regarding She defendant is • follows.
The defendanfs fun name is GayIen W. ClAYSON, his date of birlh is 09119153. he
resides at 600 N 710 E, Firth, Idaho.

3.

On June 30, 2009 f have probable cause to believe that GayIen W. CLAYSON
committed the offense oft.arc:eny in VIoI8tion of W. S.S 6-3-402(8)(;). The following
is the basis for the probable cause.

4.

On May 27.2009 at appn»dmately 10:45 a.m. I met with Don Zebe at this place of
business. Star Valley Cheese, Thayne, W'yori'Q.1 had been c:ontaded previOUSly
by Zebe's attorney. Josh Smith. Who told me that his client wanl8d to report a theft
It took several weeks for a meeting to be arranged to take Zebe's statenlel'lt.

5.

lebe told me that he had taken over as the owner of Star Valley Cheese on .
February 24. 2009. HeadYisedthat priorthathe had been IlIMing the restaurant at
the facility. He told me that he began to run the restaurant during October 2008.

6.

According to Zebe. prior to his taking (N8f the buainess. the nastaurant was run by a
man named Gaytan CLAYSON. CLAYSON _allowed to run Ihe restaurantbVthe
Star Valley Cheese Corporation. Which was owned by Morris Farinella, who resides
in California. At the time the facifity was going 1hrough bankruptcy proceedings
which were initiated in 2005.

7.

leba had purchased the cheese fadoty and restaurant out of bankruptcy
proceedings and was provided with a list of property thatwu sold with the business

during his negotiation for the purchase Which was included in his contract.
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Fm:S3rgent Law OffIce To:Llnd

8.

Amongst these iIern& was a Taylor brand soft ice cream machine (Model 754-27.
Serial number J0104914}. Zebe told me that CLAYSON tamOYed the ice aaam
machine and took it 10 U. Idaho Falla, Idaho area. When Zebe asked CLAYSON
about the machine he was told that it . . being I'IIIp8ired but could not provide its
current location. Zebe1Dld me1hatthe mactlMwouIdcostS15.000 new to replace.
Zebe told me that Josh Flud. an ~. CGUfd pRMde me with monJ details of
the theft of the ice cream machine 86 he was WOIIdng atthe restaurant at the time.

9.

On June 4, 2009 at ~18fely 6:35 p.rn. I spoke to Gayten ClAYSON on the
phone. CLAYSONtoid me that1he ice cream macHIIe_ nalopetable. He told me
thathediscuaaedthemachinewilhtheClOll.-rlowneratllatime,MoaisFarineIIa,
and that they decided thalsinc:e
on soling haRt ice cream.
that they would not need Ihe machine. ~.ClAVSON. he Icnewa business
owner In the Idaho Falls, Idaho . . 1hat ..... be able to· fix it and use the
machine. According to CLAYSON, Mr. Farinella gave him permission to take the
machine to Idaho Falls.

CLAYSON,.......,

10.

CLA¥SON told me that he gawthe machine to a man named An ?olsen who owns
a Tesoro gas station and convenience store at. . inIefsection of Sunnyside Dr. and
Hitt Rd.

in Ammon. Idaho.

11.

On June 5, 2009 I dIove to the Tesoro gas station at file comer of SUnnyside Dr.
and Hftt Rd. in Idaho Falls, rdatto. I did not see a Taylor ice aeam INId1ine in the
business.' spoke to a man who was visiting thedadc and hetoidmetMthewasArt
Polson's nephew and that Polson no longer owned thl!ndo.... He . . . unaware of
the ice cream machine.
I

12.

On June 5,2009' had a phone
Morris Farinella, the previous
owner of Star Valley Cheese. Farinellllterd_,-heclid not . . . . . . CLAYSON
or anyone else to tnmsfarordllpoaaof~INIII • ..., Of maIIari* from StarValfey
Cheese. He told me1hat1he bulinesawas in"middIe ofbankruptcy pmceedings .
therefore no assets oftha business aauId be MId Of given away.

13.

On June 6, 2009 I spoke to Art Polson on thepbone. Polson told me that Gaylen
CLAYSON had deIteIad the Taylor ic:e CRIIIR machine to him when he ownecitne
Tesoro gas station In Idaho Falla, Idaho.. ,...... . . . that il had come hm Ihe
cheese factory In Thayne. WyoMng. PofaondidWt1hlnk Ihe madIine was opef'8bIe
and had contacted a Jllfrigelalion AJPIIir corIII*IY out of Utah to . . . . the
machine. He told me IhaI the machine was AIiVar serviced as they . . . In the
process of seiling the gas station and that the proupeetive buyers didn't want the

CGmI8lS8IiDn"

machine.

14.

15.

Polson told me that the machine is currentJy being stored in a building in the same
complex as the Tesoro station. Polson agreed to let someone pick up the machine.
Polson told me that he had not paid CLAYSON any JOCJnBf.... 1hattheywere going
to discuss a price when they knew what condiIion the machine was in.
Polson was out of town and told me that he would retum on June 12. 2009. We
we would speak again on that date to arrange to have the machine
picked up.

agreed that

16.

On June 8, 2009 I spoke to Joshua FlOO on the phone. Roo told me that sometime
around September Of Oc:tober of 2008 he witnesud Gaytan CLAYSON and a man
known only to him as MaIk, load the Taylor ice cream machine on a trailer. Rud
stated that he was told that they were taking the machine to get repaifed.
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10:31 011081G$GM'i.QII '

17.

Arrangements were made to have Don Zebe or his associates pick up the ice cream
machine from Art Polson's property on or about June 12. 2009. The machine was
recovered and taken to a place to be seMced before it is put to use at Star Valley
Cheese. Zebe took photographs of the data plate of the machine listing the model
number, 754-27 and the serial number, J0104914.

18.

I check online for the value of this particular ice cream machine and that used
machines of this model were selling for between 51795 and $10.000.

DATED:ThisSO.r'day~··...r
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THE STATE OF WYOMING

)
)ss.

COUNTY OF LINCOLN

)

I. Jody M. Gardner. do solemnly swear that I have read the above and foregoing
Affidavit subscribed by me; that I know the contents thefeof and verily befieve the
statements therein contained are true.

Subscribed and Sworn to me this ~ day ~ A ~ .~2009.

Witnessed my hand and official seal.

My Commission Expires:
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Atkin

208-

-3414

Blake S. Atkin ISB# 6903
7579 North westSide bighway
Clifton, Idaho 83228
(208) 747-3414
;; ~

P.c.

ATKIN LAW OFFICES.
136 South Main Street. Suite 40 lA
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) -533-0300
Fax: (801) 533-0380
Attorneys for Plaintiff

1N'I1IE SIXTH JUDICIAL DIBT.RICI' C'OOIlT IN AND FOB.
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L JeffRandall, make the following statement UDder peoa1ty of perjuIy:
1.

I have personal knowledge oftbe maua:s set fbrth herein..

2.

On July 2, 2009 I received a phone adl fiom Gaylen Clayson who intbrmed me
that he had been arrested on a complaint :&om Wyomina daiming that he bad stolen

property sometime in September 2008.
3.

Gaylen Clayson and 1 bad sold the Star VaUey cheese plant to Don 2'A::be and Rick
~

Lawson in November 2008 and I WBli-awat8 that there had been some disputes arise

between Mssrs Zebe and Lawson and Gay1ea Clayson over a debt they were supposed
to pay to Dairy Systems, Inc., a contractor that had been working to get the plant
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ready to open and some money they had promised to pay Gaylen and promises to me
and Gaylen that they would purchase 6aylell's milk and would use my services to
transport the milk.
4.

I wondered ifthe Wyoming criminal complaint apinst Gaylen had arisen out of
that dispute so I called Don.zebe.

5.

When I informed Don that Gay1ea had been arrested, he was not surprised and
indicated that he bad made the compIaiat IIId tbat GayJeo bad it coming. He then
proceeded to tell me that unless GayIen backed oft: there were worse thin8s commg.

6.

I asked him, do you meaD. "drop the lawsuit. He raponded. "He needs to quit

1yiog.~1(
1.

+.(/ ",t..

JJ".d

.,u

f"~~V4t fl,dd-K' i" 0",,1,1.4___

Don said tbat there was a sexual hara...... cbar&e while Gayten ran the
restaurant and indicated tbat there was men to come.

8.

The impression he left me with was tbat lIDless Gaylert bac:bd otr oftho complaint
he had filed against Mr. Zebe and Mr. Law90n and IDa support fur the claim filed in

Wyoming by Dairy Systems that they would briDg more criminal cbargcs apiDst
Gaylen.

Dated this ik.. day ofJULY, 2009
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ADDENDUM Al
Addendum. to Contract to buy aad SeIl:Real Bsbe (Com.nemiaI) dated October 17.2008
by and between Gaylen W. ClaJ80D and JeffRandaD and or assigns buyer and Sella" Star
Valley Cheese Inc.

Gaylen W. Clayson and leffRaadall hereby assign all rights of said ConImct to buy and
Sell Real Bstate to SVC,UC a WyomiDg lLC.
Said principles are Ride Lawsoo aad Donald. Zebe Dl1IIDIhera of SVc. lLC.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register#CV -2009-02212-0C
GAYLEEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
-vsDON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Defendants.
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs
-vsGA YLEN CLAYSON,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Counterclaim Defendant

The above entitled matter came before the Court this 23 rd day of March, 2010, for hearing
on a Motion to Dismiss, Rule 56f Motion, and Motion to Compel. Plaintiff appeared by and
through counsel, Blake Atkin. Defendants appeared by and through counsel, John Bowers.
Hearing proceeded before the Court on the record. After hearing argument from counsel on
all pending motions, the Court ruled as follows:
Defendant's Motion to dismiss is DENIED. Plaintiffs Rule 56fMotion is GRANTED and
Plaintiff shall have additional time for discovery. Mr. Atkin shall prepare a proposed order for the
Court as to this. Defendant's Motion to Compel is under advisement.
Further the Court will take under advisement Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment,
after hearing argument on WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 2010 AT 2:00 P.M.

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED March 23,2010.

s~

District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

'--fr7M ~~,

$

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of
I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals
in the manner indicated.
Blake S. Atkin
7579 North Westside Hwy
Clifton, ID 83228

Atkin Law Offices
837 South 500 West, Ste 200
Bountiful, UT 84010

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm
PO Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110

;@.Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

(xLi'i-S. Mail
fc )Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile
v)l).S. Mail
r()Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
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Blake S. Atkin (ISB# 6903)
7579 North. Westside Highway
Clifton., Idaho 83228
Tete,phone: (208) 747-3414
ATKIN LAW OFFICES, P.C.
837 South 500 West, Suite 200
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: (801) 533"0300
Facsimile: (801) 533-0380
Emai.l: batkin@atkinlawoffices.net

Attorney for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
BANNOCK COUNTY STATE OF IDAHO

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

Plaintiff,

STIPULATION TO CONT.INUE TRIAL
DA TE TO NOVEMBER 2,2010

v.
Case No.

DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE.
LLC,

CV~2009-022t2~OC

Judge Dunn

Defendant$~

DON ZEBE~ RICK LAWSON, and LAZE,
. LtC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs,
v.
GA YT..EN CLAYSON,

Counterclaim Defendant.

Plaintiff, Gayten Clayson, and his attorney hereby stipulate and agree to continue
the trial in this oase Win) November 2, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF mYICE
The undersigned certifies that he caused to be seIVed a true and correct copy of

STIPULATION TO CONTINUE TRIAL DATE TO NOVEMBER 2,2010 upon the
foHowing by the method of delivery designated:
Joshua T. Smith
John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Finn, PC
685 South Washington
P.O. Box 1550
Afton, Wyoming 83110
Facsimile: (307) 885-1002
Bannock County Court
624 E. Center St.
Pocatello, ID 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7208

-

U.S. Mail

-

Judge Stephen Dunn

P.O. Box 4126
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
Facsimile: (208) 236-7012
Dated this 24th day ofMarcb~ 2010.

Blake S. Atkin

3
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Hand delivery X Fax
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ATKIN LAW OFFICES
A PR.OFESSIONAL CORPORATION
837 South soo WCISt. SUite 200
BOUNTJPUL, UTAH 84010
TELEPHONE: (801) 5~!-o300
PACSlMILB: (80') 533-0380
eomall: Istott@atkinlawofffces.uct

The ill1brmation contained in this filc:simile rricssage is legally privileged and confidentilll
information intended (lnly 1br the use of the Individual or c:ompany named below. If'the reader (If
this ~ is not the intctldt:d reciplont, you are hereby notified that. any di!l$el1lination.
distribution or copy of this facsimile is strictly prohibitQt(. If you have received this facsimile in
en'Or, please immediately notifY US by telephone IIftd rctum the original message to us at the
address obo\'C via the United Stm$ Postal Service. Thank you.

DATE:

3124/l0

TO:

Bannock County court

FAX NUMBER:

(208) 236~ 7208

FROM:

Blake S. Atkin

RE:

Clayson 'V. Zebe, Law.von,. and Laze.. LLC

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES (including cover sheet):

IF PROBLEMS ARISE .PLEASE CONTACT:

4

(801) 533-0300

COMMENTS:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register#CV-2009-02212-0C
GA YLEEN CLAYSON,
Plaintiff,
-vsDON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Defendants.
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION
ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

)
)

-vs-

)
)
)
)

GA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant

This matter is before the Court on the Defendant' Motion to Compel Discovery from the
Plaintiff. A hearing was held on March 23, 2010, both parties being represented by counsel of
record. The Court has carefully considered the submissions and the argument of the parties, as well
as the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure involved, particularly Rule 34, and now issues this decision.
On December 23, 2009 Defendants propounded certain Requests for Production of
Documents on Plaintiff.

Responses were not submitted by Plaintiff within the 30 days

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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contemplated by Rule 34(b), but some written responses were submitted on February 1, 2010.
However, most of the responses either stated that the requested documents "will be produced" or
stated an objection to producing the documents.l Correspondence occurred between the parties and
it is agreed that substantial documents were produced on February 23,2010. As noted more fully
below, it appears that the discussions between the parties reduc~d the dispute to whether Plaintiff is
required to produce records from Plaintiff's account at the Bank of Star Valley?
Turning to the specifics of the Motion, upon which the Defendants have the burden of proof,
Defendants seek "documents responsive to Request Nos. 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, including
but not limited to documents from Plaintiff's account at the Bank of Star Valley." Plaintiff did not
object to producing the records sought by Request Nos. 14, 16, and 17, and states that he did
produce responsive records on February 23, 2010. Defendants do not provide the Court with any
evidence that the documents produced on February 23,2010 are not responsive to Request Nos. 14,
16, and 17, and none of those requests seek any records from the Bank of Star Valley. Without
more evidence it is impossible for the Court to conclude that Plaintiff has failed to respond to these
requests.
Request No. 10 asks for documents related to Cedar Arch Dairy.

Although Plaintiff

objected to this request, he did provide documents on February 23,2010 and Defendants offer no
evidence that the documents provided are not responsive or that there are more documents available
that have not been provided. Request No. 11 seeks all of Plaintiff's financial records after January
1, 2008, plus all state and federal tax returns for the last five years. Although Plaintiff objected to
this request, he did provide documents on February 23,2010, and Defendants offer no evidence that
Defendants' Motion to Compel Discovery, Ex. B. Such responses are, at best, incomplete. Rule 37(a)(3).
It appears that Plaintiff has no objection to Defendants having these records. The record suggests that these bank
records may be relevant to this dispute because Plaintiff asserts that any such records should still be at the Star Valley
Cheese Plant that Defendants have possession and control of.
I

2
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the documents provided are not responsive or that there are more documents available that have not
been provided, except for the tax returns.

No law is supplied by Defendants justifying the

disclosure of personal tax returns and the Court will not rule on whether personal tax returns should
be provided, without further argument and legal citation showing their relevancy and
discoverability. Request No. 13 seeks all invoices sent by Plaintiff to Glambia or any other entity
Plaintiff supplied milk to over the last three years. Although Plaintiff objected to this request, it was
a qualified objection and he did provide documents on February 23, 2010. Defendants offer no
evidence that the documents provided are not responsive or that there are more documents available
that have not been provided. Request No. 15 seeks documents related to Plaintiff's membership in
the Snake River Dairyman's Association. Defendants make no argument as to why this information
is relevant to any of the issues.

Although Plaintiff objected to this request, he did provide

documents on February 23,2010 and Defendants offer no evidence that the documents provided are
not responsive or that there are more documents available that have not been provided.
The record does not demonstrate that Plaintiff has failed to supply documents which are
responsive to each of the requests at issue, with the exception of personal tax returns, which are
discussed above, and the records from the Bank of Star Valley.

If documents have not been

supplied, there is inadequate evidence before this Court as to what should have been supplied and
why Plaintiff's objection is not appropriate.
Plaintiff asserts that the Motion is not well taken because Defendants have not certified that
they have "in good faith conferred or attempted to confer with the party not making the disclosure in
an effort to secure the disclosure without court action." Rule 37(a)(2). The Court agrees in part and
disagrees in part.

Discussions and correspondence are referenced and attached to the Motion.

Certainly Defendants made an attempt to confer when discovery responses were first received on

Case No. CV-2009-02212-0C
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February 1,2010, as reflected by counsel's letter of February 5, 201O? However, the record clearly
shows that substantial documents were supplied on February 23,2010 and, with the exception ofthe
Bank of Star Valley records, there is no specific identification of any deficiency in the disclosure by
any letter from Defendants' counsel to Plaintiffs' counsel after February 23,2010. Therefore, to the
extent that this Motion deals with the Bank of Star Valley records, there has been an attempt to
confer and receive those records prior to the hearing. As to any other deficiencies in the responses
received, the Court concludes that there has not been an adequate attempt to confer and resolve
those issues.
As to the production of the Bank of Star Valley records Plaintiff takes the position that his
response is adequate when he simply states that he does not have the records. The Court disagrees.
Plaintiff is required to produce responsive records which are in his "possession, custody or control."
Rule 34(a). The records of Plaintiffs own bank account would easily be within his "control."
Plaintiff then asserts that he has complied because he has offered to either give Defendants a release
fonn which allows them to obtain the records, or to obtain the records himself at Defendants
expense. Again Plaintiff misreads the rule. Plaintiff is required to make all "reasonable efforts" to
obtain the responsive documents or to make objection stating the reasons that the records cannot be
obtained through those reasonable efforts. It is only when "extraordinary steps" are required to
obtain the documents that the Court should award the reasonable expenses of doing so. Rule
34(b)(2). There is nothing before this Court to suggest that obtaining the Bank of Star Valley
records would require extraordinary efforts or costs.
Finally, the Court notes that Defendants claim that the objections made by Plaintiff in the
responses themselves are inappropriate and should be stricken. The rule provides that responses
3 Jd,

Ex. C.
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shall be provided "unless the request is objected to, in which event any reasons for objection shall
be stated." Rule 34(b)(2). Clearly the opportunity to object to a request is contemplated by the rule.
While any party who objects and fails to produce takes the risk that the objection is not valid and
that sanctions will be imposed for failing to properly respond to discovery, making objections is not
inherently wrong or contrary to the rules. Thus, Defendants' claim on this point is not well taken.
Based on the foregoing, the Defendants Motion to Compel is DENIED in all respects except
as to the Bank of Star Valley records. Defendants Motion is GRANTED as to the Bank of Star
Valley records. Plaintiff is ORDERED to produce the Bank of Star Valley records within 14 days
of the date of this order. No costs or fees awarded to either party.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED April 1, 2010.

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

D£'\

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
\
day of
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon
in the manner indicated.

,2010, I
ch of the following individuals

c-t5

Blake S. Atkin
7579 North Westside Hwy
Clifton, ID 83228

U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

Atkin Law Offices
837 South 500 West, Ste 200
Bountiful, UT 84010

(I) U.S. Mail

John D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm
PO Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110

(~U.S. Mail

( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SIXTH JUDICIAL
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY@).,.,·, ~:--::;-~~--,,-
ut;~u ! Y

Register#CV-2009-2212-0C
GA YLEEN CLAYSON,

LLERi\

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

-vsDON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Defendants.
DON ZEBE, RICK LAWSON, and LAZE, LLC,
Counterclaim Plaintiffs
-vsGA YLEN CLAYSON,
Counterclaim Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE: VARIOUS
MOTIONS

On April 21, 2010, the Court received a Motion to Extend Deadline to Produce Bank of Star
Valley Records ("Motion to Extend") filed by Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, Gaylen Clayson
("Plaintiff' or "Clayson"). On April 22, 2010, the Court received a Motion for Protective Order
Concerning Depositions Scheduled for April 29, and April 30, 2010 ("Motion for Protective
Order") filed by Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs ("Defendants"). Also, on April 23, 2010, the
Court received Defendant's Motion for Contempt filed by Defendants. A hearing was not requested
on these matters by either party. The Court has carefully considered the submissions and the
argument of the parties.

Case No. CV-2009-2212-0C
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The Court has been infonned by the Plaintiff that the depositions scheduled for April 29,
and April 30, 2010 never took place. It also appears that these depositions have been rescheduled.
These facts render the Motion for Protective Order moot and no ruling is required.
Defendants correctly point out that, on a hearing held on April 1,2010, this Court ordered
Plaintiff to produce the Bank of Star Valley records within 14 days for the Defendants.

In

Defendant's Motion for Contempt, Defendants state that as of April 21, 20lO, they had not received
any of the Bank of Star Valley Records. The Defendants request that the Court enter an order for
contempt based on Plaintiffs direct violation of the order of this Court.
However, on April 23, 2010, the Court received an Affidavit of Lindsay Stott in Support of
Plaintiff s Motion to Extend Deadline to Produce Bank of Star Valley Records ("Stott Affidavit").
In the Stott Affidavit, there appears to be evidence that is in conflict with evidence produced by the
Defendants as to when the Bank of Star Valley could produce the requested records. This creates a
question of fact as to why the records were not provided to Defendants within the time period set by
the Court and whether the delay was the result of a

communi~ation

problem with the bank rather

than dilatory conduct by Plaintiff. The Court has also been infonned that the Defendants are now
in possession of the Bank of Star Valley Records, and appears to have received them within a short
time of when they were supposed to be produced. There has been no showing of any prejudice as a
result of receiving the records a few days later than ordered. Therefore, the Motion for Extension of
Time to Produce is moot and need not be ruled on. The Court DENIES the Motion for Contempt.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED

I11J-aayof

itlG

,2010.

~

s. .
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of ~ I~
, 2010, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon eac 0 the followmg indIvIduals
in the manner indicated.

[t:J

Blake S. Atkin
7579 North Westside Hwy
Clifton, ID 83228

Atkin Law Offices
837 South 500 West, Ste 200
Bountiful, UT 84010

(~U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

(·1u.s. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

JolIn D. Bowers
Bowers Law Firm
PO Box 1550
Afton, WY 83110

(,;fU.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

Gary L. Cooper
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North Third Avenue, Second Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229

(;f U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register No.CV-2009-02212-0C
GA YLEN CLAYSON,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DON ZEBE, RlCK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC.,

)
)

Plaintiffs,

-vsDON ZEBE, RlCK LAWSON, and LAZE,
LLC.,

MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER

)

-vs-

Counterclaim Plaintiffs,

)
)

GAYLEN CLAYSON,

)

)
)

Counterclaim Defendant.

)

On June 21, 2010, the above entitled matter came before the Court for the purpose of a
hearing on Defendant's Motion to Continue Trial. Blake S. Atkin, appeared by telephone on behalf
of the Plaintiff and Gary L. Cooper, appeared for the Defendant.
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Counsel waived a Court Reporter for this proceeding.
At the outset, the Court heard argument from counsel for the Defendant and the Plaintiff
regarding the Motion to Continue. Counsel advised the Court that mediation has been set in this
matter for the first week of August, 2010.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the trial date of November 2, 2010 shall remain as set.
However, the Court set an additional trial date of January 11, 2011 as a backup setting in this
matter.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the hearing for Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment currently scheduled for July 7, 2010 shall be RESET to be held on AUGUST 9, 2010
AT THE HOUR OF 2 P.M.

DATED June 24,2010.

s~

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

(:!:}::J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of \, \ X\f
,2010, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon~acilOithe following individuals
in the manner indicated.

(viu.s. Mail

Blake S. Atkin
7579 North Westside Highway
Clifton,ID 83228

( ) Email
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

(v{ U.S. Mail

Blake S. Atkin
Atkin Law Office
837 South 500 West, Ste 200
Bountiful, UT 84010

( ) Email
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

(Au.s. Mail

Gary L. Cooper
Cooper & Larsen
PO Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229

DATED this

( ) Email
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

,:10
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